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' 
The Recov~ry of Citizenship 

• • 
I. 

T HE · scale of modern civilisatio11, . pas . of. itself 
_done mu~h to depri~e.the dtizell,othi~fr~<:dom. 

He caifn~t hope, tn ~populations of the modem size, 
that his own voice. will be clearly heard. To want 
effectively he must be part of an organisation w.ide 
enough and significant enough to be able to make 
its impress •upon political authority. The-·citizen 
to-'day is lost who stands alone. It is as~ part of a 
grou:~; that he secures the. power toAulfil.hi.mself. 

But even as a member of a group, citizenship is 
not necessarily available to him. -Tbe more ample 
the size ancf functions of the mode:t'n State, the less 
opportunity has the average citizen to take an 
important share in the disposal of its business. The 
number of those who can occupy office, whether 
central or local, is necessarily fractional; and political 
significance will come to most, as Rousseau saw, 
only at election time. Nor can it be said that the 
parliamentary process is as educational for the 
multitude as it was in the past. Much of its dis
cussion centres about pr~blems of a technical character, 
the appreciation · of which depends upon sustained 
intellectual effort. And so wide are the regions over 
which it must necessarily travel that the average 
student of affairs will be har<J put to it if he depends 
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THE RECOVERY OF CITIZENSHIP . • 
upon the proceedings of a legislature for his grasp 
of the flow of affairs. Few indeed are the big subjects 
which a Parliament has time to discbss with any 
fullness; I1lany are the themes, some of them of 
first-rate impor!ance, which it ~annat hope to discuss 
at all. The first bnsiness of a Parliament, moreover, 
is decision; and it is, above all, so organised as to 

• • compel it to decide. Our politics, as Lord Balfour 
has said, are an organised qttafrel in ~!th the 
necessary pressure of party orgj.nisation limits the 
intt)m:ity of illumination which may emerge. It is 
only the specialist who is not baffled by the be
wildering variety of issues which confr~nt him, and 
even he is.not seldom at a loss from ignorance of the 
wants of that constituency it is his business to satisfy. 

Our economic organisation. only increases the ·com
plexity., Here, for the most part, the lever upon which 
the machinery d~pends is that of profit; •and it is the 
inevitable consequence of its nature that it should 
be indifferent to the moral aspect of its methodology. 
For in studying the demands of the consumer the 
business man inquires not whether the demand 
ought to be made, nor how it can best be supplied. 
He is cov-cerned only with such a technique of response 
as will, in the circumstances, assure him the largest 
profit. And in a society···likeour own, the ... main 
c):laracteristic of .. w:llich. is. efonomi.c iP.equaJity, it 

' fbllows that the insistent demand is not that which 
has .. the greatest claim to.satisfaetion,·but·that which 
has the greatest economic. .. power; ... l:)ebilld it. It is 
the will of this dema:g.d which shapes the whole 
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THE RECOVERY OF CITIZENSHIP. 
/ . 
,~abric of the State. Inequality.,at"the .. ,hase..~hreeds 

inequality .aLthe ...... ape~ .. caf .. the ..... :;;qc~al. •.... ~w;amid.. .. T~e 
consumer be~omes.the prisoner . oLJhe pro.fibmaker. 
He must take what he is given. He can~ot himself, 
in a profit-making w~rld, even hop~ to control the 
economic process of which he is a. part. His wants 
must fit themselves to what the profit-maker believes 
will be good l'or himself~ Consumption is not, like 
productien, somethi:ag of an art. It is an acceptance 
of enforced alternatives in which profit is visible to 
the producer. Industry, .which should.bethe.serv.ent 
of the consumer,.isFin ... .a .... context •. of, this kind, his 
master. Fof what it brings to his wants is not an 
attempt so to satisfy them as to make t]le process 
of demand the creation of a way of life. "What it brings 
is necessarily an attitude to consumption which strips 
it at the outset of all which might induce to psycho-
logical adeq~acy. • 

The chaos which distinguishes this aspect of our 
economic life is the price we pay for a social system 

_.which has two outstanding features. The first is the 
··~yim fact . .oLin equality. . .. ·Our .. people ... is .. .still, ... as in 
l Thsraeli:s . time, divided into .th.i£-di~Q;~';)'l~Ql.lS,"cQ£."rich 
~~·'{?oor,., We -have still, broadly spef1k:ing, a 
different· ·· way of life for each; since .. men think 
differently who live .c.'!Jfte:rently. And because our 
process of consumpti~n is highly individualistic, 
because, that is to say, we make no organised· effort 
to supply ascertained demand from the angle of social 
benefit, there is nothing in the satisfaction of wants 
that has spiritual principle. inherent therein. No 
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THE RECOVERY OF CITIZENSHIP . • 
one who watches the operation of institutions can 
doubt that the act of consumption creates a type of 
living. But no one can doubt, either, tri.at unless the 
act is consCious and so organised that, as it functions, . . 
it releases the ~rsonality of tlie individual citizen, 
it loses its civic aspect as a consequence. The less it 
realises itself as permeateq. by the ~ossibility of a 
spiritual content, the more it becomes the mere tool 
of the profit-maker. And the m~E! it is in tTl~ power 
of profit, the less can our commind of the forces of 
naa:tre result in a well-ordered commonwealth. 

Anyone who compares the quality of citizenship 
in ancient Greece with that of our own• day cannot 
help but perceive a certain loss of.spixitual. energy. 
And this •loss, lt may reasonably be argued, is essen-

/ . 
r tially the outcome ofour.failure. to pla11 PUl" civilisa-

tion, We have believed that the mere .co:nflict of 
priv~te interest~ will, given .liberty.. ~f ... contract, 
necessarily result in social good; and we have for
gotten, because the simplicity of bare political equality 

·qbscures the real factors beneath, thaLlibert;v,:. of 
/ '(Xlntract is never genuine in the absence .of.eq)lality 

of bargaining ·power. Such equality demands, as its 
primary. condition, the presence of combination. 
Without, for instance, the unity of striking force 
which the trade unions have accumulated, they 
woul~ have lacked altogether, the power to readjust 
the more obvious inadequacies of the wage relation. 
Without combination among employers, the con
sequenc~ of a world-wide economy could never have 
been facei:i. Even in so_small a body as the national 
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THE RECOVERY OF CITIZENSHIP . 
• 

legislature, there -is no longer any room for individual 
action; it is upon the combination of like-minded 
men, coherentty organised and rigorously disciplined, 
that results depend. Yet in the sphere-.. ot...the . ~;<m
sumer, atomism is stiU.the rule andcoonhin%ti2ttthe 

~4f~:l!:ception. What action has been taken to mitigate 
1 ':®. ceonsequences,,9f .;t].;}j.§,J<~~~?i.¥!f..2,it1c!~J8.4.11.<4ism, as 

in the supply, Tor instance, ~f pure . food, has been 
governn!efttal and nO'!: voluntary in character. The 
consumer, in fact, h~ done little or nothing to control 
his environment. He does not announce his wants; 
he waits for the profit-maker to discover such of J:Js 
wants as it i~ worth his while to supply. But since 
the quality of his citizenship largely depeJldS upon 
what there is for him to consume, igrioran~e of his 
wants• means, in a high degree, the absence of a 
civic context to this aspect of his life. The things 
he purchases • do not come to him as part of a process 
deliberately conceived to enlarge his personality. He 
has no place in the vrocess of supplying his demands. 
He may ask without assurance of response. He has 
no share in the government of industry, no effective 
part in the maintenance of its standards. He cannot 
set its direction nor control its consequences;. He is 
not adjusted to that realm of supply in which his 
demands are supposed to master the event. 

Such an atmosphere would, perhaps, be less serious 
could the average pro~ucer hope for an indtistrial 
organisation in which due emphasis was laid upon 
the creative aspect of his personality. Our own day, 
indeed, has seen a revival o,.f interest in ~nis view. 
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THE RECOVERY OF CITIZENSHIP . 
• 

Syndicalists and guild-socialists have combined to 
condemn an industrial society in which the average 
producer is, by the very term of h:rs engagement, 
deprived 'bf significance in his daily toil. Now it 
need not be ooubted by anyohe at all careful of the 
facts that in a society dominated by the profihmaking 
motive the submergep.s~ .of .. Jl;le individual producer 
is inevitable: But it is ui"mecessarl either to doubt 
that in a society where the motin of profit !:>'\"eplaced 
by the motive of service, the .Place for significant 
individual initiative is nevertheless small. We may 
enormously enlarge the area of consultation; we may 
make the conditions of labour and the l~vel of reward 
far better than anything we can now imagine. It 
would ~t"ill remain true in large-scale industry 
dominated by the technology of the machine that the 
average worker would be a routineer following an 
enforced discipline and not an invento! creating his 
own path of effort. Even in the ideal Utopia the 
clerk would still be a clerk, copying entries into a 
ledger, the waiter would still carry plates from the 
table to the kitchen, for their stated hours each 
day. For all but a handful of producers, in other 
words, the centre of creative significance is bound to 
be not the period of labour, but .the.period.oLleisure. 

For most men and women, therefore, it is the use 
made of the period of.leis.un~ which determines what 
their ·lives are to be. It is. i~ tha_t perigq tha.t. .. their 

( creative energies may best hope for an. outlet of · 
release, For them the effort of production is essentially 
a prelude to leisure. Th~y are buying therein the right 
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THE RECOVERY. OF CITIZENSHIP . 
• 

to demand. They are achieving . the prospect· of 
wants. Their problem, accordingly, is such an 
organisation M supply that their wants may hope 
to emerge in a full and harmonious persona,ity. That 
is impossible under a • system where: •as now, wants 
are atomic in character. For instead of giving the 
character to production of felt and expressed need, 
they· wait upo; what is bffered to them, and take, 
not . wM-t- they themselves desire, but what it pays 
others to produce :{pr them without regard to the 
consequences of production. An atomistic process of 
consumption, in other words, is necessarily a process 
of exploitati~n. The best is insignificant to the 
producer unless it pays. The inarticulat~ remains 
unknown. The attempt to increase the supply of 
what ·may be termed spiritual commodities is neces
sarily neglected. The character of leisure, in short, 
is left to be• determined not by th<'->e to whom its 
character is of seminal importance, but to those who 
have the opportunity and the skill to make profit 
by its exploitation. And our .past experience suggests 
quite definitely that there is not, in this realm, any 
direct relevance of interest between consumer and 
producer. For the motives of each are so <lifferent 
that their minds can hardly meet, save in exceptional 
cases, upon the same plane. The one searches blindly 
and individually to satisty demands that are inarticu
late because unorganised; the other searches ·only 
for such a supply as will give him profit from his guess 
at the nature and intensity of demand. To the former, 
moreover, the method of pr~duction, the site, for 
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THE RECOVERY OF CITIZENSHIP . 
• 

instance, of a factory, or the nature of the materials 
may well be of importance; to the latter, as producer, 
they are irrelevant because profit is not• a function of 
their consetJ.uence. For him, an ugly house of shoddy 
material has the· single quality <.f saleability; and its 
civic aspect is a matter into which, as our slums bear 

te~:o~~ ~o~:~nn~~~:eo~~~t !!n~::~;lJ:~n!u;:; 
capacity to satisfy dem<md.. To•the degree-tltat it is 
successful in that effort depen!Js the whole of its 
well-being. But to satisfy demand, it must make 
demand articulate and organised. It must make 
possible the discovery of a plane where •the identical 
interests Clf men are made manifest. It must prevent 
the subjection of the many to the few. It must 
equalise, so far as concerted action can equalise, the 
gain as well as the toil of living. To that end the 
process of const!mption has for the State an import 
that it is impossible to exaggerate. For there the 
State discovers the demands, response to which is 
the test of its adequacy. In that realm, exploitation 

. and privilege both operate against the function it is 
/its business to perform. In a sense, every dissatisfied 

life is a11measure of the failure ofthe.,State.. It means 
that some demand has been neglected, either because 
it has lacked the power to make itself known, or 
because it has not found means through which to 

. ~ontiibute its quality to (he common stock. A 
/ Sr~te,. after all, is no. mystic institution •. · .. It is a body 

of men and women who search for selfcrealisation and 
admit in a particular asiociation an especially majestic 
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THE RECOVERY OF CITIZENSHIP . • 
pocwer thatthehindrances to its achievemen.t..~b.etl:ler 
positive or negativevmay •ae•rcemoved. The business 
of the State is" therefore dependent upon its power 
to maintain a condition of liberty and equ~lity. It 
needs the first lest baorriers operate t@ prevent the 
emergence of that continuous initiative upon which 
self"realisation deJ>ends. It needs the second because 
unless it is admitted that the interests of each citizen 
in self-r~ltsation ate •identical (however various be 
the modes of its expr~ssion), it is inevitable that the 
ip.any will-become thecit1strcU.Jl'lents.o£ .the few.i:o;~tead 
of being regarded as ends in themselves. And this 
i,s the de:finitio~· of slavery. 

"~~:. It ... was.the.,.peJ.:J;~Ptigp.c,J]J.ato .h.PWj!JJ .. )?~~p.~~ .. ,il.t~ ...• ends 
/ i!t .. , .. tq~S~),;\l~.,, .. J)I,l,titled .. ·equally .. · to • ·Seif~r.eai.isation, 

which has been the driving-power behind the move
rp.ent towards political democracy. With the conring · 
df .universal.oSufirage, ... ihe abolition, further, ofpoliu<::.91 
disqimination against creed Qr fl?<Ss or race in its 
power to be chosen for positions of authority, it has 
seemed to many that the central problem of the 
State has been solved. Yet no one can survey the 
post-war world and hold, for one moment, that there 
is ground for effective satisfaction. Russia and Italy • stand out as assertions that the ideal of political 
democracy is a worthless one. In no democratic 
State can it be said that the results of majority-rule 
seriously satisfy the d:mands of the multitude. 
Political apathy is not only widespread, but growing. 
Men tend less· and-less to realise themselves. by means 
of political instit1.1tions, •.. c Whaj seems to emerge is 
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THE RECOVERY OF CITIZENSHIP . 
• 

the vital. fact . that political pow~r.-: is.· . .a .. Juuc.tign of 
economic ...... organi?9:tign •..... 9:n9o ... Jhat .. whate,:ver grounds 
there are for a constitutional and ega1itarian system 
in the pO'litical field, are grounds also for a similar 
~ystem in th~ economic realill. We· shalL not. make 

./"a±tizenship a tangible and adequate. ,reality.1..mtil we 
. make the dema11d of the. a verage .. man both organised 

aJ:ld coheJ:e:Q.t, . We shall n~t achi.eve~this end·save by 
the discovery .. of methods. ofsocial .. orgaJJ.i?~~I1 which 
emphasise the equality of their cl,aimupon the common 
stock and apportion .that stock in such fashion as to 
leave by its distribution the maximum possible 
satisfaction. It is difficult to suppos~-at least in 
the light of experience-that this is possible in a 
world which; like our own, places its reliance upon 
profit and competition as the sources of socia1 well
being. 

• • 
II. 

It is not likely, in so complex a world as ours, 
that any single form of social organisation represents 
the ultimate way of life that we require. It is, indeed, 

)''i:l~rtain that . a .. pu.rely .. acquisitive·· society; such. as 
that ~htcl:l e111erg~dfmm the )ndus.trial.Revolution, 
is merely the presage . .of.disaster. To trust to individual 
self~interest as the mainspring .of .sociaLeffort is .. not 
merely to postpone, but . actually to defeat, the . . 
prospect of a common. good. Yet when we come to 
the consideration of other possibilities, wisdom 
consists not in the search for a panacea, but in the 
discovery of methods• of organisation which adapt 
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THE REC{>VERY OF CITIZENSHIP. 

the service we require through :means :most likely 
to secure the :maxi:mum of social benefit in the result. 

It is probable _that the future historian of the • nineteenth century _will regard the l(Onsumers' co-
operative movement as one of the vita1 experiments 
in an age of superlative achievemttnt. Like many 
great social disc~veries, it~ essence was essentially 
simple. Cheated by the truck system, the Rochdale 
Pioneers tl~ited to purchase for themselves the goods 
they required, and they eliminated profit from their 
adventure by returning the surplus which remained 
after costs ha<l been met in proportion to the sums 
expended by each member upon the commodities 
available. From those humble begit1nings, con
sumers' co-operation has grown to the _ position of 
one ot the three outstanding movements in the 
working-class life of Great Britain. In the area it 
covers, the ~ultiplicity of needs it• satisfies, the 
standards it maintains, it has preserved an atmosphere 
that has something of heroic quality about it. The 
service . it has commanded has been amazing in its 
devotion. Like a nation, it has had its outstanding 
pioneers; like a church, it has had its saints. No one 
to-day is entitled to discuss the future of demQCratic 
institutions without seeking to measure the part 
the co-operative movement may play in their growth 
and enrichment. • . 

The theory of co-operation is essentially simple. 
It is based upon the assumption that consumers need 
not wait upon the producer for response to their 
needs, but can organise that re,ponse for themselves. 
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THE RECOVERY OF C1TlZENSH1P. 

Thereby they eliminate the factor 6f profit, since the 
charges they make for the services involved need 
only cov~r the cost of production. From that per
ception has g.rown a move.rp.ent so multifarious in 
character tha"t its mere descr!ption would involve a 
formidable treatise. What is integral to its under
standing is the fact tha1 nothing ,is gained at any 
point by inadequacy of service. Since the consumer 
is, so to say, the producer, the better th~ liuality of 
his product the greater the sa.tisfaction he attains. 
Since he has no profits to pay, the surplus which 
remains returns to him in whatever J>hape he may 
desire. Since he has to determine what is to be 
produces, h~ is compelled to scrutinise his wants and 
the degree to which he satisfies them is de~endent 
upon the quality of his own intelligence. So regarded, 
the process of consumption is an eq.ucational one. 
It trains the participant not only in. the art of satis
fying himself, but in those various aspects of govern
ment upon which the character of citizenship depends. 
He is driven by the process he is inaugurating to 
think out every side of the factors of demand and 
supply. He is trained in the conduct of business 
enterprise. He learns the problem of employment 
from the angle of master as well as man. He achieves, 
through the management of his enterprise, a sense of 
per~onal significance which. is rich in the content of 
satisfaction that it offers. Consumers' co-operation, 
whatever its limitations, has proved itself as a way 
of life fitly to be regarded as a great corporate 
adventure in fellowsltip. In that aspect, certainly, 
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THE RE~OVERY OF ClTIZ:ENSHlP. 

no communal effort in modern times is of greater 
social import. No effort, either, of similar scale has 
been so surprisingly neglected by students of social 

• experimentation. • • 
From the angle of•citizenship, certrun features of 

co-operative enterprise are outstan<ling. The move
ment is, at e~ry angle• a democratic one. Its 
membership is unlimited; its dividend is always 
strictly ilfoportionat~ to the consumers' purchases; 
its voting power is tnroughout by persons and not by 
investment. It has reduced the capital it employs 
to a properly• subordinate position by its insistence 
on low and fixed rates of interest. The demand it 
supplies is by the technique of its orgaVisa\ion more 
securely known than is possible under private enter
prise, • with the result that speculative supply is 
reduced to a minimum, and the employee of the 
co-operative :tore is probably more ceftain of employ
ment than any producer not in the service of the 
State. The abolition, moreover, of profit means that 
there is no gambling in its shares, and that undesirable 
feature of a capitalist organisation, whereby the 
shareholder becomes the residuary legatee of industry, 
is, at the outset, made impossible. • 

These are advantages of high, moral value. But, 
from the aspect of the community, it is rather the 
institutions of go\lernmel;lt than the financial th.eory 
of consumers' co-operation that are of importance. 
Among these what is above all noteworthy·is the fact • 
that the movement is not only genuinely self-:\'\ GF NOf1t 

governing, but is free from file vi~e. of c.entral~~. ~ -=),~• 
15 2 4 7 3 9. ~~LIBRARY 
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THE RECOVERY OF CITIZENSHIP . . 
control. The individual co-operative store is an 
autonomous unit, which depends. for its character 
upon the activities of its members. E'ach of these is 

• fully entitled to play his or her part in the direction 
of its energie!;~ Its committ~e of management is 
chosen by the m@mbership; four times in each year 
they must consider the s'iggestions,. and answer the 
complaints, of those who deal with the store. Each 
of these is, in its turn, a constit'tlent unit o'f. the great 
Wholesale, and the governing b~dy of the latter is as 
responsive and responsible to its store members as 
the committee of the latter to its own• constituency. 

Inherent in these economic and governmental 
notions are • certain doctrines of outstanding sig
nificanc~ to democracy. Exactly as Nonconformity 
has been an education in the art of statesmanship 
for the working classes, so, also, has the co-operative 
movement trait!ed literally thousands of working men 
to the appreciation of satisfying the wants of their 
fellows. They have learned how to discover demand. 
They have had to develop institutions for its satis
faction and intensification. They have had to do so 
on the basis always of equality, since their response 
has hq,d to be not a response to some special and 
privileged economic power, but to a constituency in 
which no one had more authority than another. They 
hav~ had to learn the art.of m<teting criticism by 
removing its causes. They have had to dwell in the 
realm of complete publicity for what they do. They 
have had to act not as they might think fit in their 
own interests, but <¥> they are instructed by a 
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constituency with.definite demands to satisfy. They 
act, moreover, in the background of the knowledge 
that the rewar'tl of their success is never financial. 
Sic vos non vobis was never more true of an1 body of 
men than it is of t~· direction of a. co-operative 
society. They are a standing proof .of the degree to 
which an ideal of social service makes possible the 
replacement of th~ acquisiti~e motive as the dominant 
factor in tlte supply oi demand. 

The fact that the st~re is founded upon the idea of 
equality has had another remarkable result. The 
co-operative movement is not merely shop keeping; 
it is also a tr/rning in the social instincts. For the 
more loyal the individual member is to his society 
the greater is the gain to be distributetl a~ong his 
fellow-members; he cannot increase the dividend to 
himself without at the same time increasi11g it for 
others. The l!echnique of the dividend seems to be 
a genuine instance where the good of self is definitely 
and deliberately intertwined with the goodof others. 
The societies, moreover, have upon an increasing 
scale multiplied their efforts after social development. 
Educational activity, some of it, as at Woolwich, 
upon a quite notable scale, is a permanent feature of 
the economic adventure. In banking, in insu~ance, 
in house purchase, in the organisation of holidays, in 
the attempt to buiLd round each society a corporate 
life in which the member! can find, if they so desire, 

· a real spiritual enrichment, the movement has genuinely 
pioneered and, as genuinely, supplied felt · wants 
which could probably have b•en met in no other 
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way. It is worth while, also, to nQte that in periods 
of economic distress the value of their aid to their 
members has been something it is di:ffitult to describe 
in words~ There are whole regions in England and 
Scotland in wl;li'ch the relation ,.etween the co-operative 
societies and the trade unions has meant that 
innumerable farililies have been saved from the 
intolerable humiliation of the Poor•Law. The work, 
too, of the Co-operative Union. is an ext!lla4lrdinarily 
interesting attempt upon the part of an economic 
organisation deliberately to provide for its own 
spiritual development. It is difficult to be satisfied 
with the level of attainment the Un,on has so far 
reached; it has rather, perhaps, been a sounding 
board t~r tlte expression of opinion than a method 
of building intellectual leadership. But its•poten
tialities remain enormous, and there is probably no 
other economio.organisation which has tl\us attempted, 
like the co-operative movement, to build for itself 
a method of checking its own inadequacies, especially 
in their civic context, and finding means for their 
remedy. 

It would, of course, be easy to compile a formidable 
list of the shortcomings, which any interested observer 
will dfscover at once in the movement as it functions. 
The statistics of attendance at members' meetings 
reveal an apathy which is widespfead and alarming; 
obviously it is difficult to f:>ersuade the mass of the 
membership to an expression, at once vivid and 
coherent, of their views. While, secondly, the rela
tions of the societies with their employees, though, • 
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THE RECOVERY OF CITIZENSHIP. 

on the whole, they compare favourably with the best 
level of capit~ists employment, do not reveal any 
notable discoveries in technique. The ~mployee, 

to be sure, can himself. be a member.of a store, and 
there are many societit!5 in which, after a•long struggle, 
he is permitted to participate in the direction. But 
it would still ~ true to. say that a co-operative 
employee would not feel a notable difference between 
daily woi:-k in a society and daily work in a good 
profit-making enterprise. There is, thirdly, a certain 
obtuseness in the movement, a tendency to be over
aware of the riffiarkable progress it has already made, 
and a consequent dislike of criticism. Like a church 
or a political party, co-operators tel.l,d t~ under
estimate analysis which does not come from them
selves. They go outside their own ranks too little 
for the servi~e-for instance, in the ~elds of propa
ganda and education-that they require. And it 
is not impossible that this obtuseness is one of the 
chief factors which still keeps the movement, almost 
predominantly, a working-class movement without 
that ramification into other social categories which 
is the natural expansion one would expect. Nor 
does the geographical distribution of the S!icieties 
suggest that sufficient care has been taken to prevent 
overlapping on the one hand, or the persistence on 
the other of desel"t:s in \Vhich the co-operative ideal 
is hardly known. It is still, moreover, true that 
amazing as is the success of the movement, it has as 
yet only touched the fringe of the capitalist citadel. 
It has demonstrated overwh~lmingly its power to 
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deal with the normal commodities ·of domestic con
sumption; it has still to show its capacity for going 
outside t~at fairly limited circle of pro~ision, however 
important it b!(• • 

• • 
III. 

Yet, however importal}t be the ~riticisms of the 
movement for which justification can be found, the 
overwhelming balance for social good thM' remains 
is beyond dispute. While it is. impossible to believe 
that a purely voluntary association of consumers can 
establish a balanced and adequate ~mmonwealth, 
the sphere of its operation is bound to grow larger 
with the. yea.rs. Properly related to such obligatory 
associartons as municipalities, and developin~ more 
adequate articulation with producers' vocational 
bodies, it is likely, as Mr. and Mrs. Webb have argued, 
that the consumers' co.-operative .mov~ment is des
tined to play an essential part in the superses~iop of 
the capitalist system. 

What, to that end, modern democracy needs is 
the revelation of an alternative social philosophy 
which will do for the new social order what..Adam 
$mith.and BenthCl.m did for the old~ .. Jn. a society like 
that of the eighteenth century, there was solid ground 
for insisting on the supreme benefit of free competition 
and_individual initiative as the main weapons against 

<:~:an effete aristocracy and an indefensible privilege. 
,~ut what ·has emerged from an. experience of 

individualism is the fact that free competition .. and 
individual initiative merely ... create .new .·.aristocracies 
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and new privilegBS as unnecessary and as.inddensible 
as.the old •. The cause ... of.cthi§ ... is .. plain. When the 
profit-making ·motive is the mainspring of social 
action, its operation is incompatible with d~mocracy. 
For the liberty it est,a~lishes is biaseci in favour qf 
those who can establish by their ~kill in its use a 
differential advantage in their favour; and this 
advantage, on tte evidence, is mainly purchased at 
the cost• ef the community as a whole. What we 
require is a philosoph:\; which prevents that differential 
advantage from preventing the expression of the 
equal claim of citizens to self-realisation. We need, 
in other worc!s, an equality which can evoke from 
men those demands which cannot go uns~tisfied if 
the inherent dignity of their manhood is t~ secure 
satisfaction. 

It is difficult to deny that consumers' co-operation 
has at least !t partial answer to malte such a need. 
It shows conclusively, by the grim test of financial 
success, that over a considerable area of economic 
life the elimination of profit is possible. It is impos
sible, either, to deny that in such an elimination 
there is involved, in very considerable measure, the 
emergence of a public spirit which, however impalpable, • is the one quality upon which the future of the com-
munity depends. Men and women, doubtless, join 
the co-operative movement mainly for the immediate 
and tangible benefits that it offers. But they st<iy in 
the movement because, beyond these, they find 
prospects of a comradeship which plays an increasing 
and enriching part in their li¥es. It is, after all, a 
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supremely remarkable thing that· in a movement 
nearly a century old, with successes to its credit upon 
so wide a scale, no servant in any part of its effort 
has become a rich man, or has complained because 
his service wa~ not the avenue·'io riches. It is not less 
remarkable to have demonstrated so clearly and so 
simply that there is no inherent ~ecessity for the 
capitalist to receive rent or profit or unearned incre
ment. It is hardly less valmt'ble to havtJ• made it 
plain that, exactly as in the se1;vice of the State, the 
trained and scientific expert can work as effectively 
under democratic as under plutocratic direction. Nor . . 
must we neglect the patent evidence of the war, 
that conj:rol of the producer in the interest of the 
consum@!r-which was, after all, the r:eal objective 
of the Ministry of Food-results in a better and less 
wasteful production than an unfettered system of 
laissez-faire. The great increase of• co-operative 
membership during the war was, above all, a tribute 
to the theory of the movement. For it showed that 
its deliberate refusal to bow the knee to the technique 
of capitalist enterprise-speculation, cornering of the 
market, and the rest-results in definite gain to those 
for w~ose interests it is concerned. And in the 
ordinary course of its effort, consumers' co-operation 
has proved, even in a predominantly capitalist world, 
that every aspect of production, fliOm the origination . . 
of manufacture to the placing of the finished product 
in the hands of the consumer, requires nothing of the 
anti-social conduct characteristic of private enter-
prise. • 
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It is, indeed, important to realise how inevitable 

have been the limitations upon co-operative action 
by the milieu Within which it has had to work. No 
advantage of the movement has been taken, broadly 
speaking, by the miildle and upper •classes; and 
little advantage can be taken by the poorest families 
in the communit~. The apathy of the former towards 
the movement is the outcome of two causes. In 
part, it ts• born of a• class-standard of consumption 
which dislikes the lev,tl of service the predominantly 
working-class character of the movement entails; 
in part, also, it is born of an indifference, due tolevel • of income, to the non-economic advantages the 
movement offers to its members. The poore~t classes 
cannot afford to join the movement largely obecause 
their incomes are at once too irregular and too small 
to make possible even the ownership of a co-operative 
share, or the t!ontinuity of cash transa~ions which the 
system normally involves. Nor is it likely that the 
most insistent propaganda would make much impres
sion upon either of these groups. The one has little 
to gain in economic advantage, the other is dependent 
upon its capacity to profit by them upon causes the 
movement itself is, internally at least, powerJess to 
control. For its extension beyond the more solid 
part of the working class, the movement must look to 
political action intended:. by its results, to secu~e a 
State.· built upon the idea ··of economic. equality, and 
insistent· that the adequate maintenance .ofits poorest 
m~mbers, in which the thesis of economic: security 
is · integral, is the first charge upon the national 
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income. With the progressive realisation of this 
idea, there is no need to set visible limits to the 
growth of the movement. In such an atmosphere it 
could supply any need which the body of its members 
desired. And. as the resthetic• ,p.nd cultural standards 
of the community improved, so, automatically; would 
the resthetic and cultural standards of co-operative • cgmmodities. • 

The condition, obviously, i~ a notabl'e •one, for 
it means the necessity for co-operators to develop a 
theory of the. State. So far, and until recently in but 
a limited degree, the deliberate conquest of political 
power has played but a small part in lhe mind of its 
members.,. That has been natural enough when the 
history. of the movement is borne in mind. The 
attitude of the State to consumers' co-operatiOn has 
been either hostile or negligent; and the Chancellors 
of the Excheq'der who could be made fo understand 
its assumptions can be counted upon the fingers of 
one hand. The religious traditions of its members, 
moreover, were usually of a Nonconformist kind, 
and this has tended to make the older generation, 
particularly, look askance upon political action. 
Where• too, progress has been so rapid, to risk the 
disintegration of the movement by a confession of 
political faith must have seemed to the more cautious 
an unwarrantable risk, and that especially in an age 
of aggressive individualism: 

This temper, however, is obsolete, for the deliberate 
use of political machinery to alter the consequence of 
aggressive individuali~ is the predominant feature 
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of our time. It is because of this that the political 
expression of the movement is to-day of supreme 
importance. The danger that confronts us in politics 
is lest we proceed to the repair of social "structure 
without any clear sen~· in our minds of• the objective 
in view. We tend to reconstruct piece-meal, less in 
terms of princi:we, than because evasion of some 
especially impossible protlem may occasion the 
defeat or the party rn power. What we need is a 
principle of procedure upon a wide front of social 
attack, and it is exactly this principle which con" 
sumers' co-op<iation s11pplies. When it is conceived 
in its proper relation to services which, like the pro~ 
duction of electricity, are obviously nationaljn scope, 
or of libraries, which fall clearly within the com-

• petence of Local Government, it becomes an essential 
part of a social philosophy which can only secure its 
full expressio~ by the control of politit:al institutions. 

The value· to our political·life ·of an oFganised and 
self -conscious co-operative ·· movement. , ... is .. something 
it is not easy to exaggeFate, It would bring the 
consumer into the context of party action in a 
coherent fashion not previously known. Parties, for 
the most part, are dominated by producing i~terests 
just because it is so. easy for these, through com" 
bination, to become articulate. The influence upon 
Conservatism of the agra~ian interest, upon Liber~lism 
of the manufacturer, especially of the manufacturer 
concerned with foreign markets, of trade unions upon 
the Labour Party, is their most impressive feature. 
Consumers, so far in our .r-olitical history, have 
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hardly been conscious of the power they possess, 
and it is almost an axiom of politics that to be 
unconscious of power is to miss the po~sibilities of its 
exercise.· The. co-operator ~nters politics with a 
philosophy o:Fo life, which, over• a wide practical field, 
has proved itself in the event. It is a philosophy 
which corrects certain tendencies Jn our economic • and social constitution for which, in the past, we 
have had to pay a heavy price~ It is difl!c\'J.lt to see 
anything but good from its pressure in the larger 
field. 

For as the pressure of its adh~ents becomes 
impressive, so will the significance of consumption 
as the .art of organising leisure rightly become 
increasingly ·clear. By linking production to sig
nificant and ascertained demand, industry will be 
more nearly related than is now even Il.ossible to the 
services a fruittulleisure requires. By the increasing 
elimination of the profit-maker, our society will be 
less and less an organisation built upon the acquisitive 
motive, more and more an organisation in which 
power arises from social function and not from 
individual gain. And the wider the sphere the move
ment can, in this fashion, obtain, not only will the 
gain of the individual be greater, but also the more 
manifest will be the moral superiority of its effort 
to profit-making enterpris<i,- FO!" the greater the 
degree in which profit can be removed from the 
provision of essential services, the more likely they 
are to elevate the quality of effort that goes to their 
making. • 
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There are, of Gourse, conditions upon which such 
a development depends. First and foremost is the 
need for the ccT-operative movement to devote all its 
energies to building a new and more "adequate 
relationship with its Jmployees. Sci .much of the 
future democracy depends upon a ~ight articulation 
of producer with consumer that a realm where profit 
is excluded shoufd, as Mill.foresaw, provide us with 
valuable •ooidence frem deliberate experiment. As 
a part of this effort, the movement will need, especially 
upon its technical and educational sides, to revise 
its attitude to the service of expertise. It will need 
to show exactly that atmosphere of confidence in 
unfettered research and criticism which i!i typical 
of the best academic life. It will neect, too, to lay 
far m~re emphasis upon the quality and extent of 
its spiritual aspect than many of the societies are, 
as yet, prep~red to do. It will n~d, finally, an 
organisation within itself for criticism, research, and 
comparison, which shall play the part of economic 
general staff to the whole co-operative movement. 
It must have power unhesitatingly to reveal defect; 
it must have authority to bring home the full impact 
of its discoveries to the public it serves; it must be 
free from the need to . do more than insist up~n the 
significance of its inquiries. The implication of all 
expert service is t~at the scientist can rely upon the 
administrator to translate his results into practice. 
Nothing is more likely to develop the standing of 
the co-operative movement with the public at large 
than the knowledge that it h~ built within its own 
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confines the means of securing quality by expert 
self-criticism. Nothing either is so likely to attract 
to its services the brain-worker who is interested in 
serving the community if the standards of his 
scientific conscience are assure.I of satisfaction there. 

There is no ne.ed to suppose that the co-operative 
movement will not, with steady gait, move to the • realisation of these nee<fs. Their power is almost 
without limit if they once beco:rne intensely 'tonscious 
of their political mission, and they must do what it 

..... lies in them to achieve quickly if real benefit is to be 
.f~e outcome of their effort. Not since'the fall ... of t}le 
· Roman Empire has the . principle .. of M1estern civilisa

tion beeq in graver .danger than in om. gwn. gay, The 
predominance of capitalist imperialism means inevit
ably, with an awakening East, the prospect of uTtimate 
disaster. Conflicts of race and colour, the challenge 
to the march ~f reason by men avid ±tr power and 
impatient of the slow process of persuasion, the 
danger of creed wars-these confront us on every 
hand. They are stimulated and quickened by the 
profit~making motive as by a poison which drives 
men recklessly to the abyss. Democracy depends on 
the w~lingness of the individual· citizen to use his 
instructed judgment for the pul::>li.;>good. To awaken 
that will into activity is a mission as high as any to 
which a great movement has ev~ been called. ,Jt . . . .. . 
1s for co-operators to prove that they are consc1ous 
of the responsibility oLthe.ir ideals . 
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Labour and the Community 
• .. I. • 

Trade Unions and the Public. 
• • 

O RGANISED labour is a comparatively new 
factor in the lite of society. Its advent has 

presented problems of a different character from 
those presented by practically all other forms of 
voluntary assiciations within the general frame
work of social life. Its history is one of struggle, 
often against the combined forces of both e:onployers 
and State; but step by step it has won i'l:s way 
through, until to-day it is universally recognised 
that labour ii destined to wield an influence in the 
affairs of the community immeasurabfy greater than 
its founders could possibly have foreseen. 

No organised body, whatever its functions, can 
expect to be absolved from communal responsibility. 
Its social obligations grow in proportion to its power. 
That is particularly true of trade unionism, because 
of the specific economic purpose it exists to. carry 
out. Its primary function is to protect the interests 
of the working class. Its method has been to com
bine the workers tn ev~y trade and industry,_and 
to use the power of such organisation to secure a 
continuous improvement in the conditions of employ
ment and a progressively higher status and standard 
of life. Inevitably, with suclt objects in view, the 
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trade unions have frequently bl3en compelled to 
adopt a policy and programme of a~tion which has 
exposed. them to criticism of an irresponsible use 
of their powe~ for class pur~oses. Not infrequently, 
trade unioniosm has been misrepresented as being 
an anti-social f'>rce, dangerous to the stability and 
well-being of society. The direct aflll positive benefits • accruing to the community from the existence of 
trade unions have at such times failed "to obtain 
general acknowledgment. The State itself, at various 
stages, in the development of trade unionism has 
acted upon the view that the org~isation of the 
workers is a potential social menace, and the history 
of trade union legislation supplies very piquant 

• illustrmions of this attitude. Only with reh;ctance, 
under the pressure of actual necessity, and because of 
proved injustice to organised labour, has Parliament 
itself consentea to legislate and afford •the protection 
of law to some of the activities of the unions. Allega
tions that the workmen's unions are above the law, 
and that their officials are granted an immunity from 
the consequences of their actions, are still circulated 
with a singular persistence. Seldom is it remembered 
that vade unionism is not confined to the workers. 
The lawyers, the doctors, and, in fact, professional 
men of almost every variety have their trade unions, 
whi~h act quite as effecijvely, • but not quite so 
obtrusively, as the workmen's organisations. The 
associations of employers are•'not now quite so free 
from public criticism as they used formerly to be, 
but, undoubtedly, th~ idea lingers that it is prin-
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cipally the workmen's trade unions which require 
the vigilant attention of the State to keep their 
activities in check. 

What is the explanation of this ? No doubt it is 
partly historical and vaditional, reacmng back to 
the period when the unions were not merely illegal, 
but criminal associations; when membership exposed • the workers to the ferocio~s penalties of the law, 
ranging fr~m the cutti:ag-off of ears to transportation. 
When, despite repression, the unions not only survived, 
but grew in strength, Parliament reluctantly removed 
the taint of criminality attaching to membership. 
But even then ~he judges, with wondrous sophistry, 
decreed that the unions were still illegal. The 
intricacies of the many judgments in respect oi trade 
unions •are sufficient to leave the average lawyer 
dazed as to the real position the unions occupy in 
law. No won<!er the man in the street~ unable to see 
his way ·through the haze of legal controversy sur
rounding the subject, wearily assumes that the 
unions are above the law, and that they are aimed 
against the community in some way. 

Trade unionism has put a check upon the sweater 
and the unscrupulous employer, and has comJ?elled 
them, sometimes with the full support of public 
opinion, to mend their ways. It is scarcely more 
profitable to show that a long list of reforms, repre
senting a contribution of ~pproxirnately £3oo,ooo,ooo 
a year, is now proviti;ling for the sick, disabled, 
the aged, the children, and the unemployed as a 
direct result of the efforts of t~e trade unions. Yet 
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it would not be denied by the. most inveterate 
opponent of trade unionism who has troubled to 
examine the facts , that the system of trade and 
friendly benefits built up and administered by the 
unions, long .oefore the State.itself made systematic 
provision for ac~idents, disease, intermittent employ
ment, and ·old age, served a real social purpose. 
Few people give true wt!ight to the contribution of 
the unions to social progress in their woPko of main
taining and improving the workers' standard of 
life, in safeguarding their interests in industry, in 
forcing provisions for factory inspection, securing 
compensation for accidents, in lool::ing after the 
safety 'lnd health of those engaged in dangerous 
occupations: and in applying the pressure which 
has compelled employers to adopt more htimanc, 
enlightened, and efficient methods of management. 

Even in tl'fis twentieth century i! is doubtful 
whether very much is known generally of the 
activities of the trade unions in such matters. What 
is more clearly evident is that the unions are, from 
time to time, engaged in industrial conflicts which 
disturb the normal working of society. The origin 
and causes of these conflicts is not a matter to which 

• much attention is paid by the average man who is 
inconvenienced by them. He has not the time, nor 
in some cases the inclination, to .probe deep enough 
to perceive the underlying causes of which these 
conflicts are the consequence. The clerk who is 
forced to trudge several weary miles to and from his 
office because of a irade dispute on the London 
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tubes or buses, m: the housewife who suddenly finds 
the supply of coal curtailed because of a dispute 
between colliery-owners and miners, do not concern 
themselves very much with the question of who is 
right or wrong. In t~eir good-natured.British way, 
they utter a grumbling protest against employers 
and trade unionists, and then resign themselves to 
the inevitable. ~aturally, •the Government gets its 
share of .criticism, t<¥~; but, then, what are Govern
ments for, if not to blame ? Still, I think it would not 
be denied that the feeling which lingers longest is 
one of resentment against the trade unions, coupled 
with a heartft!lt wish that these conflicts could be 
avoided. It would be surprising if it were not so. 
That mighty organisation which create!S as well as 
guides-public opinion-the Press-has not alw~ys been 
fair and impartial in its statement of the claims of 
labour. Too- often the idea has be~ promulgated 
that the unions have been irresponsibly led, and 
that they have shown too little consideration for the 
community; that they have been too prone to 
resort to strike action. Not always has labour had 
the access to the public mind that it has to-day. It 
is easy to magnify the disturbance to the community 
caused by strikes, and to place upon the sht>ulders 
of labour the responsibilities for upheavals, the real 
causes of which li~ in the complex nature of society 
itself. • 

When we speak of the community, we too often 
delude ourselves into the assumption that the com
munity is one organic whole, composed of units, 
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each of which has identical interes~s with its neigh
bour. It was upon that flimsy foundation that the 
laissez-jaire theory was erected by the economists 
and philosophers of the eighteenth century. They 
assumed that if· man was left <!lone to pursue his own 

• • course, without undue restraint, his individual 
interests would ·coincide with those of the other 
members of society, and !he final a~justment would 
be to the advantage of everyone. Sometime a state 
of society may be reached where that will be true, 
but the history of the last century has quite falsified 
the laissez-jaire theory. The Schopenhauer concep
tion of society as a collection of hed~hogs nestling 
together for warmth, was a good deal nearer the 
truth. rn&\6iduals prosecuting their own interests 
are far too prone to subordinate the interests of their 
neighbours to their own. Modern society is honey
combed with g.-oups of people formed eto prosecute 
some interest or other which they have in common. 

It has been said that upon the struggle of these 
groups within society the progress of the community 
depends, but while all may not be prepared to accept 
such a sweeping generality, it is certainly true that 
to-day there is in practically every phase of com
munal •life some group, association, or combination 
of individuals banded together to achieve some 
object they have in common. Industrial and com
mercial life, in particular, te~ms with such combina
tions. It is the principle of co-operation, applied 
for the almost exclusive benefit of the people within 
these associations. But why is it that, out of all 
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these groups with t}leir many and conflicting interests, 
it is to the trade unions that the consumer usually 
attributes the blame for industrial disturbances ? Is 
it because trade unions are thought to be organised 
to foment industrial coaflicts ? Some· such idea is • • 
evidently present in the· minds of many people, and 
it is therefore necessary to say something about the 
purpose and funct,ons of the trade union movement. 

II. 

What Trade Unions Do. 

Let us for a• moment look at the nature of the 
trade union. Broadly speaking, statutory definition 
regards a trade union as a combination ef wo~kmen, 
the pri!1cipal objects of which are the regulation of 
relations between themselves and their employers, 
the imposing 8f restrictive conditions Qll the conduct 
of any trade or business, and the provision of benefits 
to the members. 

The trade union exists to prevent members from 
being used by the employers to undercut the wages 
of their fellow-members. If there was unrestricted 
competition between workpeople, all offering them
selves to the employer at different rates for• their 
labour, the general tendency would be for this com
petition to lower w~ges and conditions for the whole 
number. The primary olfject of the trade union is to 
combine the wage-earners, and to try to organise 
them so that they will not sell their power to work 
below a figure which they have themselves agreed 
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upon in the first place, and which. has subsequently 
become a matter of negotiation and agreement with 
the employer. That, of course, is a very elementary 
and restricted view of the functions of trade unions, 
but it nevertheless shows -the true and primary 

• • function. The unions are not dissimilar in that 
respect from the•trust or the cartel. These organisa
tions exist primarily for- the purptse of combining 
a number of competing firms u~der one management, 
and so doing away with the competition which would 
otherwise exist between the individual firms, and 
which presumably would result in a lowering of 
prices. • 

The cartel differs from the trust in that, while each 
of the firms• embraced within the cartel surrenders 
its right to compete except on certain terms, •it still 
preserves its individual management and identity. 
The principle. running right throug:J.. such trade 
associations is the same, namely, that the units 
combine to avoid inter-competition, the tendency of 
which would be to force down prices. Trade rings, 
price-fixing associations, selling agencies, combina
tions of middlemen, are so well known as to require 
no description from me. How is it, then, that the 
operarton of combines, which have an identically 
similar primary purpose as the trade unions, escape 
the censure which is so often attached to trade unions ? 
I think the reason is that' the ~onfl.ict of interest 
between the combine and association on the one 
hand, and the consumer on the other, are not so 
obtruded upon the notice of the consumer. The 
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mechanism of price-fixing is very intricate, and yet 
it works very unobtrusively. There are essentially 
limits to the power of a combination to raise prices, 
but these for the moment do not concern us here. 
A group of coal merc!fants, or collierY. proprietors, 
or bakers, or dairymen, or farmers, may meet and 
determine that the commodity which they are 

< concerned in pro~ucing or •marketing must be sold 
on and after a givM date at a certain definite 
price. Generally speaking, that price will become 
effective on that date. The consumer is practically 
powerless to influence prices, except in so far as he 
is combined in !n association such as the co-operative 
society, which provides a very powerful check to the 
power of the producer and middlemen to fix. prices. 
If the -bakers decree that bread will be increased by 
a halfpenny per loaf as and from the Ist of March, 
the public h<tVe either to do withou\, buying bread 
or pay the increase, and as, for a large section of the 
public at least, bread is still the staff of life, there is 
no practicable alternative but to pay the price laid 
down by the bakers. There is no dramatic disturbance 
to the normal working of the community. There is 
no withdrawal of the commodity from the market. 
It is not as though the bakers were to dethmine 
that after a certain date no loaves would be baked 
until they had o~tained the extra halfpenny that 
they desired. That is 'quite unnecessary, because 
until the consuming public is in a position to do 
without bread, the bakers can practically determine 
its price. The operations of food councils and bodies 
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designed to protect the consumer, but devoid of real 
effective legal authority, have not been shown in 
practice to curb this power of the trade associations 
to fix prices. There are all sorts of devices which are 
resorted to in.industry and c&w.merce to restrict the 
operation of the law of supply and demand. Restric
tion of output is· the commonest of these, but again 
it is done so unobtrusivelfthat millfons of consumers 
are entirely ignorant of its opeoo.tion. 

But what of the trade unions ? Can its members 
prescribe that on a certain date the price of labour 
will be increased by a penny per hour, or some such 
sum, or that the hours of labour will 1:>e reduced by 
so many per week? The members may agree among 
themselyes tltat they will not sell their labour below 
the price they have fixed, but there are other :rctctors 
which come into operation to restrict their power to 
make their dec:itiion effective. They fi.n'i themselves 
faced by another trade union. This time it is a trade 
union of employers, called an employers' association. 
They are the buyers of labot.).r, and before the trade 
union of the workmen is able to get the price it fixes 
for the labour which its members are selling, negotia
tion has to take place with the employers' trade 
union. • If the employers' trade union refuses to buy 
labour power at the price the union demands, or, in 
other words, if it refuses to pay the wages which the 
workmen are seeking to obtaitJ., a deadlock is reached. 
How can the trade union of the workmen then make 
its demand effective? It does not sell its commodity 
direct to the public, it has to sell it through the • 
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employer, and, as·we have seen, the employers' trade 
union refuses to buy labour at the price the union 
requires. Unless means can be found to refer the 
matter at issue to th~ decision of ~orne impartial 
authority, there is no CIDurse open to the•union but to 
withdraw the services of its membsrs entirely from 
the market until such ti~e that the demand for 
labour has become so acute that the employers will 
be induced to agree to the wages demanded by the 
workmen. 

This is a most important distinction. It is quite 
impossible for ijle workmen to do what the employers 
are able to do in respect of the commodities which 
the employers produce. As I have sh~wn,•there is 
no ne~ for the employers to withdraw thefr com
modities entirely from sale, principally because of 
the necessities of the consumer and the fact that 
the consumer•is not organised. It.therefore becomes 
perfectly obvious that unless the. trade union possesses 
the power to withdraw the s.e:rvices .. of. its. members, 
or, i11. other words, the power. to strike, it is greatly 
handicapped in trying to secu,re. advances in wages, 
reduction in hours, or improvement in conditions. 
That is why this power to strike is so jealotlsly g1,1.arded 
by the unions; ..•. they fully realise that the taking 
away of the power to strike is in effect depriving the 
union members of the p~wer to make their demands 
effective. 

It is essential the trade unions . should have the 
power to strike, and on occasion they are compelled 
to resort to the strike. It is tP.is which brings about 
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the conflict which forces itself upon the attention of 
the consumer, because he is usually hit by conflict 
between employers and workmen. That is the 
tragedy of ind.ustrial conflict,. as, in fact, of any other 
form of war'; whether it be ~ar between nations or 
war in industry.• It is not always those who start the 
quarrel, or who are direc,tly engagoo in it, who suffer 
most. The aeroplane circling over a city and 
attempting to drop its bombs t;pon a strategical point 
brings devastation and misery to innocent non
combatants. It is sometimes assumed that the last 
person considered, if considered at all by the com
batants in industry, is the consumer. Yet always 
in the bad;ground stands the consumer unable to 
escape· from the consequences of the conflict. Nor 
are the consumers a class apart. Organised labour 
forms a very !arge section of the con~uming public. 
It has been estimated that at least one-third of the 
total population of this country is composed of trade 
unionists and t.hGir dependents. Sometimes the first 
people to be hit by a tra:de dispute are those taking 
part in it. In any case, they have to go through a 
period of rigorous stringency because, when they 
withdraw their labour, their wages cease, and with 
the cessation of wages there is usually a curtailment 
of the power of the strikers to purchase even the 
bare necessities of life. T"'-at coflsideration alone is 
sufficient to deter a trade union from embarking 
upon a struggle without first seeking to explore every 
avenue to a settlement. The consumers seldom 
realise that there is a ,.emarkable efficiency about the 
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machinery of negotiation and settlement, in adjusting 
the differences which arise in industry between 
employers and workmen. The public merely sees 
the failures which are dramatically thrust under its 
nose when a strike o~ a lock-out takls place. It 
knows little of the very patient negotiation which 
takes place on the day-to-~y problems in industry, 
and which settle all but a microscopical proportion of 
the differences which arise. It is consideration of the 
interests of the consumer and the public at large 
which often induce trade unions, whether of employers 
or workmen, to. bring in an outsider as a conciliator 
or arbitrator to help to resolve their differences. It 
is in consideration of the consumer and th~ public 
that l~gislation has been introduced setting up 
courts of investigation, committees of inquiry, and 
such like bodi~, charged with the duty ~f ascertaining 
the causes of industrial conflict as they arise in 
specific cases. 

More and more employers and trade unions are 
finding it necessary to submit their cases to the 
examination of such bodies, and more and more the 
process of educating the public up to an understanding 
of industrial affairs is developing. Publicity ~f the 
facts in regard to industry and the causes leading 
up to trade disputes, coupled with the knowledge 
that sooner or later the :Parties will have to justify 
the action they have taken, is acting as a steadying 
factor in industrial relations. Not alone is it the power 
of one party to inflict loss upon the other which is the 
determining factor, but the inherent justice of the 
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claim of each is growing in importance as a decisive 
influence in determining the result. The consumer 
is being educated by this process into a realisation 
that industri.al conflict does not arise because of 
inherent cu~sedness or morai•atavism on the part of 
those engaged in industry. He is coming to see that 
these disputes may aris~ as a cou.sequence of some
thing over which neither employers nor workers have 
any real direct control. A change in monetary policy 
may so effect the price of commodities as to project 
a conflict at a time when neither employers nor 
workers have the least desire to cre..te trouble. 

Twelve months before the lock-out in 1926 in the 
coal-mifling, industry, Professor J. M. Keynes, one of 
the most eminent of modern economists, pjedicted 
that the precipitate return to the gold standard 
would drive the employers to attemp~ to reduce the 
wages of the workers, and that this meant conflicts 
in industry. At the same time, he asserted that the 
workers would be bound to resist so long as they 
could, " and it must be war until those who are 
economically weakest are beaten to the ground."* 

A leading European economist, Professor J. 
Schumpeter, suggests that the stabilisation of the £ 
at what was an artificial value "meant dislocating 
business, putting a premium on imports and a tax 
on exports, intensifying loises a:dd unemployment."t 

Even those who do not go the whole way with these 

• The Economic Consequences of Mr. Churchill, by Professor J. M. Keynes, 
page 9 (Hogarth Press). 

t Economic Journal, Septe~ber, 1928, page 362. 
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authorities, would ·agree that changes in monetary 
policy may have far-reaching effects upon industry 
and trade. 

It is therefore a very rudimentary political economy 
which leads people to ~elieve that the price a con
sumer mnst pay for commodities is a matter entirely 
within the controleof those engaged as producers in 
industry. The control of the prime producers (that 
is, the employers and· the workers) over the price 
ultimately paid by the consumer is not supreme. 
Nevertheless, it would be foolish to deny the possi
bility of joint ~tion between employers and work
people to raise prices against the consumer. Such 
instances, I think, are extremely rare, b1.1t they do 
represeiJt. a potential influence upon prices . which 
cannot be disregarded. There is, indeed, a strong 
inducement w~ere industries are not. exposed to 
foreign competition, or where a degree of effective 

·monopoly exists, for the employers and the workmen 
to get together . and so to arrange their relations as 
to get the greatest possible advantages for themselves 
at the expense of the consumer. But, as I have said 
earlier, their power in this respect is governed by a 
number of considerations, not the least of whi~h is 
the effective demand of the consumer. 

There is also, I think, a tendency to bring primary 
producers more into diroct relationship with the 
consumer. 

There are few people who have any good word to 
say for the middleman, although it may be quite 
legitimately argued that he setves, in the present 
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mechanism of industry and c'ommerce, a useful 
function. Unquestionably, the interposition of a 
chain of middlemen between the producers and the 
consumers h,p.s a tendencj4 to increase prices, and 
research sliows that the inftation of prices by this 
process has in -many cases been excessive. The time 
will come, undoubted~y, when •the absurdity of 
employing middlemen will be realised. The pro
ducing firms will get togeth;r, and, through selling 
agencies, will not merely sell to the wholesaler, but 
will sell direct to the public. That tendency has been 
particularly noticeable in recent •years, and the 
middleman has come in for severe · strictures in 
inquiri~s whicl.1 took place under the Profiteering 
Act. • Not only is it a question of the sizt of the 
profit taken by individual middlemen, but the 
multiplicity .of hands through whi~ commodities 
have passed to get from the primary producers to 
the consumer is a very serious factor. It is useless 
to look to a return to free competition as an element 
in bringing down prices and protecting the con
sumer. Capitalist combination to-day, at one stage 
or another of production, transportation, and dis
tribl!ltion, affects the price of practically everything' 
which is purchased by the consuming public. 

Ill . • Direct Relations with Consumers. 
Where is the consumer to look for protection ? 

There are three principal directions. The first is 
public regulation ef the activities of combines, 
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trusts, and large organisations which are able to exert 
great influence on prices. 

There is a growing volume of public opinion 
demanding publicity for the facts relating to, and . . 
the accounts of, these lttrge-scale combirutions. At 
least two of the three great political. parties believe 
in public investiga~on of the activities of such bodies • before appropriate tribunals, and with price-fixing 
by public authority as•an ultimate safeguard. 

The political party with which organised labour 
is directly associated has, in addition, long urged the 
forii1ation of a• Consumers' Council, vigilantly to 
watch over the interests of consumers. 

An interesting suggestion has been put forward 
that hi~her dividends in such combinations should 
be made conditional upon lower prices, following the 
precedent which was established many years ago 
in the gas indu~try. • 

The second direction is public ownership, and it 
is not beyond practical politics for the State itself 
to act as merchant and importer of staple com
modities. 

The organisation of the consuming power of local 
authorities could be co-ordinated by a Minist~y of 
Supply, with nationalisation of those services where 
monopoly has rendered that practicable. In this 
connection very val""able ~xperience has been gained 
by the utilisation of direct labour, particularly on the 
housing schemes which have been undertaken by the 
municipal authorities. 

The employment of direct l1.bour by consumers, 
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represented through the municipalities and the 
State itself, is not a new feature. 

For many years the State has employed labour 
direct in a number of its departments in preference 
to taking tlie risk of bei~~ exploited by private 
contractors. 

The great increase in post-war Jmilding costs was 
primarily responsible fur municipalities dispensing 
with the contractors in hotlsing schemes, and a 
tremendous amount of valuable experience has been 
gained of the advantages which accrued from such a 
method. • 

But it is in the third direction, namely, the great 
and e"er-extending co-operative movement, where 
the most in;mediate remedy for the consumer against 
exploitation is to be found. Organised lab~ur has 
always felt a strong sympathy and interest in this 
kindred mov~ment. The trade unio~s can claim a 
special responsibility with regard to the origin and 
development of the co-operative movement, which 
has now become so considerable a factor in the general 
organisation of social life. 

In the early days of trade unionism there was an 
infiu~ntial school of thought which advocated the 
proposal of the self-governing workshop. That is 
to say, the idea was advocated of the workers them
selves engaging in produc1Jon a:, their own masters, 
and selling the product of their labour to other 
bodies of workers connected with other branches 
of industry on a co-operative basis. 

The intervention oi the merchant by widening the 
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gap between the producer and consumer facilitated 
capitalist exploitation at both ends of the economic 
scale. It also forced the workers to organise in 
trade unions, and it brought into being the co-• . 
operative movement toeprotect the cons1!mer by the 
organisation of markets. Trade unwnism and the 
co-operative mov~ent have been the two most • powerful social instruments of the last hundred 
years. They had a common origin, and although 
organised in separate and independent movements, 
are identical in their ultimate purpose and aim. 
The growth of •he co-operative movement is prac
tically contemporaneous with that of the trade 
unions. Differing widely in their method and scope • of their operations, and in the form of their organisa-• tion, the trade unions and the co-operative societies 
pursue upon converging paths an identical purpose, 
and aim at a c~mmon goal. The point where they will 
ulitmately meet will be in that transformed society 
which· we call the co-operative commonwealth. 

Recognising that the capitalist system is based 
upon the appropriation of profit by the owners of 
land and the machinery of production, the traditional 
trade union purpose has been to secure for the ~age
earner an increasing share of profit in the form of 
higher wages, shorter hours of labour, and improved 
conditions of emplo)'ment,. 

The co-operative movement likewise originated as 
an organisation of producers. Originally, the co
operative idea was to organise voluntary associations 
of producers in self-supporting~ommunities. Work-
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men in many places, inspired by the co-operative 
idea, formed groups with the object of accumulating 
sufficient capital to found a co-operative community, 
with the self-governing workshop as a nucleus for the 

• more granfiiose projects wJeich Robert Owen con-
templated. 1he co-operative retail distributive 
store came into existence as a mejl-nS to this end. 

Groups of workmen got together to purchase 
provisions at wholesale pri~es and retailed them 
amongst themselves at current prices, hoping in this 
way to accumulate the balance as capital, with which 
one workman after another would t.e able to remain 
making boots for the group, and others clothes, and 
so on, .until enough capital was massed to purchase 
land iind a ·co-operative community could be formed. 
These " union shops "-as they have been called to 
distinguish them from the later type of co-operative 
store, establi~hecl by the Rochdale ~ioneers-were 
intended to provide the means of organising com
munities of producers. For a variety of reasons they 
failed. Very often the temptation to distribute the 
profits proved too strong for the members of the 
group, or the process of accumulating capital wa$ too 
slow .to afford any practical prospect of buying land 
and organising a community. The "union shop" 
was succeeded by the co-operative society, which, 
on the l~ochdale plan, ~istrib!lted profits to the 
members in proportion to their purchases and paid 
a fixed interest on the share capital, each member's 
share of the profits being capitalised. This principle 
of dividends on purchase, introduced by the Rochdale 
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Pioneers, wrought. a revolution in the methods of 
conducting the co-operative society. It brought home 
to millions of neglected consumers, for whom no kind 
of organisation had hitherto existed, the practical 
gains which resulted frem applying those principles 
of combination among •consumers that h~d long been 
practised by producers. It stimulatetl the accumula
tion of capital, w~hout whi~th it would not have been 
possible to bring into ~xistence those palatial multiple 
distributive stores which have become so striking a 
feature of shopping life in most of our towns. It 
created the network of co-operative retail branches, 
familiar to bo~ town and countryside, and paved 
the way for the organisation of services of such 
infinite variety, as to cover almost e"'liery •class of 
domes!ic want. • 

The success of consumers' co-operation through the 
retail stores 11oon showed the. necessi,ty of reaching 
back into primary production itself, and so caused the 
formation of those great federal organisations, the 
English and the Scottish Co-operative Wholesale 
Societies. 

The story of the development of those societies 
reads as a romance of absorbing interest. Probably 
not in the annals of working-class history i'Il any 
country, is there to be found a record of such sus
tained enterprise apd initiative as has resulted in the 
O'fnership and operatiorf of the fields, factories, and 
workshops of the great Wholesale Societies. 

The determination to protect the consumer caused 
co-operators to enter into the realm of finance, and 
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their institutions are to be found daily functioning 
with formidable power in all forms of insurance and 
in banking. 

Although consumers' co-operation to-day repre
sents proba~ly go per cent ·~f the activities of the 
co-operative movement as a whole, it has not 
eliminated producers' societies, a number of which 
still flourish. • • 

These productive societies a10e operated by capital 
contributed usually by distributive societies, shares 
held by the workers (accumulating as the result of 
bonuses paid on wages), and investments of individual 
co-operators. The management rep:'esents all these 
elements, but usually the workers are given a sub
stantia] "repr~sentation. Profits are distributed, after 
paying interest on capital, in dividends to tlfe pur
chasing societies and in bonuses to the workers. 

Whilst the oo-operative productive s8ciety appears 
to be the form of co-operative enterprise which can 
interest the worker most in his capacity as a producer, 
the complexity of communal life makes it nearly 
impossible for it to protect his interests as a consumer. 
The widespread variety of commodities which are 
exchanged in society, the geographical and economic 
factor~ which must be involved in production and 
marketing of those commodities, is of immense 
importance to the wage-earner in.. his dual capacity 
of producer and consumer. • 

Distribution is becominga more and more important 
economic function, and the worker must necessarily 
have a direct interest in the co-operative organisation • 
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of distribution. Trade unionists have always recog
nised this, and the bulk of the membership of the 
retail co-operative societies in the industrial centres 
consists of trade union~ts or, since so. many women 
are members in their o~n right, of the wives of trade 
unionists. 

In the early hi~ory of the two movements several 
attempts were made. to link up production and 
consumption in a single organisation. The com
plexities of the economic system on both its pro
ductive side, and still more on the side of distribution, 
caused by the ~normous development of mechanical 
transportation and the wide expansion of national 
and international markets, renders tlow~<iays a 
single •homogeneous organisation almost visionary. 
As trade unionism extends its control over produc
tive industry,eand assumes an enlarging responsibility 
for its administration on the one hand, and as the 
co-operative societies, on the other, develop the 
organisation of markets and at the same time engage 
more extensively in productive enterprise, the time 
must. at length arrive when a close co-ordination of 
the two movements will become inevitable. 

Just as the trade unions have succeecfed in 
organising only a proportion of producers, so there 
remains outside the co-operative societies a vast 

0 • 

mass of unorgamsed consumers. Our problems con-
cern not only the relationship of organised labour 
to the organised consumer, but to the consumer and 
to the community at large. • 
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IV. 

The Claims of Labour. 

What does labour expect from the consumers ? 
What have <;,onsumers a righr Jo expect from labour ? 

The claims of both have probably never been 
adequately mobilised, and any attempt to state them 
summarily would be almest certain• to fail. 

The immediate claims of the worker, however, 
range under three main headings:

(«) Adequate remuneration, 
(b) Security, and 
(c) A voice in control and mantgement. 

In the background of the first there is the feeling 
that sq~eon~ in industry is making enormous profits, 
and that these profits are made at the expense-of the 
workers. The contrasts between riches and poverty, 
which are evei'ywhere apparent, inte~ify this idea. 
There is no doubt a great lack of understanding of 
the mechanism of industry and commerce, and 
probably the relationship of dividends to the attraction 
of capital and the development of individual under
takings is not properly appreciated. The intricate 
relations of the world's trade, and the niceties of 
developing markets, are subjects which are only 
understood in a very elementary way. 

It is difficult to convince cap.p.ble, efficient, and 
willing workmen that econolnic conditions necessitate 
that their lot in life should be bound up with an • 
existence on wages which always mean a harassing 
struggle with poverty It 
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Statistics propounded to prove that the huge 
sums taken from industry by individual capitalists 
would not materially affect the prosperity of the 
workers, if distributed amongst them, are not con-

• vincing. • • 
Organised labour has determined to have a higher 

standard of life, .and if that is not supplied by the 
existing social order, a sftmulus will be given to 
those who advocate •the forcible overthrow of the 
present social order. 

Working hours, although they have been materially 
reduced in the_rost-war period, are still far too long, 
and there is an instinctive feeling that the employers 
are constantly on the lookout to increase tl]e length 
of the working week. Progressive empfoyers.already 
perceive that prosperity is not to be attained by 
reducing wages and increasing hours, but they have 
still a long ~y to go to convert thei~fellows. 

Security, whether of employment or provision for 
old age, is an essential part of the workers' claims. 
Those who have had personal experience of the moral 
and physical deterioration, and the loss of self-respect 
consequent upon prolonged unemployment, will 
realise the haunting dread which the worker feels . 

• How far security can be guaranteed by individual 
firms or industries is a matter for investigation, but 
it is argued that tke cas~alties resulting from fluctua
tions in trade should be shouldered by industry, 
just as are the casualties of industrial accidents. 

Provision for unemployment is, however, generally 
recognised as a responsibility. of the State, and the 
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consumer, as a citizen, has a direct influence in that 
respect. 

The third main claim of labour for a voice in 
control rests upon the convict~on that there is noroom 
to-day for il'lctustrial autocra~, any more than for 
political autocra,.cy. It may be doubted whether a 
strict comparison between politicil and industrial 
democracy is possible, ;nd there is a tremendous 
field to be explored before the claims of labour to 
control, whether the workshop or industry, can be 
presented in a suf-ficiently adequate form. Managerial 
efficiency and workshop discipline should not rest 
upon the fear of discharge. The probfem of restoring 
the personal touch in industry, and of transmitting 
down t}1e lol'lg chain of subordinates from directors 
to workers enlightened and humane ind'bstrial 
management, is not easy of solution. 

The removal.of the terrible monotm~ consequent 
upon machine production, the utilisation of the 
creative and constructive faculties of the workers 
within industry, are subjects to which will be found 
a solution when those directly interested apply their 
minds collectively with a single purpose of finding 
the means of achievement. 

The •consumer is not without responsibility in all 
of these matters, whether as an investor or as a 
citizen. The growth of a public conscience has been 
steadily emerging as an influence on industrial affairs 
for the last half century. There is a desire for better 
treatment of the workers, and the publicity of pro
ceedings in connection with industrial disputes has 
caused an advance in tilat direction. 
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Sometimes pubiic conscience and • inconvenience 
seem to move in direct proportion. A textile strike in 
Yorkshire may not cause an extra pulse-beat to . a 
London solicitor, but a stoppage of London transport 
may make him reali~· there is som~thing in the 
claims of the workers to which att;:mtion must be 
given. • 

The bargain tmnter may •give little or no thought 
to the wages paid in -producing the commodities he 
or she seeks. The exhausted shop girl is too often 
expected to dance attendance with miraculous 
energy on the ~ustomer who sits comfortably at the 
counter. A conscience among consumers demanding 
fair conditions for those who serve them w.ould do 
much to ensure the creation of thos~ comlitions. 
Selfi.sh!less is not an attribute peculiar to any. one 
section of society, and thoughtlessness and lack 
of knowledge• are often factors respl'lnsible for the 
comparative scanty interest paid to such matters. 

The purchaser at the co-operative stores has at 
least the satisfaction of feeling that all reasonable 
efforts have been made to ensure that co-operative 
goods are produced under fair conditions and (as 
far as C.\:V.S. goods are concerned) by trade unionists . 

• 
V. 

Cou.sumers' Rights . 
• 

I have put forward some of the things which 
organised labour has the right to expect from con
sumers. What has the consumer the right to expect 
from labour ? The c():PSUII1(':X aas th(': right to .expect 
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reciprocity. The organised consnmer has a right 
to expect the trade unionist to be a co-operator, and 
so consume the goods which he knows to have been 
produced under equitable cot;~ditions. 

The consl!mer generally cftn legitimately expect 
his interests not. to be overlooked by organised labour 
in the field of production. He is ju~ified in expecting 
efficient service, but at the same time he must not 
overlook the difficulty within the framework of 
capitalist-owned industry of giving it. He cannot 
blame the worker for being suspicious that his loyalty 
is too often appropriated for person~ gain by those 
who employ him. 

He should not overlook the comparative weakness 
of orgomised ·labour in the industrial field in securing • that prices are not improperly moved against the 
consumer. It will be within the recollection of many 
that when, in • July, 1920, the miner: demanded a 
reduction of 145. zd. in the price of domestic coal, 
they were ridiculed on economic as well as other 
grounds. That was under the system where coal 
was controlled by the Government, which, ?.cting as a 
single authority, had much greater • powers to give 
effect to such a decision than is possible in the present 
diversely owned and controlled state of industry 
generally. 

The consumer can fairl.tv expect · that services 
should. not be disorganised by. strikes and.)o<:;k~()uts 
until the community has had some opportunity to 
investigate the merits of the issue and· to pronounce 
some view. • 
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Organised labollr has never flinched from its 
responsibilities, and has nothing to fear from investiga
tion, although it has fundamental objections to any 
attempt to interfere wit4 its prerogative to withdraw 
labour. • • • 

It is through its great political partv that organised 
labour can best e•ecute some of its chief obligations . . 
to the consumer, and the record of consistent endeavour 
that it has made to s·afeguard his interests is a test 
of its sincerity. 

The unceasing conflict of organised groups within 
society may o"Qi:rude themselves upon the notice of 
the community more and more as time goes on. The 
community will then be faced with the nec~ssity of 
protectjng itself against being exploitel for private 
gain, whether by extortionate prices or adulterated 
and inferior quality of goods. 

Finally, it wn.l be found that it is upon• the individual 
and his conception of his obligations to the other 
sections of the community that the ultimate respon
sibility rests. 

Immense progress is shown in the pages of history 
in the broadening of outlook and the widening of 
conception of the responsibility of the · indivjdual. 
Society is nothing more than a coUectiqn pfindividuals, 
and when each perceives that his real interest lies 
in promoting the irfterest. of his fellows, we shall be 
well ()n the road to that co-operative common,wealth 
which organised lapour regards as the .eventual form 
of society in which the interests of producers and 
consumers will alike be completely reconciled. 
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LABOUR AND THE C011MUNITY. 

Some Trade Union Statistics. 

TRADE UNION CONGRESS MEMBERSHIP. 

Year. No. of Societies. AffUiated Members. 
r868 ............ ~........ • *n8,367 

1878 ...................... II4 *623,957 
r888 ........ ...... ....... 138 • *816,944 

1898 ..................... r88• 1,184,241 

1908 

1918 

1928 

214 

262 
196 

•······ I, 777,000 
4.532,085 
3.874.842 

"Duplicated by the hlCiusjon of Trades Councils. 

MEMBERSHIP OF ALL TRADE ~IONS. 

\'ear. 
1898 
1<)08 

1918 

Unions. Membership. 

• I,326 1,]52,000 

1,268 2,485,000 
I ,264 6,533,~00 

*I<)26 r,rzg .5,2o8,ooo 
"Latest a:ailable statistics issued by MinistrytJ>f Labour. 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE OF f(EGISTERED UNIONS, 1925.* 

No. of Unions on ltegister ..... .. .. .. .. .. .... . .. ... .. . 579 
No. of Members........................................... 4,492,177 
Income (excluding {3,121,8r6, received in Unem-

ployment Payments from the Ministry of 
Labour) ............................................... .. 

Expenditure on-·-
Une~ploymcnt Benefit ........................... .. 
Dispute Beneli.t ...................................... . 
Sick and Accident Benefit ....... .. ................ .. 
Funeral Benefit ................ ·•· ...... -~ .......... .. 
Other Benefrt .......................................... . 
Political Fund ................................ · ········ 

Funds at beginning of Year .... , ....................... . 
Funds at end of Year ................................ .. 

£4.527,328 
{313,18<) 
£793.360 
£319,390 

{r,o62,673 
£1I3, 701 

£II,533,II9 
{Iz,n6,64o 

"Latest available statistics issu~ by the Chief Registr"r of Friendly Societies. 
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The Meaning of Trade 
• I. 

• • 
Why do we Trade ? 

T RADE is ap. elastic word. It· is used to cover 
all makirfg and selling, as in speaking of British 

trade; and it appea'i"s in a more limited way when 
we refer to a shopkeeper as a tradesman. Shop
keeping, or distribution, was, especially the "selfish 
huckstering tride," scorned in the nineteenth century 
by those to whom it supplied so many luxuries. Those 
of us who were engaged in retail trade C<}lled such 
people "snobs," yet with an uncomfo~table feeling 
that a• close inspection might reveal some justification 
for contempt. But our feeling was in one way utterly 
opposed to ~heirs; for they ignofantly despised 
much that was admirable, while they approved much 
which, in fact, was contemptible. In this little book 
I want to examine whatever basis exists for a con
tempt of trade in general, particularly in the light of 
my own experience of trade at that point in the 
cycle of production where it comes into direct contact 
with the needs of the public as consumers. • 

Trade is • the vehicle for distributing the means of 
life; and it is desirable, if.unusual, to ask first what light 
is thrown upon it by man's main purpose on earth. 
Man is composed of a material body and an immaterial 
mind, and he is placed in a material world. Man is 
imperfect, and the world is i.mperfect. It is man's 
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THE MEANING OF TRADE . 
• 

great destiny to become a partner- with God in per
fecting the work of creation and in the establishment 
of the Kingdom of Heaven on earth. The test 
whether we have made a success or failure of life is 
not how fit we• are for the n'"~t world, but how we 
have used this world and its glorious resources. 

This question ·becomes more sear~hing because of 
the great catastrophe of •the world *ar. It is not 
enough to talk about what ought to be done; the 
world is controlled by deeds, rather than by words. 
The churches have talked about the commanding 
power of service. I, for one, be~eve that the 
Christianity preached in the churches must be changed 
from " a. weekly intellectual diversion to a daily 
practical reality." 

It is my faith that there is a divine purpose working 
itself out, notwithstanding the obstacles created by 
the blindness afl.d folly of men. I belie~e as strongly 
that it is the task of ordinary people, with ordinary 
minds, to co-operate in this purpose; and that it 
will be worked out through our ordinary everyday 
experience. 

A PARABLE FROM THE NILE. 

Abu~t four years ago I read the story of the Nile 
for the first time. It made a profound impression 
upon my mind, and in this CCJnnection it recurs to me 
with equal force. 

The White Nile gathers its waters from two great 
inland seas. These are formed by the massing together 
of the clouds from all t~e oceans of the world towards 
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THE ~EANING OF TRADE. 

equatorial Africa,· and there, for ten months of the 
year, they discharge their moisture into the Victoria, 
the Albert, and other minor lakes. The overflow of 
these lakes towards the. north forms the White Nile, 
which forces its way ri~ht through the thirsty desert 
to the Mediterranean Sea. The astoqishing thing that 
I discovered abo~t the White Nile was that it has no 
inundating ancf fertilising power. In the sumtiler it 
would hardly survive the heat and the drought of 
the desert through which it passes but for another 
great fact of Nature: the highlands of Abyssinia 
intercept the <tJ_ouds of the Indian Ocean and they 
form two rivers-the Atbara and the Blue Nile. 
These are different from the White Nile in that they 
contain all kinds of silt and mud from the Abyssinian 
height;. And at the spring-time of the year these 
rivers rise and flood the White Nile, which forms a 
channel for c~rrying this perfectly I!atural manure 
to fertilise the Nile Valley. In primitive times the 
people in the valley of the Nile, who never saw rain, 
regarded the rising of the water as ' a sign of the 
favour of the gods, and the priests of that day made 
usc of the idea that when the waters did not rise 
the gods were angry. They alternately had plenty 
and scarcity. When the waters rose at the right 
time, all they had to do was just to sow a few seeds, 
and do a few days• wor~, and they would get their 
food supply for the next twelve months. But some· 
times the waters did not rise at the right time, and then 
they were starved, and desolated by plagues following 
the f?.mine. • 
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Gradually, however, the mind of man conceived 
the idea of conserving the water supply. The priests 
discovered the science of hydraulics and irrigation; 
they made canals and not onJir permanently fertilised 
the Nile Valtey so that it WAs a regular source of 
natural supply, hut they were able to carry the water 
right out into the desert.and turn•large areas into 
farms. • 

Here is a lesson, written in capital letters, showing 
the bountiful nature of the earth and its mysterious 
potentialities for ill when uncontrolled, and all its 
amazing powers for good in co-operatioa with the mind 
of man. 

Now, you ~ould imagine that the history of Egypt, 
starting· off like that, would be a wonderful ~istory 
of human happiness. On the contrary, it is a tragic 
history of weakness, blindness, and evil intent. The 
priests, from being inventors and sav,ours of their 
people, became the ruling class. The first impulses 
of co-operation were submerged under a tyrannous 
slavery and lost in a gradual degradation of the 
people. The ruling class, living in luxury, finally were 
overthrown by outside barbaric forces. But these 
later iorces followed the same bad old way. The 
new rulers also chose personal aggrandisement . and 
personal indulgence before justice and co-operation; 
and so with others after them. "Each conqueror in 
turn degraded this fertile land by maintaining a slave 
class in oppression, misery, and desperation. 

Here is a parable of man's material life. He 
possesses this world, ~nd intelligence and power to 
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make it fertile for all his kind. And the world will 
respond. But greed and oppression ever have led to 
misuse of this power; and we shall see how that has 
meant the degradation o~man's social Jjfe and of his 
trade. • • 

Let me place a~ainst this story o( old Egypt the 
"Prayer for Sod~l Distress,'~ from Queen Elizabeth's 
Prayer Book, for it refle"cts this degradation and points 
to a way of escape. The Prayer runs:-

They that are snared and entangled in the utter lack 
of things need~l for the body cannot set their minds 
upon Thee as they ought to do; but when they are deprived 
of the things which they so greatly desire, their hearts are 
cast down and quail for grief. Have pitye upon them, 
theref-.re, most merciful Father, and relieve their ·misery, 
through Thy incredible riches, that, removing their urgent 
necessity, they may rise up to Thee in mind. 

Thou, 0 Lof'd, providest enough for ali- men with Thy 
most bountiful hand. But whereas Thy gifts are made 
common to all men, we, through our selfishness, ·do make 
them private and peculiar. Set right again that which 
our iniquity hath put out of order. Let Thy goodness 
supply that which our meanness hath plucked away. Give 
meat to the hungry and drink to the thirsty; comfort the 
sorrowful, cheer the dismayed, and strengthen the weak; 
deliver the oppressed and give hope and courage to•them 
that are out of heart. 

Have mercy, 0 Lord, upon all forestallers, and upon all 
them that seek uncfue pr~ts or unlawful gains. Turn 
Thou the hearts of them that live by cunning rather than 
by labour. Teach us that we stand daily and wholly in 
need of one another. And give us grace by hand and 
mind to add our proper share to the common stock, 
through Jesus Christ our Lord. ~men. 
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II. 

The Degradation of 'I'rade. 

OLD WORLD TRADE • 
• Despite t.hi! fact that t~re has been a steady 

growth of trade and of the multiplicity of goods in 
the last five h~ndred years, the .modern universal 
distribution is the pe~uliar deveTopment of the 
nineteenth century. 

In the latter half of the eighteenth century in 
Britain many districts remained completely secluded, 
so that foreign products never reacl.ed them at all; 
and even at the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
as we le~rn from Waters' Economic History of England, 
the Yockshi'fe yeoman was ignorant of sugar, potatoes, 
and cotton ! • 

The wholesale trade as separate from the processes 
of manufactu'i'e is entirely a moderft development. 
As late as 1835 the founder of the oldest firm of 
Manchester warehousemen would gather the wool in 
his neighbourhood, take part in the making of the 
cloth in the domestic workshops, and then, placing 
the goods in saddlebags on his horse, would ride to 
Manchester, where he would dispose of the cloth to 
the c·onsumer in the Manchester Cloth Market. It 
was a new departure to open a warehouse in Man
chester for wholesale tracJ&, anti have an army of 
commercial travellers crying the wares throughout 
the country. 

I remember attending the Flanriel Fair at Neath, 
in South Wales, whoce those who owned sheep had 
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THE MEANING OF TRADE . .. 
sheared them, spun·the wool, woven the flannel, and 
had brought it to the appointed field to sell to cus
tomers in required lengths. The customers carried 
their flannel away with~ut paper or string-some 
wrapped it around thlM! like a shawl• because it 
rained. • 

When the one-ijme main source of distribution
fairs and markets-were s;pplanted by the shops, 
these were still simple, with a human relationship 
between buyer and seller. My own apprenticeship 
was served in such a shop, where we called nearly 
every customer .by name; where a strictly limited 
range of goods was sold; where every assistant was 
taught to understand the qualities and places of origin 
of the wares; and where it was a matter • of p:ride to 
give val~e for money. 

MEDI~VAL PRINCIPLES OF TRADE. 

Readers of to-day have the immense advantage of 
access to the results of scholarly research in such 
books as Tawney's Acquisitive Society and Religion 
and the Rise of Capitalism, Bede Jarrett's Mediceval 
Socialism, Waters' Economic History of England (as 
already quoted), Leonard Woolf's Co-operation_ and 
the Future of Industry, the Town Labourer and Village 
Labourer of B. and L. Hammond, to say nothing of the 
researches of Sidn~ ail,!i Beatrice Webb. Such 
writers enable us to trace the particular ways in 
which a great social service has been corrupted by 
self-interest until both wage-earners and consumers 
have become merely opportunities for exploitation; 
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and this knowledge will point' the way toward 
restoring trade once more to its honourable place in 
social life. 

Miss Waters gives us a viv4l picture of the thirteenth 
century, wh~n the belief wa&~trongly held that trade 
existed for the. benefit of the consumer. The civic 
authority made regulati~ns based 4UJ?On an accepted 
public opinion, that the welfare of all was more 
important than an advantage to a few, and that the 
fact that the trader could get people to pay more 
in times of scarcity did not justify him in charging 
a higher price. Says Miss Waters :-• 

Even the merchant of foreign goods was only justified 
in maldng a living; he might not make what was possible, 
but .only ~hat was fair. . . . It was recognised that 
cheating was a minor offence, but to try to <!orner or 
forestall the market by buying supplies before they 
reached it, or by purchasing (or regrating) large quantities 
to sell at a lfigher price, was the last stlrge of commercial 
immorality. . . . Listen to the good citizens of Bristol 
on the forestaller: " A manifest oppressor of the poor 
and a public enemy of the whole commonalty and count~y, 
who hastens to buy before others grain, fish, herrings, or 
anything vendible whatsoever, coming by land or water 
. . . making gain, oppressing his poorer and despising 
his richer neighbours, and who designs to sell more dearly 
whott he so unjustly acquired . and so by that 
fraudulent art or craft he misleads town and country." 

Bede Jarrett tells us that the great Florentine 
Archbishop Antonino mads an ~xhaustive study of 
the condition of the people, and of what the writers 
and thinkers of his day were saying about it. He 
believed that poverty was an evil thing, and only 
accidentally could it •lead to any good; that every 
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hired man was entitled. to a living wage; that 
politicians should make it the end of their endeavours 
to leave each man in a state of sufficiency~no one, 
for whatever reason, shotl).d be allowed to become 
destitute. He considered-hat for employocs to take 
advantage of competition on account 9f pressure of 
poverty to beat dQiN'n wages was unjustifiable and 
unjust-no one had any right to make profit out of 
the wretchedness of the poor. The employer was 
bound to take note that his employees received such 
return for their labour as should compensate them 
for his use of it;. but, above all, the community 
must, by the law of its own existence, support all 
its members, and out of its superfluous wealth. must 
provide for its weaker citizens. • 

• 
THE DECAY OF TRADE AS A SERVICE. 

By the fifteenTh century the consumt!rs' attitude 
toward the principles of trade remained the same, 
but the rise into power of the banker and financier 
class had considerably changed the practice of trading. 

From a social service performed in association for 
the common good, with its method of Town Regula
tions, Merchant Guilds, and Craft Guilds, t~ere 

emerged in the larger centres of population the 
exploiter unashamed, to whom both worker and 
consumer were fair game .• 

The paternal craftsman of the small community, 
with his few and intimately-known apprentices of 
the same social status, gave place to the mercantile 
employer, whose primary motive was his own financial 
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interests. This in turn disintegrated the community 
life and prepared the way for the competitive 
individualism of the nineteenth century. 

Why was the skilled .craftsman so easily dis
possessed r. • Miss Waters. finds that " The guild 
system beca:m,.e moribund because in its later stages 
it was too exclusive and had no .place for individual 
freedom. Those inside•the guild w"orked to a stereo
typed set of conditions, and those outside the guild 
had no chance of getting any portion of its trade. 
The guild system broke down because a group arose 
which wrested this control from the guilds by means 
of the competition of men outside the towns, who 
were qnorganised, and who were unable to maintain 
a just price, either for their labour or to prevent the 
exploitation of the commodity. • 

"This early capitalistic system was known as the 
domestic sy~em, by which the em~loyer found the 
capital and gave out the work to the wage-earners 
working in their own homes." 

Miss Waters adds: " The rztin of the guilds came all 
the mo1'e speedily beccmse of the growing laziness and 
indifference of the general mass of craftsmen wlw 
shirked office, and even attendance at meetings, and • ce>ould leave to the ashtte and wealthy the power and 
the burden of office." (The italics are mine.) 

From that period dates.the dtstinction between the 
employer as such and the workman who could never 
hope to be anything but a workman. In other words, 
the two moral principles underlying function and 
method, viz., service· to the community and co-
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operation in that service,. were violated both by the 
guild members and by the outside competing groups. 

Here is a lesson which the workers of to-day may 
well take to heart-that tl}e failure of the individual 
worker intelligently to <:*-operate may" wreck the 
best laid schemes for corporate action. • 

The " forestaller ~' had conquered; but, as the 
• Prayer for Social• Distress is witness, not without 

protest from the best thinkers of that age, whose 
hearts and consciences were moved by the sufferings 
of the dispossessed . . 

THE CAusEs oF RuiN. 

From the story of the failure of the guilds we may 
turn again to the larger chapters of historY, and see 
the fall of civilisations again and again in the wrong 
use of economic power, coupled with a misuse, often 
utterly selfish, of' political power. Since• the fall of 
the medireval system, the earth has been treated by 
the Western nations as an area for exploitation. The 
land, timber, minerals, have been seized, developed 
or squandered by those who had the power to hold 
these natural resources against all comers, either by 
physical force, or more often by the force of la.ws 
made by the ruling classes themselves. Thus the 
history of trade reveals mottled chapters of iniquity 
clouding the splendour'!> of Q,Uterprise and discovery, 
as in the rise of the woollen trade, which drove the 
people from the land, the East India Company under 
Elizabeth, the Chartered Royal Adventurers under 
Charles II., the seizure of the Trea-ty Ports of China, 
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and the Rape of Pekin undor Victoria-sordid chapter!! 
of incredible selfishness and shortsightedness, by 
which trade's great function has been degraded to 
serve personal ends at a terrible cost of servitude to 
labour and "suffering to t:l.e community. Meanwhile, 
it may be o.bserved, the sense of the " gifts made 
common to all men " has never departed from Eastern 
thought. In May, 1928, Foreign Affairs published 
an article by Rabindranath Tagore on " The Truth 
about Co-operation," in which this passage occurs:-

• 

In India, during the past, the whole mind of the people 
used to spread itself widely over the country, even to 
the remotest villages. The intelle~tual life was widely 
sustained in the villages themselves, giving rise to creative 
themg~t and deed and joy. The spirit of man gained there 
a• widely diffused harmony. The enjoyment of the good 
things of life was neither narrow nor personll. But this 
joyous and free development in India received a deadly 
blow, wh.,n, following the example 'iltf Europe, the towns 
began to absorb all the new wealth 'Of the modern age, and 
the villages became impoverished. The social nervous 
system of India was suddenly paralysed :when this blow 
fell. I saw, with my own eyes, the flow of 
intellectual and economic life obstructed and its natural 
channels silted up one by one. 

TRADE DEGRADATION: SOME PERSONAL 

RECOLLECTIONS. 

The condition of trade in its last state of degrada
tion became known tom~ throttgh personal experience, 
when, from the place of my apprenticeship, I graduated 
through "Emporiums," and "Bazaars," to large 
stores in Brighton and London, where everything from 
pins to elephants c8uld be obtained. Assistants became 
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"numbers" and ".han9-s." They were boxed up 
in departments, where one learned a stereotyped 
reply to every question, and where it was safer to 
know as little as possible about quality and fitness. 
Salesmanship was judge,Q by the degrefi to which 
customers could be bluffed or cajoled into buying 
articles they did not want, provided the transaction • showed a good p:t"Ofit to the <!epartment. 

At this period-the end of the nineteenth century
the conditions under which we worked, even in the 
"West End" trade, were deplorable. Hours of 
labour ranging from 7-30 a.m. (for the juniors) to 
8 p.m., with only a half day off once a week by per
mission, were the normal hours ; while " late ~hops " 
kept open till 10 or II o'clock on one or two lilights 
of the w~k. At one time I worked for a firm the head 
of which was a prominent church member. He 
insisted that t~ .. shutters should be !!.p by II-SO 

on Saturday night, to avoid the accusation of 
Sunday labour ! 

Small wages were made still more meagre by a 
system of truck known as "living-in," by which the 
employer provided board and lodging as part payment 
for service. Overcrowded, insanitary bedrooms, ~oor 
and insufficient food were the main characteristics of 
this system, with an undertone of. danger to the 
young boy and girl "w.p frop1 the country." In some 
houses both natural and unnatural vices found a 
breeding ground. 

Character and personality among those rising to 
positions of responsibility were. held in leash by 
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radius agreements, in whicll the;r were rnade to sign 
away their liberty to take another situation within a 
certain radius of many miles from the shop in which 
they were then employed. 

It was i-a t'his type of s~p, at the highest point of 
competitive individualism, that the distributive 
trade reached "its lowest depth of.degradation . 

• 
III. 

The Redemption of Trade; 

EMPLOYERS' NEW OUTLOOK. 

From this lowest depth trade is now, as I believe, 
steadily being lifted up. The social voice that spoke 
in thinkers like Archbishop Antonino, is heard again 
in modern writers like Mr. Tawney, proclaixhing that 
the function of trade should be social service. Both 
workers and• consumers, as we shaU ~ee, strive for its 
redemption, and a new voice is now adde<:l to .theirs. 
Men of big business are being converted to the belief 
that all trade really depends upon a recognition of 
this moral principle of service. In To-day and To
morrow, Henry Ford declares that " a great modern 
business progresses by the unified thought and energy 
of many men. There is a co~operation based not on 
an emotional agreement or a personal preference, 
but a common interest i:q, the job to be done . . . 
industry must be a public service. . . . Who are 
the public? The· working man and woman-the 
workers who must be able to buy .what they make." 

Another promin<9nt American business man, Mr. 
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Filene, asserts that . "the more farsighted leaders 
realise that, in order to ~ucceed in this· era of mass 
production, they first of all must supply the masses 
of the people with buying power-that is to say, 
they must pay higher wages. In return,. labour 
itself, of course, is realisi~ more and mor~ that high 
wages can come only from highly-efficient production." 

We hear a not~ M social cQncern amidst the ideas 
of success in business. "We do not want failures; 
they are bad for prosperity. Instead of ruthlessly 
eliminating the unfit in accordance with the law of 
tooth and claw, it is better to help all concerned to 
become competent, and at the same time to increase 
the consumers' buying power sufficiently to absorb 
the increase." • 

Amids' the degradation of price acquisitiveness, 
there have always been individual traders who never 
bowed the knee t.o Mammon, but upheld.the principle 

• of service. At one period, I worked for one such 
aristocrat among drapers. His pride was to sell only 
those goods he knew all about and could honestly 
trade in. I remember his horror when his ambitious 
son wanted "to bring the business up to date." 

" Sell boots ! " he exclaimed. " Why should a 
draper want to sell boots ! What does he know ooout 
boots?" 

AcTION i'w TH!i: WORKERS. 

During the hard days at the end of the last century, 
with what zeal we prayed for, and with what joy 
we welcomed, the emergence of a conscious unity 
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among the workers, There was just a handful of 
trade unionists, who had ro take two night journeys 
in order t() hold .an executive meeting on a Sunday. 
Branch meetings were sometimes called for a quarter 
to ten at n_ight , and had> dispersed by twenty past 
ten to prevent anyone 1:1eing '' locked out." How 
generously those pioneers gave of their scanty leisure 
in service to their fellows ! • • 

The greatest obstacle to organisation was psycho
logical. The assistants were soaked in sentiment 
and snobbery; they were " young ladies " and 
" gentlemen," and hated to be called workers. It 
was the intellectual conversion of some men and 
women in good positions in the trade-commercial 
travel'ler~ managers, and buyers, moved to indigna
tion· by the conditions of shop life-tha.t enabled 
trade unionism to make the first breach in that wall 
of prejudic~ and ignorance. • 

To·day, members of the distributive trade unions 
have played their part in moulding the thought of the 
larger labour movement, and at least two of them 
have filled offices of state. But shop workers, by 
their very nearness to the consumer, have a yet more 
responsible work to do . 

• 
To CREATE A PROFESSION. 

In The Acquisitive Society., Mr. R. H. Tawney 
declares that industry rs to be liberated from its 
present enslavement to Mammon by turning it into a 
profession. " A profession may be defined as a 
trade which is orianised-incompletely, no doubt, 
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but genuinely-fol;' the performance of function. 
. . 'Its essence is tha.t it assumes certain respon

sibilities for the competence of its members and the 
quality of its wares; that it deliberately prohibits 
certain kinds of conduct on the grou:ru:l that though 
they may be profitable .. to the individu;l, they are 
calculated to bring into disrepute the• organisation to 
which he belong~.'' • 

The workers in the distributive trade have a wage 
basis different from that of the workers in productive 
industry. They used to be paid "salaries," but the 
distributive unions have dismissed that word in 
favour of the word "wages." Nevertheless, the 
distinction still remains as defined by the Labour 
Commission of I894· It directed attention" .to the 
different:e within the same firm between the staff 
and the wage-earners:-

The differe~e in method of paymen~ corresponds to 
the difference in the nature of the work. . . The 
salary is a fixed remuneration which is paid over a long 
period of time, and it is of .the essence of wages that they 
are paid over short periods of time. . . . In earlier times 
legal engagements were for a year at least, but after the 
factory system, short notice, suiting the fluctuations of 
trade, appears to have arisen in the interests of the 
employers. • 

It is clear that the status of the wage-earning 
class is strongly aff~cted by this distinction; those 
who can be dismissed at• short notice constitute a 
less fixed portion of the business than do those whose 
salaries are paid monthly or quarterly, or even yearly. 
The effect of a depression in t~ade means that the 
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labour unit under the wage~earn~r category has far 
less security and far more "uncertainty in his job, 
particularly if that job consists largely of repetitive 
processes which occur over and over again, and which 
can be don~ by one perso1. to-day and by another 
person to-morrow. 

Now, it is a• fact that one of the points in our 
programme in the early•days of t~ade unionism for 
shop assistants was the abolition of long-time salary 
payments. That was not because we were considering 
the principle of continuity of employment, but because 
we wanted to get closer to the realities. We assistants 
used to speak of our " annual salary " when we were 
ashamed to divide it up into its weeldy quotient
an att~mpt-t:o name an hourly rate would have needed 
the invention of smaller coinage. This fact gttve rise 
to a robust desire to be able to calculate our earnings 
as the worktlil.en did-at so many skillings a week, 
clear of the encroachments of the living-in system, 
fines and deductions, and other extortions which were 
then general in the trade. So we .launched our 
minimum wage campaign expressed in terms of a 
weekly payment. 

Nevertheless, shop assistants do not work on piece
work"; they are entitled to at least a week's notice or 
wages in lieu of notice ; and their employment is not 
subject to " short time " in oonditions of normal 

• trade. There has, however, been a steadily growing 
development of seasonal trade, artificially secured by 
means of " sales " advertisements, and there are a 
considerable numbe~ of people who now swell the 
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ranks of the distributive workers-specially engaged 
for" sales "-who help to create a feeling of insecurity 
amongst the ranks of the permanent staff, as the 
weeding·out process at the end of th~ " sale " may 
involve a transfer of jobl. • 

Shop workers, in the co-operative movement 
especially, shouid definite!~ set themselves to a 
consideration of the need for returning to the salary 
basis in its technical sense of long-time engagements, 
not only for those who serve behind the counter, but 
for all those who are employed in the productive 
processes. This matter has been already raised in 
connection with the discussions on ration::.lisation . • 
Why s~ould not all workers be paid on the assump-
tion of permanence of engagement ?-the wage 
running contilijlously through slack time, through 
holidays, and through sickness, as it does in the case 
of the salaried staff. In exercising its prime function, 
and making its contribution to the conditions of 
employment, this, in my opinion, is one of the most 
necessary changes to be faced by organised labour. 
It means eliminating the speculative element, to a 
very 1<!-rge extent, from the lives of millions of our 
fellow-~orkers. It should mean a mttch more careful 
selection of the rna~ or woman suitable for the job: 
and a really vital interest in the success of the business 
by every person employed in connection with it. 
In other words, it should mean a real sense of partner-
ship in the business. • 
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SHOP WORKERS AND SERVICE. 

That story which so impressed me of the Nile has 
especial point for the distributive trade, since the 
functions of the latter can ~ regarded, in the words 
of Ra venstorte ·(A Few Doubtfff), as those " of channels 
in a system of irrigation. They do not produce water; 
their business is only to ~istribute :it .equally through 
every part of the field; but if these channels are made 
so numerous that all the water is absorbed in its 
discharge, they will rob the soil of its nourishment; 
they will destroy the fertility they were meant to 
assist, and their existence must prove injurious." 

We must find our gain through the value of our 
function. 'Vorkers engaged in distribution, par
ticularl)' ir; the co-operative movement, ~ave a 
contribution to make which is both simple and 
obvious, in that their contact with the consumer 
introduces a personal element which is• more intimate 
than that associated with production. The manners 
of a shop assistant can be an immense asset or a real 
detriment to the department. I remember the 
assistant who was regarded as a "successful " sales
woman, almost invariably had one great faculty
that Qf quickly summing up the line of approach 
most likely to appeal to the unfortunate customer 
who was to be ensnared into making larger purchases 

• than she originally intende'tl to make. It was not 
necessarily a faculty of truthfulness, but the power 
to carry conviction to the mind of the buyer; and 
not necessarily knowledge, but the capacity to 
conquer the will of tht victim on the other side of the 
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counter. I have. watched "Customers being mesmerised 
like the unfortunate rabbit facing a snake, and I have 
always felt that while it was a part of the system, 
and undoubtedly a proitable gift to those who 
possessed it, it was reall~n abuse of power, and not 
at all compatible with the right spirit oj service. 

A co-operative .shop assistjlnt should; in the first 
place, try tounderstand the importance of increasing 
the sales of "C.W.S." goods-goods manufactured 
for the customer-members by their own federation. 
They should; quite definitely, consider themselves as 
the speaking part of a great quietly-revolutionary 
machine; and the greatest revolution of all is that 
every customer who comes to a co-operative oounter 
should b.e made to feel that she is being • servM by 
those who are really interested in the system of trading, 
because it is based upon the right motive. 

Friends of mi~e have complained occasionally that 
the assistants behind the co-operative counter are 
apathetic and indifferent to the degree to which they 
feel that their position is secure-just because no one 
is lightly dismissed from the co-operative service. I 
cannot imagine a meaner or more contemptible 
attitude of mind for an employee to take. If I ~ere 
a member of a co-operative committee, I should feel 
that such an attitude was a crime against the moral 

• basis of the movement. Such indifference is much 
more culpable than a mistake which may have been 
made as a result of ignorance, or even of momentary 
carelessness. 

Moulding popular taste is another function of the 
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shop assistant, which is too•ofteh overlooked. Here 
again in my own experience I have realised how 
immensely far the consumer is guided by the well
informed assistant, who in many cases has turned 
the scale b'!:tween good tas~ and bad taste. In the 
" East End " .trade poor people would come with 
desires that could not be satisfied•from their. meagre • • 
purse. Here was an opportunity for the shop assistant 
to use her knowledge, and enable the customer to 
lay out to the best advantage those pitifully inadequate 
shillings. " Which would you choose, if you was me, 
Miss? " 

Too often, alas ! the choice was between something 
useful Qr something pretty; for it was an age when 
useful" thi~gs seemed in variably ugly, anq. pretty 
things not durable. 

Shop assistants should always remember they also 
are citizens; lhey also are consumers~ and they have 
a very interesting area of service, in which personality 
and character play a considerable part. 

THE CoNsuMER REcovER.s CoNsciousNEss. 

Precedent to the movement among the shop 
work.ers, there was a movement amongst well-to-do 
consumers. They joined in large numbers in the 
public agitation for the impro¥ement of shop life. 
The early closing agitatiofl was supported by lords 
and ladies of high degree, but it was philanthropic 
and ephemeral. 

Of permanent and inexhaustible value was the 
development of the 1-n.odern co-operative movement. 
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Through this new· organisation of trade, customers 
and workers, as already shown, came into direct 
relations and could share a common purpose. Apart 
from more subtle gains, the workers benefited by the 
grant of the weekly hatf-holiday in tlie ;lrst days of 
the demand, and by a greater stability of employ
ment. • At the ~eginning o. the nineteenth century, 
only a few years after the time of degradation, which 
I have described, the working hours of co-operative 
assistants, over a total of 42,ooo employees in 1,245 
societies, averaged under fifty-four weekly. 

An immeasurable stimulus to this reintegration 
came with the formation of the Women's Co-operative 
Guild. Here is the organisation which has ·brought 
into tlj,e social struggle the conscious w;ge-s"pender, 
with all her great potential power. Millions of other 
women are members of the societies, but the guild is 
the leaven wit~in the mass. Through the guild "the 
woman with the basket "-the organised working
class housewife-is not only concerned with securing 
for herself value for money ; she knows there is a 
moral principle to be observed in spending. Her 
interest goes beyond the shop counter to the wholesale 
society-to the productive works, to the raw maJ:erial, 
to international trading relations, and trade becomes 
not only romantic, but a source of the world's 
salvation. • 

Hers the task to purge this mighty instrument 
from corruption. By her wise choice in spending, she 
wields a financial influence that can counteract the 
capitalist misuse of the 'monty power. With her 
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form of saving, she can suppmt a ·system of banking 
and credit which will transform the motive of 
industry. 

The Women's Co-operativ~ Guild will go down in 
history for 1'na·ny things, oa! of which is its great 
epoch-making C<-~mpaign to establish the minimum 
rates of wages for women within the co-operative • • movement. It was the result of the developing 
sense of responsibility as employers which caused them 
to start this crusade within the movement, finally to 
overcome the doubts of boards of directors and to 
establish the living-wage policy, notwithstanding the 
competition of outside firms who paid much less than 
the 17s. ~pre-war) minimum to women. This event 
is important ·also because it swept aside the ac~epted 
economic doctrine of supply and demand in labour, 
and put the moral consideration in the foreground. 
The principle o! the living wage had be~n accepted as 
part of co-operative propaganda. Here was a deter
mined attempt to put this principle into practice 
against co-operators' own apparent iriterests, because 
it was evident that in many cases the advance given 
to the women workers would react in a rise in price, 
either ~irectly in an increase on the article, or indirectly 
in a reduction of the dividend to the consumer. We 
are far enough away from this campaign now to 

• know that, in fact, this poliq• immensely strengthened 
the co-operative movement, not only as regards faith 
in its moral purpose, but also in the improved well
being and increased spending power of its women 
employees. • 
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The organised consumets have shown that they not 
only take their responsibility as employers very 
seriously indeed, but as mothers and as home-makers 
they want to bring mor~ joy and beauty into life, 
and they begin to see how•they can make ftse of· their 
trading connection to this end. Ther.e is no reason 
why all :iactories ~hould not l:je well designed and full 
of colour, instead of typical of that ugliness which all 
workers are supposed to tolerate. The guildswomen 
do realise the difference that it would make to our 
workers' lives if they could leave a beautiful home in 
the morning to pass into pleasant surroundings in 
which t? spend their working hours. They do want 
their factories to be built on the most mo.den'l. lines, 
with th,. best kind of ventilation, sanitation: and 
light for the work that has to be performed, and with 
the best kind of labour-saving appliances. • • But the organised consumers, generally, do not 
stop at the factories. In many parts of the country, 
through their stores, they are supplying themselves 
with the scientific servant in the form of the vacuum 
cleaner, the electrical iron and washing machine, the 
mangle, and the polisher; and they are branching out 
into other social amenities, such as the convalesa:ent 
home and the holiday home-co-operative efforts to 
bring more joy and b~auty into the common ways of 
life. • 

HELPING CoNSUMERS TO HELP SociETY, 

Beyond what can Qe done directly by worker and 
consumer, we need industrial an~ pqlitical efforts to 
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enrich the consumers, whose trade is the life-blood 
of commerce. 

The vision of modern business must extend far 
beyond the township, or• even the country. To 
absorb the "urplus which gr~ter efficiency in manage
ment and orga,;nisation will enable modern machines 
to produce, it is necesiary to consider raiiing the 
standard of life, not only for what ~re known as the 
industrial countries, but also for those vast masses 
of potential consumers in various lands who at 
present exist on a bare subsistence level. 

Take as an illustration the Report on Agriculture in 
India, in which the investigators again and again 
empha3ise. the importance of handling the vital 
problems with which they were faced, by the.method 
of co-operation. In dealing with malnutrition, they 
point out tha! the solution of difficul~es in connection 
with the food grown are related to the chemical 
composition of the soil it~elf, and with the develop
ment of systems of irrigation. They can tell us about 
the right type of manure, the right type of irrigation 
schemes, the right kind of education needed for this 
great people, but they report:-

J\Ne have been struck by the comparative failure to 
develop the fisheries of the country as a source of food, 
a specially valuable addition to a rice diet, and we note 
with regret that the fish-bleeding bed planted in Bengal 
was abolished as a measure of economy in !923. The policy 
of the Local Government to insist upon the fisheries being 
closed because they did not yield a profit is a very great 
mistake, because the chief object should be not revenue, 
but public benefit. • 
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In the debates inthe House of Conu:nons on Indian 
questions, Mr. Tom Johnston has constantly directed 
the attention of Parliament to the importance of 
raising the standard of life of the agrarian worker. 
·If the wages -of the agrihlturallabou.,rers in India 
were increased by a halfp~nny per week, the standard 
of their lives would be raised to such -an extent that 
it woulct probably mean in t:conomic values to this 
country alone £3o,ooo,ooo worth of trade. 

IV. 
We come back once more to a recognition of the 

fact that, unless the moral values have their proper 
place, any system of trading sooner or later disin
tegrates. The cycle through which we ha~ pctssed in 
the dev<tlopment of t~ade makes it clear that wh.atever 
method may be employed, unless that method is 
intended to ful:Ql the function of servic~ to the com
munity, and unless the well-being of the community 
takes first place, any such method is bound to become 
fossilised, sterile, and dead. The great adventure of 
the twentieth century in relation to trade and industry 
is to bring it back to the proper function of service, 
by the method of co-operation, plus such safeguards
educational, legislative, and collective-as will secure 
freedom for the development of individual personality 
and character. • 

Here, again, the co-op~rative movement has led 
the way both in regard to method and motive for the 
redemption of trade. 

Its method is right. Starting• with the consumers' 
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control in the little Toad .Lane store • in 1844, it .has 
expanded to meet a real demand, untilt'o--day five 
million co-operators in Great Britain draw on their 
own .stores for two hundred million pounds ,worth of 
goo·ds, and well over _two hui1dTed million ·pounds of 
wholesale •trade, reckonir~ at whol~sale prices, is 

·represented b)' twenty-six national federations linked 
in an International Co. operative Wholesale- Society. 

Apart from the magnitude of its banking, manu
facturing, insurance, house owning, and other figures, 
this consumers' movement has eliminated much of 
the speculative element in buying; has cut out many 
middleman's profits; and has assured consumers, by 
the system of retw-ning dividend on purchases, that 
no p1:ofit ts made out of them. Again, as we have 
seen, the societies provide a school of self-go~ernment 
and education for citizenship, bringing the consumers 
into direct c~ntrol with their respo~ibilities. 

And its MOTIVE is right. Its function of service 
has already " professionalised " trade within the 
co-operative movement, and has created a code of 
conduct which is clearly recognised-if not always 
strictly observed-by all persons employed in positions 
of aljthority. 

The co-operative movement must, by its nature, 
co-ordinate. Not only is it a~ open democracy in 
business, but it must wot'k with other organisms in 
the social system; for example, the agriculturists, 
the trade union movement, educational and cultural 
associations of all kinds; in fact, with any agency 
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which it recognises as striving to create a larger and 
finer life for the people. 

THE SUPREME ART OF LIVING. 

Let us take fresh· couage from the fact that the 
educative effect of co-tt.perative achiev\!ment is not 
confined toits members, but is per111eating the whole 
realm ~f trade. . • 

Social relatio~s will not be adjusted by external 
movements alone. It is essential to the success of 
the coming new order that every one of us should also 
develop interior control and personal responsibility. 

The spirit of man must quicken function, method, 
and structure. The supreme art of living requires 
concentrated effort. 

The. worker, disinherited first from the larld, then 
from tools, and finally from skill in the individual 
operation, must now turn to social ownership to • • recapture the sense of personal value in work, and to 
a right use of leisure for the further expansion of his 
initiative and creative power. Men and women 
functioning first as consumers, then as citizens, can 
solve their difficulties as workers, and find a larger 
satisfaction in their job, when economic and material 
resources are organised for human ends. • 

Let me repeat that this redemption of the world is 
now the task of ordj,.nary people, with ordinary minds, 
working through ordinary•every-day experience. That 
so much real constructive work for a new state 
of trade already has been done adds a glory to our 
hope which the imperfections of human nature 

• 
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. I . -

cannot take away. The fact gives us the assurance o' 
fulfilment of the promise oflt fr~ternalsociety whose 
borders shall be as wide as the woHd itself. 

The next fifty years will see great developments in 
all clirections, but none mor~ vital to the human rac.rr \ 
than this redeinption of traf!i"e to its primary - purpo~~ 
of service, whel.l the gifts of God is this world shal~ 
once more become " co~mon to all men." • -'1-

• - '1 
~ 
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The WaY.· of Pefl~C 
• 
I. 

• • • 
" The \Vay of Peace they know not." 

T HE history of human beings is determined 
partly by their psychology and partly by their 

institutions. War or peace, prosperity or poverty, 
civilisation or barbarism are the result of what men 
believe and what they desire, what they thin.k and 
what they feel; they are also the resl!lt oi the 
institutions and organisations which men create as 
the corollaries of their beliefs and the means for 
attaining their efl.ds. The communal p~ychology of 
Europe during the last rzs years has been deeply 
competitive, and European institutions, political and 
economic, have naturally received their shape and 

f(inpress from that psychology. The"in4usttiaLrevolu
! lion, .... combined·with··· Darwinism, ..... g.a;ve,to ... ,.men.a 

peculiarly. one-sided -view ·Of··· human . .rel.,g.J;iQns· .~n<:l of 
civilisation. The struggle··.for .existence· was elevited 
to ·the .position .. of. a .... bene.ficent; indeed, ,..ab;nost. the 
or¥y, .:Bf!11S~J?l~ pLPEJn~n .. '"PrQgr~ss. That was the 
best and wisest form of social organisation, it was 
assumed, which gave the freest play to the spirit of 
competition and to what was called " enlightened 
self-interest." This social philos~Jphy has become so 
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firmly rooted in the minds~£ th~ majority as regards 
all economic questions that the idea of an economic 
system which does not make competition its moving 
principle is regarded as Utopian or blasphemous or 
both. La..-gtr numbers of .'Persons are still shocked 
and horrified by Socialism and Communism because 
they think th~t these would abolish private JYropertv, • i.e., strike at the root of the competitive system in 
the economic field. 

Nowhere were these beliefs with regard to the 
beneficent inevitability of struggle and competition 
so firmly established as in the field of international 
relations. Practical statesmen and political theorists 
regard~d nations as being naturally in a state of 
perpetual war, the war being either open belLigerency 
or concealed under the name of diplomacy. The 
greatest statesman was he who most successfully 
pursued his ~wn country's interest~ at the expense 
of the rest of the world. The peoples of Europe and 
North America accepted these doctrines at the hands 
of their political leaders and philosophers, and no 
statesman in the rgth century (or to-day) would dare 
to adopt a policy on the ground that, while it entailed 
a veiY small loss to his own country, it would bring 
immense gain to the rest of the world. 

Politically this psychology created the international • system of powers and stcttes which staggered along 
from war to war for about a hundred years before 
collapsing finally into the war of 1914. The way of 
peace was unknown to this system and those who 
worked it. I:t was•a system of..armed. . .alliances ... in 
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which the ally" of one ··geneJ;"ation .l::>eG~ .. the .enemy 
of the next. .. Xhe.hand· of . .. every ... na.ti0:r~,. . ~a.~ .. ?,ssumed 
to be by a law of nature armed against every other 
nation, and it was beliet-ed so implicitly as to be . . . . 
beyond argument that Vllhat was one nation's loss 
was every other nation's gain, and t.hat, a fortiori, 
what W<lS one nation's gain was every other nation's 

/X~ss. :Hence . .... th;say::tge , nati011.::tlis,m, ... the .crude 
patriotism{cailid:tlre fierce. im periaJism o£. :rgth century 
l}urope;.:ithe .machtppliti~ .of .. one. nation and the 
Hngoism of another ; the policy of the.~f. mailed fist " 
on .onesideor·.o.fi.~.}3J;"itannig; . .r:qle.s t:Ite··:W:ave.s .. ' ' .. on 
t~e other; and finally, the struggle to balance power 
in the vicious circle of the competition in aJ'ma·ments. 

At tha.root of the political international syste~ was 
the extraordinary doctrine of loss and gain referred 
to above-the ~ctrine that every other nation lost 
by one nation's gain, and every other nation benefited 
from one nation's loss. But nowhere was this doctrine 
more firmly believed in or more ruthlessly applied 
than in the field of inter-State economic relations. 
The competitive principle, on which the capitalist 
system is based, converts the processes of production 
and consumption into a struggle between the val"ious 
parties engaged in the processes, or at least creates 
in them the psycholo§oy of combatants. In the world 
of business the normal fra~e of mind is that of the 
man whose object is to make something-not merely 
out of something, but out of somebody. The majority 
of the population are engaged in trying " to make a • profit," and, consciously or unconsciously, it is felt 
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that "A" can only make a" profit at the expense of 
" B," " C," " D," or " Z." The cleverest man is he 
who buys in the cheapest and sells in the dearest 
market, for h.e makes his profit at the expense of both . . . . 
worlds. The producer is the rival of the producer; 
the purchaser -is the quarry which each is struggling 
to fleece. The employer and th<::, worker 't:ace one 
another as open enemies, for every extra penny paid 
in wages is reckoned a loss to the one and a gain to 
the other. 

In national economics the competitive system and 
the psychology of conflict are to some extent miti
gated. The habit of association and the fact that a 
man • who. lives in Manchester is not completely 
ignorant of what happens in Birmingham compel 
even the most unwilling to see that one man's gain 
is not neces~rily every other man's.Ioss. It is found 
that two Englishmen who are coalowners may profit
ably co-operate to keep up the price of coal or keep 
down the rate of wages, or that the miner in Wales 
may co-operate with the miner in Northumberland to 
raise wages or shorten hours. Experience shows that 
prosperity in Leicester does not inevitably bring ruin 
on Northampton, and the Londoner finds that neither 
his interest nor his honour suffers if he allows North
umberland freely to sell ~im c<'al. 

But in inter-State economic relations these mitiga
tions are largely absent, and there are factors which 
greatly exacerbate the competitive psychology. In 
diplomacy and st~esmanship States were already 
regarded as being in a position of natural hostility to 
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one another. In international economic relations, 
therefore, nationalism and imperialism reinforced the 
idea of trade as a struggle for existence or profits, 
while economic rivalry gnve a new depth and colour 
to men's fear of other cl\lntries and tlie lt>ve of their 
own. The doctrine that what was qne nation's loss 
was another nation's gain, .and vice versa, became 
widely accepted is a self-evident principle regulating 
foreign trade. On these grounds the policy of pro
tection was generally advocated and established. 
When a Frenchman sold goods to a German, ex 
hypothesi, he made a profit ; he was gaining some
thing, and therefore at somebody's expense, and that 
somebody must be the German. The sale ot Lyons 
silk to ~ German purchaser in Dresden th;s n<tturally 
came to be regarded as a gain of France at the 
expense of Ge~many, and in this crude economic 
psychology the statistics of a nation's imports became 
the measure of its international economic loss. 
International trade was immediately transformed 
into a kind of warfare. The tariff was a bulwark 
behind which the national producer protected him
self from incursions of the foreigner; it was also a 
weapon which could be used offensively bx one 
country to inflict loss on another. In the rgth 
century, tariff wars. became a recognised feature of 
international intercourse, •often accompanying other 
forms of international hostility, and preluding war in 
which the weapons were rifles and big guns. Thus 
the empire of Austria-Hungary struck at the heart 
of Serbia by forbidding the import of Serbian pigs, 
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and this " pig war " of 1905 was but an overture to 
the Great War of I9I4. 

Tariffs, tariff wars, and the growing stringency of 
protective policies created ~ fomented the very evils 
which the~ were designed.•to prevent, and one of 
those vicious political circles was described which 
have so often trapped :p:tankind in disaster .• Indus
trialisation had made the old, almost self-contained, 
and self-supporting State an impossible anachronism, 
and the prosperity of the whole of Europe and the 
existence of millions of its inhabitants depended upon 
there being a great · flow of imports and exports 
between nation and nation. One or two Germans saw 
that they could make fine profits if the foreigner was 
not all'owed. to sell his silk or his cutlery in G~rmany, 
but hundreds of other Germans saw that they would 
be nriri~d unless they could " find a market " in 
which to se!l their dyes or thei~ machinery to 
foreigners. But protection cuts both ways.· In the 
'eighties and the 'nineties manufacturers who depended 
upon exporting their products were haunted by the 
fear of being "barred out of the world's markets," 
for everywhere the tariff walls seemed to be growing 
thick.er and higher. This fear introduced a further 

-<.celement of war and hostility into international 
//'e~onomic relations. 'Lhe " strugsleJqr m<~.rl<:.et§ '' and 

for the sources of theraw nftl.terials of industry became 
a dominating .influence. in. foreign policy, and led to 
the .great imperialistic onslaught >Upon Asia and 
Afr.ica.. Injm.perialism one can see the apotheosis 
of this doctrine of fnternational economic loss and 
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gain. 'the imperialist claimed that, by seizing Asiatic 
or··· :A:fricall, territory' he was ... (in .. LorO,." .. Rosebery's 
phrase) .. ' ' pegging o. 1t claiws for posterity,'.' and he 
was convinced that evel'!"j square yard obtained by 
him was an economic ~in to his co"untry and an 
economic loss to every other count;y, while every 
square .yard pegged out f~r a German or French 
posterity was an"economic loss for Britain. 

It will be seen that. the psychology •... and ... therefore 
the organisation, of the internationaleeonomic~y~tem 
whick I have described is .. competitive. And it is 
eompetitive beeause, if scrutinised more closely, it 
will be seen to be the psychology (and organisation) 
of the producer, the seller, and the profit-maker. In 
the capitalist system, as applied to national industry 
and trade, the consumer plays a very subordinate 
role, and, to judge by the polemics of the subject, 
neither the capit!uist nor the worker pay~any attention 
to him. In international economic relations he plays 
no role at all. Foreign trade has been regarded solely 
from the point of view of the financier, the investor, 
the manufacturer, the seller, and the profit-maker. 
The tariff is a weapon with which to protect the 
manufacturer from competition and so to increase 
his profits, or offensively a weapon with whi~h to 
strike at the foreign. manufacturer and decrease his 
profits. Overseas posses~ons are places in which 
capital can find lucrative employment, or markets in 
which manufacturers can buy raw materials cheap 
and sell manufactured articles dear. Foreign trade, 
thus being looked at solely fro~the point of view of 
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the producer and profit-makeJ. ." logically becomes a 
struggle ; the protagonists are ··ivals whose interests 
are frequently conflicting, for they compete against 
one another for " profits.'' • . . . 

• 
II. 

The Psychology of the Oonsumet. 

But there is another element in all trade, national 
and international, and in the whole sphere of 
economics, an element whose interests are rarely 
considered and who plays the part of Cinderella in 
economic organisation. Yet the consumer-for he it 
is-mig-ht J.·easonably be thought, from some points 
of vie·w, to be an element of importance. .Anyone 
so rash as to regard only what was reasonable would 
conclude tha~ consumption was the ol>ject of industry. 
Agricultural products, like corn and cabbages, and 
industrial products, like pins or pig-iron, have no 
value in themselves as works of art or objects of 
contemplation, and the processes required for their 
production under modern conditions are· not found 
by many people who have the necessary experience 
to hoe pleasurable. From the point of view of the 
community, therefore, the primary object of industry 
ought to be consumption. Socially there is no sense 
in producing pins or pig-i;on unless there are people 
who need pins or pig-iron. Indeed, one may go 
further and say that materially the measure of a 
nation's or a people's civilisation is to be found in 
what it consumes, ;ot in what it produces; and of 
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all the charges whlch ·can be brought against the 
industrialised civHisation of modern Europe, that is 
the most difficult to meet which points to the fa.ct 
that consumption and the consumer are disregarded, 
and the whole of indust~ is organised as" if its object 
was solely to provide the investor. with dividends, 
the enfployer wiJ;h profits, and the worker with work 
and wages. 

Everyone admits that since the war the inter
national economic position has been extremely bad. 
Though we pride ourselves on the triumphs of modern 
civilisation, we contemplate without dismay the 
spectacle of chronic unemployment in one part of 
the world and acute shortage elsewhere .of the com
modities for which the unemployed cann~t find 
purchasers. The export trades oscillate violently 
between over-production and unemplo.Yment. While 
Governments barricade their frontiers against foreign 
imports by restrictions, tariffs, and Safeguarding of 
Industry Acts, their representatives meet at Geneva 
and unanimously agree that " the recovery from the 

• effects of the war has been unduly delayed, and that 
the foreign commerce of all nations is in greater or 
less degree seriously hampered by existing ob!!tacles 
to trade," and that " tariffs . . . are for the most 
part higher than be{ore the war, and are at present 
one of the chief barriers to trade."(*) The explana
tion of this irrational and contradictory political 
behaviour, which we would not be surprised to find 

(*) Resolution of the League of N~ions World Economic 
Conference, 1927. 
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in a society of helpless and ig-norant savages, is to be 
sought in the fact that the psychology of the national 
producer and profit-maker, not of the consumer, 
controls the machinery of in'l:ernational trade. As an 
example of tlie way in wliich the profit-maker is 
allowed under tpis system to prevail at the expense 
of the consumer and to ,J:he peril of peace, l•cannot 
do better than quote the following ·extract from the 
Final Report of the 'World Economic Conference, 
1927, which was signed by the representatives of all 
the States of the world except Russia and Turkey:-

In analysing European commercial practices it may be 
observed that the advocates of exaggerated protection 
have -.ften made the mistake of imagining that it is always 
mor~ adv':J.ntageous to hinder imports than to increase 
exports. It may be observed that if exports •increase 
production and national income are increased in a similar 
proportion; if, on the other hand, imp~s fall on account 
of tariff dutits, the rise in the level of commodity prices 
reduces not only the possibility of export but also the 
consuming capacity oi the country. A part only of the 
imports excluded by the Customs duties is · replaced by 
home pmduction. Excessive protection, which reduces 
national production and purchasing power, •in the end 
defeats its own object, In some cases excessive import 
duties, by permitting very high profits to be realised at 
holile, give an uneconomic stimulus to exports, thus 
creating artificial competition on foreign markets. This 
practice is one of the most dangerous causes of market 
disorganisation and of econe»nic c~nflicts between nations. 

Here one may see the representatives of govern-
ments themselves admitting that ·the economic policy 
of those governments (r) reduces the possibility of 
export, (2) reduces the consuming capacity of the 
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Country, (3) permits' vety high profits to be realised 
by a small minority of their nationals, (4) is one of 
the most dangerous causes of economic disorganisa
tion, (5) is one of the • most dangerous forms of 
economic conflicts betwet:;n nations. "'2' et" the policy 
is pursued because it is dictated by tjle profit-maker 
and th~ producer at the e~pense of the consumer. 
To hinder imports is against the interest of the con
sumer; to raise the level of commodity prices is 
against his interest; to reduce the consuming capacity 
of the country is against his interest; to reduce 
national production and purchasing power is against 
his interest ; to permit a small class of producers at 
home to make very high profits and t_o give an 
uneconop1ic stimulus to exports is against his interest; 
and, finally, economic conflicts between nations are 
always against his interest. 

This is one i~portant point: If the consumer's 
psychology were allowed to have some influence upon 
international economic relations it would definitely 
be opposed to the economic system of conflict the 
evils of which have been so clearly described in the 
report of the World Economic Conference. For that 
system is contrary to the consumers interests .• The 
consumer has nothing to gain and everything to lose 
from a tariff which will enable a small ring of manu
facturers to make high profits by selling him an 
inferior article. The idea of. pegging out ·elaims for 
posterity or of conflicts for places in the sun between 
imperialist powers will leave him cold, for.Jt. matters 
nothing to the consumer whethe; a French, German, 
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:British, American, or Belgian flag waved over tit~ 
wheat field which supplies him ·with bread, the forest 
which supplies him with rubber, the mine which 
supplies him with saucepans, or the oil field which 
supplies his- mtltor-car with 'Petrol. The consumeris 

• your only real · internationalist. and true citizen of the 
world. He .sits .. down to. his ... .bre<J.kfast,. an~ quite 
happily eats a Danish egg and a slice~of Danish bacon, 
Russian bread buttered with Dutch butter; he drinks 
Indian tea or Brazilian coffee and sweetens them with 
American sugar ; his shirt is half American and half 
German, his coat comes from the Argentine, his boots 
from India; he smokes a Turkish cigarette or American 
tobacco- in a French pipe; he reads his news on 
Swedish paper printed in ink made from the gum of 
trees which grew on the mountains of Corsi~a or in 
Austria, or by the Bay of Biscay in France. 

For the colfsumer international tr.rcle is not a con
flict or a struggle for profits, but a vast and intricate 
co-operative enterprise, the sole object of which is 
to supply the world's needs. The British consumer 
need weep no tears when he hears that factories are 
working overtime in Germany, nor need the American 
cons11mer shudder at the news that there is a heavy 
crop of wheat in Canada. From the point of view of 
consumption, the greater the pr~ductive activity and 
the fewer the barriers to tommerce, the better it is 
for everyone. If the nation or the. State. be identified 
with a minority of profit-makers or producers it may 
be true that · an economic gain to one state. js an 
economic loss to an~ther; and vice · versa; bnt if a 
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/"f~fi!,Jion be ..reg;;tr<;lts:l .. ~$ ... a• GQffip:lJHlit.y,.qf ,~;q:p.s.um.ers
and .all. its. citizens are.consumers=then, . .in .... the,.vast 
m;:~.jo:rity of cases, what js. one. nation's gain is every 
nation's .ga,i:p., .f!.:p.g. ~l:la.t i~. qne,.r.ul.tiqn:s.loss .. is. every 
nation's loss. •• • 

III. 
• The Organised -consumer . 

The preceding sections have given a brief analysis 
of the psychology of the producer profit-maker and 
of the consumer in relation to international trade. 
The argument of this pamphlet is that international 
trade, organised and controlled by the psychology 
and in the interests of the national producer .profit
maker, is economically unsound and po!itically a 

.cause of• war, but that if organised aud·co,ntr:olled 
l~:Qy . .the psychology and in the interests .of the con
. spmer it is··''.a w~yto peace.·· •...• }]t~j~;f:g~~~t~,,~~ilJ:;~.l:l, 

from whom I have borrowed the titleof'my.pamphlet, 
describes prophetically the result .of the first. system 
in the following .. words :-

't4J?ir. feet run to. evil, and they make haste .to shed 
innocent blood; their thoughts a'e thoughts of iniquity; 
wasting and destruction are in their paths. The .way of 
peac~e.Jll.ey .. know not;>and there is no judgment in 1!heir 
goings; they have made them crooked paths; ·· whosoever 
goeth therein shall not know peace. . . . We grope for 
the wall like the blind, ~nd ~grope as if we had no eyes; 
we stumble at noonday as in the night; weare in desolate 
plac:es a.~ dead men. 

But he gives a prophetic picture of the other 
system-the system of the consum(>J"-in very different 
language. 
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biit--up.i}"m.>r, •. ey.es.JQ1,1}J!i., e'!l\?~~·~l:+d.see: all they gather 
themselves . .together, .. they .CO!lleA:gJhee. . . , Then thou 
shalt see, and flow together, and thine heart shall fear, and 
be enlarged; because the a.tundance of th.e sea shall be 
converted unto thee, the forces of the Gentlles shall come 
unto the~. 'rhe multitude ~f camels shall cover thee, the 
dromedaries from Midian and Ephah; all they from Sheba 
shall come. .• . . Thy gates shall be open continually; 
they shall not be shut d!ty or night; .that men Jt.ay bring 
unto thee the forces of the Gentiles, and that their kings 
may be brought. . . . For brass I will bring gold, and 
for iron I will bring silver, and for wood brass, and for 
stones iron; and I will also make thy officers peace, and 
thine exactors righteousness. Violence shall no more be 
heard in thy land, wasting nor destruction within thy 
borders; but thou shalt call thy walls Salvation, and thy 
gate~ Praise. 

'' Uft up your eyes round about and see : all they • gather themselvc$ together/' The words " gather 
themselves together ·~ are important. The isolated 
consumer is~ as we all now know .. powerless. It is 
only when consumers unite and gather themselves 
together that they can play an effective part in the 

'/modern economic system. This gathering together of 
· the .consumers has. taken· place in the consumers' 
co~opemti:ve .. . movemoot. 

Tthe psychology and organisation of the industrial 
system which has been worked out in the consumers' 
co-operative movement are 111-aque because they give 

• a predominant place to consumption and the con-
sumer. I cannot in tllis pamphlet give a detailed 
account of the form and working of consumers' 
co-operation; I can only refer the reader who wishes • to pursue the subject to the text-books, among others 
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my own Co-operation' antf the F~tture of Industry, and 
Socialism and Co-operation. There he will see how 
co-operation has developed a system of industry in 
which the consumer is th~ unit of organisation, and 
which, therefore, is based Qn use and the nt!eds of the 
community of consumers, instead of on profit and 
competi~on. The rock on whtch the system is builded 
-the dividend on purchase-eliminates profit, while 
the form of the co-operative society and its method 
of dealing with capital enables the community, 
organised as consumers, to control industry demo
cratically. The fact that the movement can include 
organisations ranging from the village society with 
under roo members to the great urban societies with 
over zoo.ooo gives the system great adaptabilit"y and 
elasticity, while the federation of the retail societies 
in the great Co-operative Wholesale Societies has 
enabled it to be :xtended and applied to large scale 
production, and, as we shall see, to foreign trade. 

In the consumers' society industry is organised 
solely to supply a demand or need. The society 
which is composed of and controlled by the consumer
members is not concerned witlt making a profit by 
selling in the dearest market, nor, if all industry were 
organised co-operatively, would it be "competing" 
against anyone else. Its primary object is to satisfy 
its members' demands or • needs-in fact, its own 
demands and needs--for the society is its members, 
the consumers. Thus industry organised co-opera
tively is organised for consumption or use; its 
psychology is not that of the competitor and profit-
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maker, but of the consumer, This is a fact of great 
importance in considering the application of con
sumers' co-operation to international economic rela
tions. The psychology whkh dominates the ordinary 
system of"int~rnational tn~~e is that of the competing 
national producer, manufacturer, and financier; the 
psychology wh.ich wonlg dominate co-operat~ve inter
national trade is that of the international consumer. 

The psychology of the consumer is economically 
and internationally pacific. It is impossible for him 
or for any organisation of consumers to regard inter
national trade as a conflict. And, in fact, international 
trade, in so far as it has been organised on co-operative 
princi,Ies by the co-operative movements, immedi
ately •refle.cts this spirit. The Co-operative yv'holesale 
Society, as the representative of over 4,ooo,ooo 
consumers, is, in its ordinary Ojerations on the 
internationa, market, solely concerned with supplying 
the demands of its members. Its main interest is to 
ma.ke the consumer's demand internationally effective, 
and therefore to keep the channels of trade open. 
Its operations are not initiated by the necessity of 
making a profit, but by that of satisfying its own 
ascfrtained corporate demand. Even when it is 
purchasing from non-co-operative sources, therefore, 
its attitude is different essenfjally from that of the 
capitalist undertaking, whose primary object must 
always be the making of a profit, and therefore 
competition. When it buys palm oil in Africa or 
currants in Greece it is not speculating on being able 
to sell soap or currants to an unknown body of 
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consumers at a profit, btlt it is buying to. supply the 
ascertained demand of its own members for soap and 
currants. But in its manufacturing activities and in 
its trading relations witl\ other co·operative move
ments the effect of the. consumer's ·ps1chology is 
naturally still more obvious. A Co-operative Whole
sale Soa.iety is a corporate bQdy of consumers. When 
it makes soap these consumers are organising the 
manufacture of soap, not in order to make the highest 
possible profit out of a second or a third party, but 
in order to satisfy their own demand for soap. Their 
attitude to other soap producers is that of the con
sumer as well as of the producer, and they will only 
produce soap in so far as they demand, as fOII'Sumers, 
soap pr<~duced in their own factories. The process of 
production is therefore initiated by the demand for 
a commodity, not, as under the capitalist system, by 
a desire for p;ofit, and the consuui"er's demand 
remains in much closer and more effective contact 
with the machinery of production than under the 
ordinary industrial system, in which production is 
regulated by competition among producers to induce 
consumers to purchase, and by•speculation as to the 
maximum quantity which the consumer can ba in
duced to buy at a maximum price. Thus, even to-day, 
though the capitalist. soa~ producer may be com
peting with the Co-operative Wholesale Society, the 
soap-producing consumers, organised in the Whole
sale Society, are, strictly, not competing with the 
capitalist soap producer, and if the whole of industry • and commerce were organised on the co-operative 
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system, in the ordinary s~nse · of the word, there 
would be no competition at all. 

That this would be the case can best be shown by 
considering the actual econ~mic relations between the 
co-operati{re organisations ~f various countries. But 
these can hardly be understood without some know
ledge of the growth and position of consuJlllers' co-• operation-a knowledge which is not common. I 
propose, therefore, to give first a few facts and 
statistics. Consumers' movements exist in most of 
the countries of Europe; they are modelled on the 
British movement, which is the oldest and the most 
flourishing. The structure is simple. The unit of 
organiS'ati~n is the retail society, of which there are 
about"r,zso in Great Britain. Any person calil become 
a member of a society in his capacity of consumer. 
Nearly 5,ooo•ooo persons in Great B~tain are members 
of co-operative societies. The constitution of the 
society is completely democratic; the members of 
the society can, if they choose, absolutely determine 
its policy at their quarterly or half-yearly meetings. 
The management is in the hands of a management 
committee elected b)' the members. The trade of 
the• retail societies in 1927 amounted to about 
£zoo,ooo,ooo. Profit is eliminated by returning any 
surplus as a dividend to .the purchaser, and in 1927 
the surplus thus returned to the consumer amounted 
to about £18,ooo,ooo. The retail societies of Great 
Britain are federated in two Wholesale Societies-the 
English C.W.S. ancl the Scottish C.W.S.-which con
duct the wholesale and manufacturing activities of 
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the movement, and. are. therefore largely concerned 
in foreign trade. The two wholesale societies in H)27 

did a trade amounting to over £roo,ooo,ooo, and 
they manufactured articl8s for their members to the 
value of about £35,ooo,ooo. Not many- peeple realise 
that, to quote a recent ~ook on co-operation, " the 
English.C.W.S. alone is the largest commercial under
taking in the c<1untry, the.largest landowner, the 
largest flour miller, the largest importer of dried 
fruits, and, next to the Government, of building 
materials." (Co-operation, by A. Honora Enfield.) 

The British is the oldest and strongest of the 
consumers· movements, but there are other very 
flourishing movements in other countries. .In the 
German movement there are, for instance~ 3,()oo,ooo 
members, and the turnover in 1927 was 881,ooo,ooo 
marks. The population of Sweden is 6,ooo,ooo; the 
Swedish movem~nt has 366,ooo mem'ters, and in 
1927 the value of the goods sold by Swedish societies 
was about £rs,ooo,ooo. Some idea of the international 
dimensions of the movement may be gained from the 
membership of the International Co-operative Alliance, 
an organisation in which the co..operators of the world 
unite for the discussion of co-operative problems. and 
the promotion of co-operative principles and activities. 

· The Alliance has a me;nbership of 103 national unions 
or federations, belonging to• 35 different countries, and 
representing 45,ooo,ooo individual co-operators. 

The growth of consumers' co-operation has inevit
ably forced the national movements to face the 
problem of organising internat'\onal trade on co-
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operative principles. In rgz~ the value of the imports 
of rg national wholesale societies was nearly 
£46,ooo,ooo, while in 1925 the total was £4o,ooo,ooo, 
of which £r4,ooo,ooo represented purchases from 
co-operati.,-e sources. In ~tactice it has been found 
that there are four different ways in which this 
international trade can ~e organised co-operatjvely :-

(r) The simplest form of internat,onal co-operative 
trade is that in which the wholesale society of one 
country purchases from the wholesale society of 
another. The British, Danish, Finnish, German, 
French, Italian, Dutch, Belgian, Swiss, and Russian 
movements have all participated in this form of 
exchange, and the purchases have included tea, 
biscuits, matches, soap, dress materials, cheese, and 
other commodities. This kind of inter-~holesale 
trading is, however, not co-operative unless the 
importing wl!olesale receives a divi<!end on purchase 
from the exporting wholesale society. 

(z) The wholesale societies of two or more countries 
unite for the purposes of joint purchasing or joint 
production. The English and Scottish Wholesale 
Societies combine for the joint purchase of tea, coffee, 
cocojt, &c., and the Russian Wholesale (the Centro
soyus) have joined them so far as tea is concerned. 

(3) The formation of an i11ternational wholesale 
society for conducting thl international trade of the 
national movements has been urged for a considerable 
time by many co-operators. Such an organisation 
was formed on a restricted scale in rgrg by the 
Scandinavian mov~ments, which established the 
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Northern Co-operative Wholesale Society, with head
quarters in Copenhagen. Finally, as the result of a 
conference held in 1919, the International Co-operative 
Wholesale Society was established. It has 26 national 
institutions as members, •representing "lleady so,ooo 

• co-operative societies and z8,ooo,ooo individuals. Up 
to the wesent the Internatiol1al C.W.S. has not itself 
engaged in trade: but has confined its operations to 
collecting statistics and exploring the possible methods 
of organising trade between the different national 
movements. 

(4) A new and extremely interesting form of 
economic international organisation has recently 
developed, a partnership between the co-operative 
organisations of agricultural producers a1id the co
operative organisations of consumers. For instance, 
the English C.W.S., representing British consumers, 
has formed a pa~nership with over roo•co-operative 
dairies in New Zealand, representing the New Zealand 
producers, for all purposes of marketing the dairy 
products overseas. According to Sir Thomas Allen:-

This has proved. an unqualified success. Both sides 
have benefited. The experimentJ:las also proved that the 
producer by co-operatively organising for marketing his 
products has not raised the price to the consumer, an!! the 
consumer has in no way impinged upon the rights of those 
who create the comm~dity to receive their just reward. 

Such are the forms of inthnational trade which the 
consumers· movements have developed. As the 
movements grew and flourished they were naturally 
compelled to extend their operations to manufacture 
and to the importation of raw mathials, manufactured 
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commodities, and food. This ha9 inevitably led to the 
internationalisation of co-operation. The fundamental 
fact that the co-operative system is not competitive 
creates the impulse in the national movement to 
organise iis iDternational <'Perations, if possible, on 
the co-operative principle, ~nd so to develop exchange 
of commodities•bt:tween the different nation~! move-

• ments. • 
There is great scope for the development of this 

international co-operative trading. It is probable that 
all the four forms will develop side by side, and there 
is no reason why this should not be the case. The 
work now being done by the International C.W.S. as 
an infoimation bureau will lead to a much wider and 
more accurate knowledge among the national move
ments of their ability to supply one another's Jemands. 
This should produce an interlocking of wholesale 
societies, either by union for the fmrposes of joint 
purchasing or joint production, or in a system by 
which one national C.W.S. becomes a member of 
another national C.W.S. and purchases from it. But 
everything points to the fact that the time will soon 
come when the Inte&national C.W.S. must develop 
from an information bureau into an organ of inter-

• national trade and manufacture for the national 
movements. There are limits to the system of 
interlocking of national ~holesale societies, particu
larly in cases of co-operative manufacture. Suppose, 
for instance, that the English C.W.S. were called upon 
to manufacture boots for several foreign movements. 
It would have to -:increase its plant, &c., for this 
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purpose, and put a • considerable amount of capital 
into this export business. There would be nothing 
to prevent the foreign movements deciding. at any 
moment to produce boots for themselves; but this 
would mean heavv loss t~ the EnglishoC.W.S., which . . 
can only manufacture for the co-operative market. 
Such a.situation is much le~s likely"to occur where 
the manufacture • is the joint enterprise of two or 
more wholesale societies or of an International C.W.S. 
Thus the organisation of large scale production for the 
international co-operative market will almost certainly 
require the development of an International C.W.S. 

Finally, a word must be said about international 
co-operative finance. The growth of interlOlational 
co-open:;tive trade has forced co-operators s~iously 
to consider this problem. Already the consumers' 
movements and the agricultural co-operative societies 
have developed~ network of national• co-operative 
banks, and it is obvious that this co-operative banking 
system might play a large part in the development 
of international co-operative trade. The first step in 
this direction has already been taken by the estab
lishment of an International Ba1tking Committee. The 
aim of this committee is "to bring the co-operi-tive 
banks into closer relations," to assist the co-operative 
banks to secure COIJlmon correspondents in each 
country, and the wholesale societies to receive their 
payments through a co-operative bank, and, finally, 
"to create an international co-operative banking 
organisation capable of rendering important services, 
namely, arbitration of the exchmges, correspondent 
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accounts, international discount or reinvestment out
side co-operation, financing of important international 
undertakings." .. 

• IV • 

Conctdsion. 

In the preceding secti<W- I have given an in~equate 
sketch of the form of the co-opetative movements 
and the development of international co-operative 
trade. Those who want full information as regards 
the structure of the movement and the figures of its 
trade and manufacture should refer to the many 
excellent text-books which have been written on the 
subjech I am concerned in this essay only with the 
relatioh between the co-operative system of t~ade and 
industry, the existing international econqmic system, 
and the .problem of peace.. lY.{y argument is that the 
ordinary economic system, of which• the organisation 
and psychology represent the producer's and the 
profit-maker's interests, makes. for .. . international 
hpstility and war, while the consqrpers' co-operative 
system represents the consumers' int~r~~ts and makes 
for .peace. The accol1nt of the structure and growth 
of c9nsumers' co-operation has been given above in 
order to show that the system here advocated is not 
the theoretic constructioll of a visionary or a pro
fessor, but a system already in existence and working. 
It is not only working, but rapidly developing and 
extending itself, particularly in the direction of inter
national trade. The objection certainly will be made . . 
by some people that the scope of the co-operative 
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system is limited, and that the consumers' movements 
can never hope to control more than a very small 
field of national, let alone international, trade. I 
cannot admit the validiey of this objection. The 
movement itself is only a~out 8o years o0ld ~ it began 
in the humblest way in a ~ack street in a Lancashire 
town. .For years it was c~nfined {o one country 
and was a strugg"ling concern. Even 25 years ago 
the present mt.mbership of the British and some 
foreign movements, the operations of the wholesale 
societies, the productive and banking undertakings 
of the various movements, their international trade, 
would all have seemed impossible. Thereisno.reason 
why this. development ·.should not .. .go ... on .at. an in
creasing pace throughout.· Europe and many, .. other 

• parts of the world, and if it does, consumers, organised 
both nationally and internationally in the co-operative 
movements, will \oon be in a position "to control a 
very large part of national and international trade. 

If the argument in the first part of this essay be 
sound, that fact by itself would open.-.an . .important 

A~C~J10ll1i(; ro;:tc1 to P~<l-~~~ •.... . ~Y:~FY9~e .<l.c1mits to-day the 
" l3.1lure of\Vestern clvihsatwn durmgthe-r9th century 

to establish a stable form of international ... s0 <;i$!tY; 
almost. everyone agrees that we stand to~day at. one 
of the greattwning p~!11t1> of histqry .•..• The warwas 
asymptom;·--and.is now a warning. Itwasth~p-.JeSult 
of the competitive and intolerant economic. naJionai. 
ism which developed in Europe during last century; 
if that system is allowed to continue for another 
century it will destroy itself, and •with itself civilised 
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~"Society. As many writers. have pointed out, the 
/'$political and •economic-troul?les _fromwll,i<::h, .JI;tce .\vorld 

js sUffering -areJargely- due-to,th&factthat ·.· economic 
)lationalism is ... a . <::ontradocti0n. as .well- a~ ,an . ana
chronism.• The form of s~ciety developed from the 
Industrial revolution requires for its continued 
existence, botf1 politic;ally and economic~lly, an 
international framework. Nations ~nd peoples are so 
intimately knit together, one part of the world is so 
seriously dependent upon all the other parts, that, 
in actual fact, one nation's loss is practically always 
every other nation's loss, and one nation's gain every 
other nation's gain. Yet, as we have seen, economic 
nation~lisrn proceeds tq ()rganise the world politically 
and economically:, as jf .precisely. the .opposite were 
ttme,. It attempts to regulate the intricate ·relations 
of a society which has its centres in London and 
Manchester, •Paris and Lyons, Ber!n and Hamburg, 
New York and Chicago, by a political system applic
able to pastoral tribes or walled cities, and by an 
economic system suitable for a " self-supporting " 
village in the Middle Ages. Is it a matter for wonder 
that the systems thomselves will not work, and that 
the .attempt to force society into a mould which cannot 
contain it is l~J!Q.i;n_g,J.~ ,,?Q.f1~.,9W:JtP.1isw ? 

The importance of consume's' co-operation is that 
it implies an economic organisation which follows the 
actual lines of growth of international society. The 
more control over industry and trade is given to the 
organised consumers in the various countries, the 
better will be the aajustment of the national economic 
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systems to their international framework. The in
~vidualmanufacturer, ... the profit~ maker, the .. middle
ni.an; . the.tracle.WJ,ioni:';t,Jiy~ ... i:p,au .. antediLuvi<;~..nworld 
which really passed. away~nearly"2o:o··years .ago. It 
istheworld·of·economio·;.cttionali:smvoi>competition, 

···(fiatiGnalism; · war; barbarism. " Th~i:r· feet run to 
I ~vil,. anrl they make haste t.o shed innocent blood; 

their thoughts are· thoughts of iniquity; wasting and 
destiuctiO!l"ill¥")n.., tlt~J,.,,mtl:~,~_,_,, ,.,;;tt~~""~~·~.::R~,itc::e 
the¥"Jolo~ ... noJ,.; ........ anci •.... t.l:lemi.is ..... n.ojudgment..in their 
goings; they: Ii.a ve made them crooked. paths ; ... who
soever goeth .... therein .. shall .. not..knQw . . p~a,ce.'' But 
there is really no ne~cl to grope for the wall like the 
blind, to stumble at noon as in the night, ;md to be 
in desolate places as dead men. If.peoplewoulCl only 
lift up their eyes;··they would .• see.. They, w.Qnld. see 
that the world has become intemational. And the 

.f d . . .• l' TCI consumer, ·as we · oun , rs an ... Jnternat10na rst. r: e 
lives in the world, to-day, a world which demands 
internationalism, .. co-operation, peace, .. dvilis;:ttion. In 
the co-operative system, which gives to the organised 
consumers the control of· industry and trade, he has 
found one of·· the roads to peact!. 
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Co-operatioq and ;Pt.:ivate 

• 
Entei£rise . . 

I. 

T HE meaning and purpose of an institution are 
often more obvious in its beginnings than in the 

day of success. Success may have so changed the 
circumstances that called it forth, that the reason for 
its establishment is obscured. The co.-op~rative 

movement to-day is accepted as a normal part ·of the 
economic organisation of a democratic country; its 
scale and continue~ development excite litSle comment 
and no surprise, and its distinctive place and function 
in industry are unrealised even by many of its mem~ 
be~.:s. It is necessary to go back to the tiny beginnings 
in Lancashire three-quarters of a century ago to 
realise either the significance or the achievements of 
the movement. It had its origin in the reaction 
against the prevailing economic policy. Its aim was 
revolutionary, if its methods were peaceful; and if it 
no longer excites eithet- the.enthusiasm of reformers 
or the fears of conservatives, it is because the system, 
against which it was in its origin a protest, has been 
modified, and the evils which it sought to correct 
have been mitigated or removed. • 
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The second quarter of the nineteenth century was 
the period in which the doctrine of laissez faire attained 
its greatest authority with the English governing 
classes. The old system of ~tate regulation of industry 
that Adcyn Smith had crit.icised was discredited and 
had broken d~wn; new p11ocesses, new methods, new 
markets opened unimagined vistas of wealth, if 
industry could be org~nised to uploit th~m, and 
business men were ready and eager to undertake this 
task of reorganisation. The State trusted the business 
man, and allowed him an unfettered discretion that 
he enjoyed neither before nor since; with the result 
undoubtedly that the new methods were rapidly 
introduced and an unprecedented expansion of produc
tion t~Jok ~lace. But this unregulated enterprise soon 
compelled the State to intervene with Fa~ory and 
Mines Acts, Food and Drug Acts, Truck Acts, and 
sanitary re§Ulations, whilst the wage-earning classes, 
without waiting for an unsympathetic State, organised 
themselves in self-defence in trade unions and 
co-operative societies. 

The first object of the Rochdale Pioneers was " the 
establishment of a itore for the sale of provisions, 
clothing, &c."; the last-" that as soon as practicable 
thi~ society shall proceed to arrange the powers of 
production, distribution, education, and government ; 

• or, in other words, to esablish a self-supporting home 
colony of united interests, or assist other societies in 
establishing such colonies.~' The Pioneers' success 
in carrying out their first object diverted attention 
from the last, but i'ts statement is evidence of the ideal 
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' which inspired the mov~ent. By this declaration 
they affirmed their affiliation with the Owenite 
socialism which the majority of them professed; and 
it is a fair inference that. their ultimate object was 
the establishment of a ne-w order of inilust~y. The 
prevailing system, whatev~r its achievements in the 
field of ~roduction, left the urban workers exposed to 
the evils of truck, adulteration, and extortionate 
prices. Immediately, therefore, they sought to free 
themselves from dependence upon the private shop
keeper ; but behind and beyond this was the ideal of a 
society in which industry would. be controlled and 
directed by the workers whose wants it was designed 
to satisfy. The prevailing opinion did not oyerlook 
the consumer's claims. On the contrary, Ad!im ~mith, 
who did most to form it, had said: " Consumption is 
the sole end and purpose of all production, and the 
interest of the pr~ucer ought to be attertded to, only 
so far as it may be necessary for promoting that of the 
consumer." But it was held that the pursuit of profit 
would compel the producer to direct his resources to 
meeting consumers' wants, and that competition 
would provide all the necessarf safeguards against 
bad quality and extortionate prices. These safegu~rds 
were quite inadequate to secure the interests of ill-paid 
and irregularly emplqyed wage-earners. For this 
indirect and quasi-automati~ direction of production 
to wants, therefore, the co-operators sought to 
substitute a deliberate and conscious direction. They 
began at the retail store, but they aimed at a self-
supporting community. • 
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• 
While the origin of th~ movement indicates its 

purpose, its subsequent growth and development are 
explained rather by the form it took and the methods 
it employed. The basis ~nd essential condition of 
economic prt}duction (in.cluding distribution) is a 
calculable and regular demand. The co-operative 
stores were fortunate C/ilOUgh tO hit upon a aevice, in 
the distribution of trading profits in the form of a 
dividend upon purchases, that ensured such a demand. 
This "divi." provided a most effective material 
inducement to loyalty, and secured for the movement 
a wide and more consistent support than could have 
been ensured by an appeal to social idealism 
unsupported in this way. With a regular custom 
assured, success did not depend on exceptio~alleader
ship or managerial ability, although the movement 
was not without exceptional leaders. The business 

• • grew so rapidly that it absorbed all the energy of its • 
leaders and left them none for pursuing remote 
political aims. The growth, however, has been along 
the lines laid down by the practice of the first store; 
it has taken the form of associating more and more 
consumers with the control of business, and the 
extension over a wider and wider field of this 
consumers' control. The control could not remain so 
conscious and personal as • it was when the first 
society consisted of twenty-eight members; but the 
constitutional basis of control has remained the same, 
and the fzoo,ooo,ooo worth of trade that was done 
by British co-opel'ative stores last year was all of it 
carried through by directors, or under the authority 
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of directors, elected py Jnd responsible exclusively to 
the consumer-members of the societies, and the profits 
were the property of the consumer-members in 
proportion to their purchases. 

Function and scale ar; the chief factors in deter
mining the form of an e.:onomic organisation. The 
external form and internal orgapisation of the 
co-opefative mo-...ement do !lot serve to .. differentiate 
it from other businesses. The conduct of a co-operative 
branch still involves very much the same problems as 
that of a branch of a multiple shop. The internal 
administration of a society must be very much the 
same as that of a joint-stock company doing a similar 
business through a similar number of branches. The 
management of a manufacturing establi$mtmt or a 
warehotlsing business by the c.w.s. must be on much 
the same lines as the management of similar businesses 
by other agen~ies. There is, then•Jore, internal 
similarity of administration and an external similarity 
of appearance between the large-scale co-operative 
movement of to-day and the large-scale departmental 
stores and other integrated businesses which do a 
similar business on a similar scale. Does this mean 

• that the original ideal of the founders of the movement 
has been lost and that co-operation has no distiActive 
characteristics that take it out of the category of 
ordinary business ? ·Has (he original ideal of a new 
order of industry, which inspired the Pioneers to the 
self-sacrificing efforts that were needed to found the 
movement, been completely submerged in successful 
shopkeeping ? A more detailed comparison of 
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co-operation with ordinary ~riv?-te enterprise, which 
will go behind the external forms of business, is needed 
to answer this question. 

II~ 
• • 

The difference between oo-operative enterprise and 
ordinary comm"'rcial enterprise is not to be found, 
we have said, in exten1'al forms W organiscrtion or 
internal methods of administration. There are differ
ences under these heads, but they are not decisive. 
Since co-operative societies undertake the same 
economic functions as the larger commercial estab
lishments, and on a similar scale, they tend to use 
the same technical methods, the same systems of 
organisi'hg .manufacture and distribution. The tech
nical n;ethods of organising the means of preduction 
to meet economic wants are largely independent of 
the ownershi,p of those means of PJ·oduction and of 
the financial control of the organisation. The im
portant difference lies, not in the technical organisa
tion itself, but in the control and direction of it. The 
commercial undertaking is controlled by managers and 
directors responsible to shareholders, who bear the 

• commercial risks of the undertaking, and take any 
profits that are made; the co-operative undertaking 
is controlled by managers and directors, appointed 

. by and responsible to tllie members, who are the 
customers of the undertaking. Thus profit is elirnina
ted as the incentive to undertake and carry on the 
services of distribution or manufacture; a working 
margin over actual ~xpenses is charged in prices, but 
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is periodically returned t~ members in proportion to 
their purchases. The differences of method and 
results between co-operative and private enterprise 
all follow from that diffe~nce. 

Because the co-operati"\ie movement. is dependent 
on the same technical or~nisation of production as 
private industry, it has to face the .same problems 
of human relatiol\s. It employs labour for wages; 
it has, therefore, to face the problem of adjusting 
the conflicting claims of wage-earners who want 
higher wages and customers· who want lower prices. 
It employs labour in large-scale undertakings; it has, 
therefore, to face the problems raised by the sub
ordination of the working many to the directing few, 
to resolve the sometimes conflicting claims ~f dis
cipline a:tid freedom. Its business is subject to the 
dislocating influences of seasonal change, varying 
harvest yields, floctuating prices, and general trade 
fluctuations; it cannot, therefore, guarantee its 
members against unfavourable price movements or 
its employees against interruption of employment. 
On the other hand, because the control of this pro
ductive organisation is differe~t, the co-operative 
movement is better situated for dealing with these 
problems. The relations with employees are ·not 
complicated by the pr~sence of a middleman, in the 
person of a capitalist empioter, whom customers and 
employees both suspect of intercepting for himself an 
undue profit. The adjustment of wages and the 
maintenance of the discipline necessary for efficient 
operation should be easier when• the wage-earners 
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• are working direct for the <;.onsumers, and consumers 
bear a direct and unmistakable responsibility for the 
wages they pay and the conditions they impose. 

The advantages which c~operation offers in dealing 
with the"ProbJ.em of industrial fluctuations follow from 
the nature of its organisation. Co-operative societies, 
like other funts, have to estimate demand and to • • produce in anticipation of demand: and their estimate 
is sometimes wrong ; but the demand for which they 
work is more stable thanthat of ordinary firms, since 
the members are held to the society by their share in 
the profits, and the share is proportioned to purchases. 
Thus the estimating of demand, and the adjustment 
of sun1lies to it, is less liable to error than in ordinary 
trade:- :A:ence co-operative societies can give more 
regular employment than other employers~ Hence, 
also, certain economies in manufacture are open to 
them. Tht! basis of economical rftanufacture is con- • 
tinuous and regular output. The ordinary commer
cial firm has to take the risk that its output will not 
all be taken by markets in which other producers 
are competing; co-operative production, with a 
preferential and loyal market of its own, has a less 
risJ<: to face, and can carry standardisation and flow
production of the chief commodities in which it deals 
further than the majority of i>roducers. Manufacture 

• has been undertaken m field after field, as the 
aggregate demand from the stores has attained a 
volume at which manufacture is economical. This 
advantage does not, however, extend to the manu
facture of a diversified range of products, designed 
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to compete with t'he •variety offered by private 
enterprise. 

The system of distributing " profits · · among mem
bers as a dividend pr~portioned to purchases is 
important primarily as • a means of bi~ding the 
members to the society, :nd so securing an assured 
market.for the society's ope~tions. "But it has other 
incidental, but not unimportant consequences. It 
provides an easy and painless way of saving for the 
poorest, making possible the provision of clothing 
and other recurrent needs without falling into debt. 
It makes it easy for new members to accumulate the 
share capital needed for membership. It encourages 
saving. The immense aggregate capital of the move
ment h~s been built up by automatic sa;ing" of this 
sort and by placing undistributed profits to reserve, 
and the continuous expansion into new fields is 

• financed without• any resort to the ordinary capital 
market. Thus co-operation has done more than any 
other device to enable the wage-earning class to 
become owners of capital, since the whole of the 
capital of the movement is the property of the 
members. Joint-stock comparfy law in England is 
not designed to encourage or protect the ~all 
investor; but the business and undertakings of the 
stores and the wholes~le s~cieties constitute a collec
tive investment more important than anything that 
the working-class investors of America have acquired. 

Other consequences follow from the method of 
co-operation. The first is that tpe Owenite ideal of 
a self-supporting community, or " self-supporting 
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colony," is not realisable: by. this method. The 
Owenite aim, which the Rochdale Pioneers reaffirmed, 
was to establish a society which should set its own 
members to work, and aC4ust production and con
sumption.completely withia the limits of the society; 
the co-operative method vfas to organise the workers 
as consumers and use the organisation to sup:r;ly their 
wants. Now, even in i844 the c~msumption of the 
poorest labourer included some commodities that a 
community settled in Rochdale could not have 
supplied-tea, for example. In pursuit of the com
mQdities that their members have demanded, the 
stores, and the wholesale societies in which they 
federated, have pushed the tentacles of their buying 
and pr~ducing organisation all over the world. On 
the other hand, their members are engaged rn all the 
variety of occupations that British industry offers 
the worker.• Although, therefore! the British co
operative movement employs zoo,ooo workers, most 
if not all of whom will be members, its aggregate 
membership is over 5,ooo,ooo, the great majority of 
whom are employed in private industry or public 
services outside the ~o-operative movement. To put 
the same fact differently: British co-operative trade 
is one-way trade. It is all based on the organisation 
of people as consumers for the.,supply of their wants, 
not the organisation of people as producers for the 
sale of their products. The members are most of 
them producers as well as consumers; but the flow 
of goods from them is through other channels-the 
co-operative cham!el permits only the flow of goods 
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to them. Experiments ha~e, it is true, been made by 
co-operative organisations in the sale of their products 
outside their own membership; but the co-operative 
organisation is not desigllfd for such trade, and has 
no special advantages for• it. The organisation has 
grown up and is designal. solely to supply a pre
existing market consisting of members.. International 
trade in co-operative products might develop, the 
wholesale societies of the different countries linking 
up and supplying each other with products which 
their members demand; but the self-contained 
Owenite community, in which all the members were 
employed in satisfying all the wants of all the mem
bers, would have to be as wide as the world. No 
merely national society could produce all -th~ goods 
that its 'members might demand, or absorb all the 
goods that its members might produce. 

From these coo.siderations the reas<ms for the 
present division of the field of industry between co
operative and private enterprise will be apparent. 
Co-operation has developed further in the business 
of distributing than in that of manufacturing, because 
its purpose is to supply finished g.oods to its members, 
and it is relatively a matter of indifference whether 
it manufactures these itself or buys them from other 
manufacturers. It ma.p.ufactures itself those goods 
for which there is the latgest and most regular 
demand, relying on private enterprise for other goods 
which the co-operative market does not take in 
quantities that make co-operative production econom
ical. Its trade is confined to goMs that the final 
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consumer takes, leaving t~ prtvate enterprise the 
whole of the instrumental and constructional indus
tries. It includes a good deal of import trade, while 
export trade is almost wholly in the province of 
private ~terprise. Private enterprise again pre
dominates in •that part oi the field of industry in 
which the inceiLti ve of profit is strongest and risks 
of loss are correspondin~ly great-i.J:l the exph>itation 
of new inventions, new markets, new wants. The 
overlap of the spheres of co-operative and private 
trade is, however, more obvious and more important 
than the demarcation between them. In the field of 
distribution, retail and wholesale, and in the manu
facture of all the more important articles of everyday 
use an4 c(jnsumption, the two systems compete. In 
some places and some, sections of society. the co
operative supply is predominant; in society as a 
whole privaJoe trade predominates;. but nowhere has 
the co-operative movement a monopoly, and in no 
part of the field is private trade secure from co
operative competition. This overlap and competition 
point to what is perhaps the most important function 
of the co-operativ~ movement in the industrial 
organisation of to-day. To this we will now turn. 

III . 
• We saw that the immMiate object of the founders 

of the co-operative movement was to enable their 
members to get goods of satisfactory quality at a 
reasonable price. The first benefit that they conferred 
on the wage-earn~g class was to supply them with 
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pure food, which private efJ.terprise could not be relied 
on to supply to the poor co~sumer, and to charge them 
reasonable prices when private enterprise exacted 
extortionate prices whenev~r the difficulties of their 
customers made it possible.. This direct be:q,efit was 
not, however, the whole bEll1efit. Once" co-operative 
stores had set up standards of qua]jty and price, 
private traders we•e forced t'b conform to them or 
lose to the stores the custom of all the intelligent 
members of the working class. The direct provision 
made by the stores, therefore, carried with it an 
indirect compulsion upon other traders to improve 
their quality and moderate their charges. A general 
improvement in the quality of working-class supplies 
was then gradually effected. Legislation and ~ more 
efficient administration of Food Acts no doubt played 
a part, but the chief influence was the competition of 
co-operative stores.• • 

In this way the movement came to remedy a defect 
in the provision made by modern industry, of which 
most people are conscious at some time, although they 
might find it difficult to define their grievance. Modern 
industry has increased wealth • by exploiting the 
advantages of specialisation and large-scale produc
tion. It offers the consumer a variety and volume· of 
products which the earJ.i.er simple economy could not 
provide; but it renders the consumer entirely 
dependent on the market and helpless if for any reason 
market supplies are withheld or their prices forced up. 
The consumer is, therefore, liable to be exploited by 
producers who have a temporafy or permanent 
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monopoly, and even by prolJ.uc~trs who have not that 
particular advantage, if the consumer is in urgent need 
of a particular product and disabled by his circum
stances from driving a f~r bargain. In a simpler 
economy. the. consumer is protected against such 
exploitation by being ab~ to supply himself in case 
of need. It is Iil.Ot possible to overcharge a consumer 
for potatoes if he is able to supp!y himself•from an 
allotment, or to exploit his need of a carpenter's or 
plumber's assistance if he can do his own house 
repairs. But this alternative--of doing things for 
oneself-is not open to the urban working-class 
population over tlw greater part of the range of their 
needs, because these needs are supplied by large-scale 
enterp~is~; they must buy from the market and pay 
the market price, or do without. The co'!.operative 
movement restores the possibility of supplying 
oneself. Si!lce a co-operative soci~y is an association 

1 

of consumers, co-operative supplies are supplies 
provided by the consumers for themselves. So long 
as he was isolated, the wage-earner in the first half of 
the nineteenth century had to take the flour tht- private 
miller or dealer sup~ied, since it is impracticable for a 
single individual to mill corn for his own use . 

• Collectively, through a co-operative society, a group 
of individuals could supply. themselves with flour, 
and so make themselve, independent of the private 
miller. With its subsequent growth the co-operative 
movement has extended this possibility almost 
indefinitely, so that to-day the consumer, if he is 
dissatisfied with •the supplies or prices of .private 
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traders, can supply .hirmelf with the products of 
spade husbandry. He m~y not avail himself of the 
opportunity, but the opportunity is there. 

The importance of this .alternative provision is as 
much indirect as direct. liven if the consuJller buys 
from the private trader, he -.enefits from· the existence 
of the co-operative provision, since th~ private trader 
has to :!llow for the existerfce of this alternative. 
Thus the co-operative provision acts as a continuous 
check upon him. It will be worth while to analyse 
the nature and operation of this check. Its importance 
in the past, we have suggested, was a check upon 
quality. To-day the general improvement in the 
quality of cheap supplies make this of less importance, 
though it is still an element in economic wel(are of 
great importance that the poorer sections of con
sumers can satisfy the greater part of the whole range 
of their ordinary nequirements with the a~surance of 
getting satisfactory quality by buying from co-opera-
tive stores. This check is, however, less effective, 
because differences in quality can be obscured by 
superficial differences in making up, and consumers' 
demands can be influenced so mlJ&h by suggestion in 
the form of advertisement. The check to-day, there
fore, is of more importance in its influence upon price. 
The private trader is lim~ted in what he tan charge by 
the prices charged by co-opera\ive societies. An exact 
comparison between co-operative and other prices is 
not possible, because there are differences in quality 
and make-up, and so much trade is in proprietary 
articles. In addition, there is tM dividend to be 
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deducted from the co-aperitive price before it is net. 
and comparable; but the keen working-class buyer is 
quite capable of making the necessary allowances and 
confining her purchases h;om the private trader to 
the goooo th~t he suppli~s more cheaply than the 
co-operative stores. • 

A wide divepgence of prices is not to be expected, 
because co-operative a~d private•traders alike draw 
on the same produce markets for raw materials, and 
the same labour market for labour. It is in the cost 
of distributing and, to a less extent, of working up the 
raw materials that divergencies may occur, and the 
check exercised by co-operative prices is most 
effectiye. The system of returning surplus receipts 
to custolflers in proportion to their purchases elimin
ates from co-operative prices the inftuenc<! of casual 
profits due to transitory and fortuitous fluctuations 
in supply and demand. After allibwing for dividend • 
and calculating them net, they are cost prices in the 
sense of including only the necessary costs of supplying 
the goods, and only costs calculated on a large volume 
of turnover. 

This check upon. prices has a special importance 
to.-day, because monopolistic advantages play such a 
large part in price fixing. Complete monopoly is rare, 
if not unknown; but restricii.on upon competition by 
large-scale advertising ri£ particular brands, monopoly 
of processes or trade secrets, absorption of a trade by 
an amalgamation, or simply agreement among a few 
large-scale concerns is general; and, so far as it operates, 
enables the producer to exact a price from the 
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consumer in excess of the amount· needed to make it • worth his while to continue producing. A large-scale 
co-operative movement can counter such a price 
policy by offering substituj:es or identical supplies at 
prices that include no moAopoly element. lil"ot only 
in retail trade, but in industry generally, co-operative 
provision is always a possible means of counteracting 
monopo:ty, • • 

There is a third way in which the check may be 
employed. Co-operative provision has generally 
followed private trade, offering the same or similar 
commodities as those which private trade has put on 
the market. But it is a common experience that 
private trade does not always offer exactly the 
commodities that the consumer wants. Tl!e private 
trader, interested as he may be in giving the public 
what the public wants, may misinterpret the public 
wishes, and, sine• there is no organi~d channel 
through which the public can voice its wishes and 
complaints to producers, may go on producing what 
the public does not exactly want. A co-operative 
society, being an organisation of consumers, does offer 
such an organised channel for t:b.e expression of the 
consumers' exact wants. That the channel is little 
used does not alter the fact that it is there. It niay 
be little used because, ~n the whole, the public gets 
what it wants without explt'citly asking for it; but 
the fact that it is there is a check upon the adequacy 
of the provision made by private trade. The existence 
of a co-operative movement offers the consumer an 
alternative to private enterprise, n"t only if quality 
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is defective or price excessire, but if its supplies are 
deficient in variety or in adaptation to the precise 
wants of the consumer. 

Looked at in this way t~e co-operative movement, 
it will bt;: seen, provides ic its everyday working a 
practical and· sufficiently •precise answer to certain 
questions with which society finds itself faced in any 
attempt to judge the w~rking of industry, arfd which 
it is difficult to answer. What is a fair price? The 
question arises every time a producer is criticised for 
the charges he makes for his products; yet there is 
no agreed objective standard by which the fairness 
of prices can be judged. It may be suggested that 
a price is fair if it is not greater than a co-operative 
society: weuld charge, since a co-operative society is 
an association of price-payers organised fol'" the pur
pose of supplying themselves. The standard is a 
rough and -theoretically imperfect. one, but it does .. 
enable some judgment to be made that is not based 
on purely personal predilections and idiosyncrasies. 

Take the related question: What is " profiteer
ing " ? The statute of rgrg directed to preventing 
and penalising the ,pffence was unable to define it, 
and most people who use the term could give no 
precise meaning of it if challenged. Again it may 
be suggested, that a profit is ~ot unreasonable if it is 
earned after paying wages and other charges on the 
same scale as a well-organised co-operative move
ment, and charging equivalent prices. In practice a 
producer must be doing his work at a reasonable 
charge to society,• if society could get it done by a 
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co-operative society, .an<I: yet continues to patronise 
him. Since the most important service that the 
co-operative movement undertakes is that of whole
sale and retail distribu1jon, it is in relation to 
distribution that the stanoords it sets are mQst useful 
and most influential. Thoce is a com:Uon tendency 
to criticise the distributor as an unnecessary link in 
the chain of production, or, if necessary,. as exacting 
an unfair charge for his services. There is, of course, 
no valid ground for suggesting that the distributor's 
work is unnecessary; if it were not done by inde
pendent distributors it would still have to be done 
either by the antecedent agents commonly called 
"producers," as is done by manufacturers who retail 
their own products, or by the consumers themselves, 
as is do~ through the co-operative movement, and 
in either case it would have to be paid for. There is, 
however, a questi.,n whether the distributor always 
does his work as cheaply as he might, since, being a 
middleman, he is necessarily at times in a position 
to take advantage of exceptional need on the part 
either of the " producer " to realise his goods or of 
the consumer to secure supplies.. Here the co-opera
tive system supplies a good standard for judgment. 
Its experience and its charges establish the minim"um 
cost that must be incurred for regu!ar trade with 
average management if the ~ork of distribution is to 
be done; the private middleman, who conducts his 
business on a smaller margin is not taking an 
" unfair " toll from the consumer if he keeps the 
difference between his and the co~operative price as 
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a profit earned by differer-tial efficiency. On the 
other hand the private trader who charges more than 
the co-operative society for his services is exploiting 
the public, in the sense oJ charging them a higher 
price th8Jl is necessary to• ensure the services being 
performed. • • 

Thus the oveJ;lapping and competition of co-opera
tion and private trade 'is neither .an acciderft nor a 
misfortune. It is sometimes pointed to as a criticism 
of both. If, it is agreed, co-operation were intrinsic
ally the superior method, it would by now have 
superseded private trade over the whole of the field 
in which co-operation operates; or, alternatively, if 
private trade had the advantages claimed for it, the 
co-opel'"'tiove movement would have been killed. It 
does not occur to these critics that then~ may be 
room for both types of enterprise, and that the 
satisfactory•functioning of each 4iepends upon the 
co-existence and competition of the other. Neither 
has eliminated the other by its competition, but both 
are more efficient than they would be if this com
petition were not ever present. 

The co-operative 1110vement is an effective check 
upon private trade, just because it has extended over 
so farge a part of the field of trade. It offers a com
plete-or, if hot actually <;pmplete, a potentially 
complete-alternative s~urce of supply for all the 
chief commodities of working-class consumption. Its 
scope is so wide that it can secure the supplies it buys 
on terms as favourable as the largest private dis
tributors, and the \rolume of its trade is so great that 
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it can undertake manufa~ture on an economical scale 
of a large part of the goods which it handles. It would 
be possible for an artisan to spend three-quarters of 
his wage regularly without going outside the move
ment; which means thaf. the private trader has to 
regulate his prices by some reference t<~ the "co-opera-• tive movement over three-fourths of the custom of 
the chief class for. whose custom they compete. 

This extent and scale of the co-operative organisa
tion is important for another reason. So far as it 
does not offer a complete alternative to private trade, 
it is capable of extension; that is why it was described 
as potentially complete. The supply of a new com
modity or service does not involve the establishment 
necessarily of an organisation ad hoc frgm the 
beginning, but merely an extension of ;n ·existing 
organisation which already supplies a wide range of 
commodities on a Jarge scale. Such exte~sion is easy, 
because, as we saw, the movement has no difficulty 
in finding the necessary capital, and because it starts 
with the great advantage of an organised market. It 
follows that the actual influence of the movement 
over prices is even wider than the scope of its own 
production, since private traders may keep down 
prices of products it does not manufacture for .fear 
that it should be tempted to undertall;e their manu
facture. And its potentia} influence is wider still, 
since its organisation could be extended to supplying 
any commodity that enters into the regular con~ 
sumption of its members. 

The co-operative movement did not attain this 
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great scale and pervasive iRflu~nce in a day. It is 
possible to maintain and extend it, only because the 
founders of the movement had the ability, persistence, 
and courage to overcome e,pormous initial obstacles, 
offered by the .opposition of private interests and the 
poverty and apathy of tht!workers for whose benefit 
the new movem1'lnt was. designed, to which there is 
no parallel to-day. The magnitude of their achieve
ment is not less, but greater, because it took a form 
they did not intend. They aimed at a self-supporting 
colony, in which the members should supply them
selves, and so at eliminating all payments that did 
not represent a reasonable remuneration for service 
renderer}. • What they achieved was a society poten
tially self-supporting, though not by emplo)rin,g the 
labour of its own members exclusively, which, because 
it is potentially self-supporting, • compels private • 
traders to limit their charges to a reasonable re
muneration for necessary services. The Owenite 
pioneers looked to separating co-operators out from 
ordinary industry and segregating them in com
munities of their own. The actual development of 
the ostores, by leaving co-operators in industry, has 
raised the standards of indpstry generally. The 
co-operative provision of goods is likely to grow, but 
its very influence in disciplining and checking anti
social tendencies in private trading has strengthened 
the latter, and made its supersession unnecessary . 

• 
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IV. 
It remains, in conclusio~, to examine the conditions 

that must be satisfied if this relation between co
operation and private industry, by which in part • they supplement and in pad they regulate apd check 
each other, is likely to pers~t. In the first place it is 
necessary, if co-operative prices and cpsts are to serve 
as a st<tndard of Jairness a~d reasonableness, that 
co-operative and private enterprise should be subject 
to the same or similar conditions of wages and other 
expenses. If private traders are able to pay lower 
wages for equivalent work, or to provide inferior 
conditions, they enjoy an advantage over the co
operative movement that invalidates any comparison 
of efficiency or costs. The effective enfortezVent of 
uniform and standard rates and conditions by trade 
unions or the State is therefore required. Similarly, 
the co-operative movement is handicap}!led if it is 
required to pay rates above such minimum standards 
while its competitors are not so required. Co-opera
tors may be willing to pay such higher rates, but in 
that case they must expect to pay higher prices. 

In the second place, the check qr regulation must be 
mutual. Just as co-operation prevents private traders 
from making excessive charges by its competition, 
so private trade by it,s competition• compels the 
co-operative movement to mlintain a certain level of 
efficiency. Co-operation has a special usefulness as a 
check on monopoly, but would it offer any assurance 
of efficiency and reasonable price if it permanently 
enjoyed complete possession of the• field ? It is the 
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possibility of comparison, of tu:rning from one source 
of supply to an alternative source, that constitutes 
the protection of the consumer. He maintains the 
co-operative movement as a check on the private 
trader, but private trade wl>uld expand at the expense 
of the c~-opefative movelJlent if the latter could not 
maintain its COfllpetitive efficiency. 

This liability to co:l'r1petition iJ.nd the <!omplete 
dependence of the movement upon its own resources 
to maintain its position are advantages which 
co-operation has over public or State enterprise. 
There are important similarities between the two forms 
of enterprise. In providing gas or electricity a city 
corporation is supplying its own ratepayers, who 
elect f]le. corporation and benefit by its successful 
activity. A municipal gas supply, thereiore, is a 
special case of consumers' co-operation. Similarly 
a nationali.sed railway system \iOUld be a system 
controlled, through Parliament, by the railway users, • 
since every citizen is a . railway user; and the 
nationalisation of the coal-mining industry, except 
for the important exception of export industry, would 
put the formal contiol of the industry into the hands 
of the coal consumers. But a public enterprise is not 
untier the same pressing necessity to keep down its 
costs and to maintain its efficiency that a co-operative 
society is, since it can matntain itself by means that are 
not open to the latter. It can exclude all competition by 
taking a statutory monopoly of any service it engages 
in, so the consumer has no alternative except to pay 
the State's price ~r dispense with the service, and it 
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can compel contribution~ to the cost of running the 
service by means of taxation. Since all opportunities 
of direct comparison are thus excluded, it is not 
possible to say whether a Pllblic service is economically 
conducted or not, and it •will not necessarily cease 
even if it is uneconomically conducted. A private 
concern or a co-operative society must in the long run 
attain an average l!fficiency of management, or it will 
succumb to competition or end in bankruptcy. Where 
monopoly is essential to technical efficiency, as in the 
case of most public activities, some form of public 
operation is not only permissible, since competition 
is thus then out of the question, but desirable in order 
to prevent any private exploitation of the monopoly. 
But even in this class of case it would pr~ba.oly be 
conducivt!' to efficient operation if the control were 
reorganised on co-operative lines, and exercised not 

• through councils <9Ud Parliament, electeti primarily 
for other purposes and heavily overburdened with 
other duties, but by special statutory authorities 
representative in part, at any rate, of the consumers. 

The co-operative movement is a branch of private 
enterprise, arising spontaneous!)' from a felt need, 
owing nothing to statutory monopoly or privilege, 
and compelled to justify its existence by economic 
efficiency, like any other lilnsubsidised ann unprivileged 

• undertaking. Were it otherwise its achievements 
would be less remarkable, and its usefulness as an 
alternative to and check upon ordinary commercial 
enterprise negligible. 

A third condition, and one tl:~at is far from 
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completely satisfied, is tha1J consumers should show 
sufficient intelligence and energy to avail themselves 
of the check upon private commercial enterprise 
afforded by co-operative seryices. Commercial success 
can somt:'j:imes be secured not only by efficient service, 
but also by taking advantage of the ignorance, apathy, 
and financial si;J"aits of large masses of the people. 
The co-operative stores • may offer• a superior article 
at a lower price (allowing for dividend), and yet fail 
to sell it, because the consumer is misled by advertise
ment, or too apathetic to make the necessary 
comparison, or so much in debt that he can exercise 
no freedom of choice. A part of the economies of 
co-operation is lost in advertisement, to which 
the soqet!es are compelled in self-defence; and the 
old-standing rule against sales on ·credit hcts latterly 
been relaxed, not illegitimately, in order to secure 
custom th<!t cannot be held one any other terms. • 
Where there is no excuse in ignorance or financial 
straits, apathy leads consumers to put up with supplies 
or services which they know to be unnecessarily 
expensive or unsatisfactory, rather than take the 
trouble to organise a.co-operative supply. 

It is not, however, possible by any organisation 
to ·relieve people of the responsibility for their own 
actions or ina~tion. The co,operative movement is 

• there, an independent source of most of the supplies 
on which most people wish to draw, owned and 
controlled by consumers in their own interests, and 
already so extensive and so rich in resources that it 
can be extended t~ meet new needs with little trouble. 
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If, then, consumers are ditsatisfied with the provision 
that private enterprise makes for them, they have their 
remedy; if they do not take it, they are then entitled 
to make no complaint. If, for example, the house
holder complains that th;•coal distributor'~ charges 
are excessive, he can buy hioi; coal from a co-operative 
society, and so automatically eliminate any unneces
sary pro1it on the transaction~ if he will not do so, he 
has only himself to blame if he pays more than is 
necessary. Or, if he complains that the spread 
between wholesale and retail prices on any other 
commodity is excessive, he has the same remedy and 
the same responsibility, even if he neglects taking it. 

Private traders, in these days of criticism of private 
enterprise, have reason to bless the coeonerative 
rnovemen~, since it offers to social reformers an 
alternative, which interferes with the legitimate 
activities of privat• enterprise much less than public 
enterprise would do. It leaves them free to make 
what profit they can by the exercise of initiative in 
exploiting new inventions, new processes, new wants, 
or by organising ability in providing for old wants by 
standardised methods. At the saline time it challenges 
reformers to demonstrate that collectivist provision 
would be superior, by providing a collectivist organisa
tion which anyone can. join and an1one assist in 
managing. The founders ot the co-operative move
ment were Socialists. They did not, however, seek to 
effect the reforms and attain the ideal they set before 
themselves by political agitation and State action. 
The State of that time was uJsympathetic and 
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inefficient; the co-operators rvere without the franchise, 
and could exercise little influence upon it. But it is, 
perhaps, not altogether to be regretted that they had 
not formed the habit of looking to the Government 
to do ev.erything for them~ and were forced, if they 
wanted something doing. to do it for themselves. 
They were led t}lereby to devise a form of association 
that is held together notby compulsion, but b" volun
tary loyalty, and that depends for its continuance 
not on the legislative coercion and taxation of its 
members, but solely on the efficiency with which, in 
open competition with equally free private enterprise, 
it conducts its business. 
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APPiNDIX. 

Tables illustrating the Growth of the Consumers' 
Co-operative Movement ·in the United Kingdom . . 

TABL~ I. 
• • 

TOTAL FIGURES "OF MEMBERSHIP AND SALES AS 

PtJBLISHED BY THE Co-oPERATIVE UNION, 

Year. 

1901 .............. ................. . 
• 1911 ............... ................. . 

1914 ........ ...................... . 

1919································ 
1920 ..................... ........ .. . 

rg2r. ................ .. ........... .. 

1922 ...... ... ........ .............. . 

1923································ 

Total 
Membership 

(in 'I'ho11sands). 

1,793 

2,640 

3,054 

4,131 

4,505 

4,549 

4,519• 

4,569 

1924............ .. .................. • 4,703 
• 

1925 ........ .. .................... .. 4,9II 

1926 ..... .. ..... ................... . 5,187 

1927 .............................. .. 5,579 • 
3I 

• 

Aggregate 
Sales. 
£'ooo .. 

~2~j61 

74,802 

• 87,964 

198,930 

254,158 

218,780 

r69,582 

!65,490. 

175,078 

!83,584 

184,88o 

199,925 
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' TABLE II. 

FIGURES SHOWING THE VALUE OF THE AGGREGATE 

SALES CORRECTED ~:lR CHANGES IN THE . 
PukcHASING Plt)WER oF MoNEY. 

-.---
• • Index of Retail • 

Prices of Food, Aggregate True . Fuel, and Clothing Sales adjusted Comparisons 
Year. (based upon to level of per £roo on 

Ministry of Prices ruling the basis of 
Labour Statistics), in 1914. 1914:= roo. 

1914=~ roo. £'ooo. 

1901.. ... ~ ... go 58,623 66 

1gn ........ 97 77,II5 • 87 

1914 ........ 100 . 87,964 100 
• • 1919 ........ 238 83,584 95 

1920 . .... . . 276 92,o86 104 

1921- ..... 242 90,405 102 

1922 ..... .. 188 
• 

90,203 !02 

1923 ....... 178 92,972 !05 
• 

1924 .... .. r8o 97,265 1IO 
• 

181 • 101,428 1925 ........ • II5 

1gz6 ........ 177 104,452 n8 

1QZJ ........ 170 IIJ,603 133 
.. 

-·--····· ---- '"~- --
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Ought We to Save?. 
I. . 

The New Economic World. • 
• 

J[s it still necessary' to save in thes~ days when, by 
insurance contiibutions, • we are all providing 

against ill-health, unemployment, old age, and other 
misfortunes ? The answer to this question iies in 
another question. Do we wish to create that new 
world about which so much was heard a few years ago, 
but which since then has been almost forgotten, or do 
we wish to go muddling along in the old way with some 
good times but with much poverty and disues.~ ? 

If we dl"!Sire a new world, in which every newcomer 
has a. chance of making good, we must do what always 

• needs to be done Vlilen we plan to make lohings. We 
must, first, give a great deal of thought to it so as to 
obtain a mental vision of the kind of thing we wish 
for, whether it be a rabbit hutch, a dog kennel, a 
wireless set, or a house. 

Of course the sceptic will at ~nee ask: Is a new 
world physically possible ? Can everyone enjoy the 
good things of life ? Is it not impossible for m~re 
than a few people to hav& all they need•and to spare? 

These are very reasonable• questions, and must be 
answered. Is it physically possible to create enough 
of the .good things of life that everyone can be supplied 
with them ? Can poverty be eliminated even from • this country ? 
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One has only to lo()k around in order to realise 
that ·poverty does not a,ris~ from any deficiency of 
power to produce . everything needed for the main
tenance in comfort of the people of this and of every 
other land. It comes fwm a deficiency of will to 
produce .· Nature has b~n not only generous but 
prodigal in the ':Yealth it has placed at the disposal of 
the peoples of all codntries. 1,1ut the n~cessary 

measures must be taken and the requisite will power 
must be exerted if this great supply of natural wealth 
is to be utilised. 

In olden times it was not known how rich this 
world was in natural resources. People then imagined 
that the amount of both actual and potential wealth 
was lim_it~, and that if one man or one family had 
more, other people had less. • 

In these days, however, we know much more about 
the world ilian they did even a sjlort time .ago, an<l 
can now form a much better idea of the inexhaustible 
supply of natural wealth it contains. And with this 
knowledge has come a greater desire to enjoy it. 

Indeed, one of the most hopeful signs of the new 
world is the increast'jl. desire for a higher standard of 
life, not only of the people of the young countries such 
as •America, Canada, Australia, and Argentina, who 
are never conttnt with thefq.rtunes they accumulate, 
whether large or small, and of the British people who, 

·next to the American and colonial peoples, are always 
seekingto better their condition, but of the people of 
every country in Europe and particularly of Russia, 
where hitherto th~ lot of the masses has been a very 
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hard one, as well as of \he peoples of India and of 
China. All over the world there is a "divine" dis
content. 

Undoubtedly this has come about in one way or 
another from the realisation that povert:v is not 
inevitable; that it is not f>reordained ·and therefore 
to be meekly borne, but that so far ~s natu;e is con
cerned il has no justification ·and that the distress of 
recent growth as well as of long standing is. quite 
unnecessary, provided essential things are done to 
permit the world's immense natural riches to be 
placed at the service of the people ofall nations. Not 
only are these things now known as a matter of theory 
but as a fact. 

Of course, before there were any railroadS> OJ;• steam~ 
boats, or "motor-cars, 'or aeroplanes, the amount of 
available natural wealth was. small, for the quantity 

• was limited by t~ difficulties of transport, which 
made it impossible to carry other than very small 
consignments for any great distance. Therefore, 
people had to live mainly upon what they and their 
immediate neighbours could grow and make for them
selves in a restricted area. But.all that is changed. 
Now there are hundreds of thousands of miles of 
railways stretching throughout the world, a vast fieet 
of steamboats, as well as tens of millions· of motor-cars, • and a rapidly increasing number of aeroplanes. There-
fore, produce can be carried at extraordinarily low 
cost from the ends of the earth for the use of everyone 
in every country. Moreover, for COifespondence pur
poses, distance, which used to present such great 
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obstacles even to the conve:yance of letters, has been 
completely annihilated by the telephone and the 
telegraph. 

Thus the nations are linked together as never 
before inJ:o one great family, each one contributing 
to the needs cif the other~ and the natural riches of 
the entire world.have become available for improving 
the standard of life in al, countries. • 

Already the change in world conditions is extra
ordina;ily great. Whereas, until this new world began 
to be made, each country had to rely almost entirely 
upon its own productions for the support of its people, 
now the matter of the greatest moment is not the 
local supply of the things needed, but the world's 
supply.·. ~o-day the world's crop of wheat governs • 
the price of bread and gives everyone what they need; 
not, as it used to be, the local supply, which might 
not be adecruate and which not in:irequently involve~ • 
famine or famine prices. 

Then, formerly, people had to be most careful of 
their clothing, as they depended almost entirely upon 
the flocks of their own district or country to provide 
them with the wool.they needed, but now they are 
able to get wool, cotton, silk, and artificial silk from 
wherever these, or their raw material, can be grown 
in the world. •As a result, cl~thing is infinitely more 

• plentiful and easier to obtain. 
Even with houses, nations to-day have not to rely 

solely upon their own supplies of building materials 
in the way they h'id to even a short time ago, but are 
able to draw supplies from the countries which have 
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the best means of producjng them, however distant 
they may be. 

And so with everything else, it is world production 
and not merely national production that determines 
supply and which makes everything so mu~h more 
plentiful and easier to obtaii!. • 

Thus a very great change in the ~tandard. of life 
has taken place altready. 1r: the old world it was 
difficult to supply additional people even with adequate • food, clothing, and housing, let alone with education 
and recreation, and population was kept down by a 
high death-rate to the level of the capacity to support 
it. In the new world, production has grown twice as 
fast as the increase in the number of people and is now 
more than six times greater than it was a celit~ry ago . .. 

II. 
• Why r(ot a Richer World ?• 

Nevertheless, poverty is still widespread, and, if it 
is to disappear, the work so well begun must be con
tinued. The foundations of the new world have been 
laid well and strongly, but the stJucture of universal 
well-being, in which there is no poverty either in this 
or in .other countries, has yet to be erected. What ltas 
been• accomp.lis.hed since. the days when famine and • distress brought revolution to a country as rich as 
France en;l.bles us to realise in some measure the 
further improvement that will come when the natural 
resources of every country are ymch more fully 
developed than they are to-day, and when each 
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nation freely exchanges its products for those of other 
nations, so that there is •neither the hindrance to 
production, which the lack of transport imposed in 
the old days, nor the hindrance to distribution, which 
high tariff and artificial barriers create in these days. 
The ne~ world, with a~undant supplies of natural 
wealth, tnust consist of free people working willingly 
and happily t; produ~e and to.exchange, •without 
impediment, all that is needed for the sustenance 
and eli:joyment of all nations. 

Many centuries ago people dreamed of a new world, 
but their knowledge was confined to a limited area, 
and it was towards the spiritual and mental well-being 
of mankind for which they laboured rather than to
wards its p1aterial enrichment. It was then regarded 
as imp~ssible to raise the standard of life in material 
things above a very low level, and people who wished 
well to th~r fellows sought to ~nsume • as little OIS 

possible of the very moderate supply of the available • 
food and materials in order that others might have 
more. Indeed, it has been only within the last hundred 
years in which the whole world has been opened up to 
development and settJement that it has become possible 
to visualise a new world in material things and to 
re::!iise that it is possible to create conditions in which 
everyone will ~e above the p~verty line. 

To-day it is unnecess<fry to indicate the unlimited 
possibilities of production, for they are so obvious 
that no proof is called for. It is sufficient to know 
that the world is producing but a very small portion 
of the food, the textiles, the minerals, the wood and 
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all the other things it is capable of producing. The 
raw materials are there "for the getting, the problem 
is simply one of how to get them and how to make 
them useful in feeding, clothing, housing, educating, 
and amusing the world's present population more 

• adequately, and its still treater population of the 
future. • • 

At the present 't,ime we ha\re most of the essentials 
to a very great improvement in well-being. First, 
natural wealth exists in limitless supply; second, it 
can be produced, transported and manufactured with 
unprecedented economy by means of highly efficient 
machinery; third, a great number of unemployed or 
partly employed are available to increase production. 

Then what is the difficulty ? Why do JlOt -produc
tion and•consumption take a great leap f~rward? 
Why cannot the unemployed find work ? Why .is it 
~ore difficult to §ft employment to-day.than it was 
before the war ? 

To give a complete answer to these questions would 
need a volume. There are, however, two main causes. 
One is that the nations are not willing to exchange 
their products with the freedom that makes for active 
trade and prosperity, or even with the freedom of 
pre-war days. The second and more difficult c<tuse 
to overcome is lack of. adequate savi'ngs. In other 
words the world to-day is not spending its income in 
a manner that will ensure the expansion of production 
and of trade and thus provide work for the unem
ployed and full work to the partlY employed. 

For one thing there has been a great redistribution 
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of income. The war and its effects have brought 
increased well-being to a g;eat many people in all 
parts of the world, but to others they have brought 
poverty or relative poverty. Many people who used 
to save a~e no longer able to save, while others who 
could save are llnwilling to~o so. Nations that before 
the war s"uppliecl other countries with the financial 
resources needed for tlieir devel~pment, n~t only 
have no surplus savings, but require to borrow from 
others. • 

Europe, in pre-war days, was the great lending 
continent, and now, instead of lending, is borrowing. 

This is a very serious matter, for the world still 
needs Europe's savings in order to expand its pro
ductive "power and its trade. The gravity of this 
situation becomes evident when one remembers that 
in pre-war days all the young countries, and some old 
ones, too, rel>ied upon E.;rope for f•nds to build rail• • 
ways, construct harbours, develop towns, create new 
farms, make new plantations, open up new mines of 
all kinds, sink oil wells, and generally to increase their 
wealth and income, and that in furnishing these funds 
Europe was able to ~11 far more of its own products 
and to give a greater amount of employment to its 
own• people than otherwise it could have done. For 
lack of these furl'ds, world ~evelopment has been largely 
arrested ever since the Great War began in 1914. This 
work now requires to be taken in hand again without 
delay for the purpose of causing trade expansion, 
giving employmen~, and making provision for the 
world's future needs. 
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In some measure the lack of savings in Europe has 
been made good by extra ;avings in the United States, 
and the willingness of the American people to supply 
other countries with funds. But the greater part of 
the sums supplied by America has been used.to make 
war and to repair war dalllJlge. Had there been no 
war and had Europe used productivecy all tl:ie money 
it borrowed for th~ war, bofh at home and abroad, 
together with the money since spent upon rerairing 

• the damage, the expansion in productive power, in 
trade, and in employment would have placed the 
entire world upon a very high plane of prosperity. 

IlL 

The Recovery of Lost Ground. • • • 
Of cour~ it is no use to think of the might-have~ 

been. Clearly, war must be prevented in future if 
•p110gress is to be m~e in solving the worllil.'s problem 

of poverty. What we have riow to do is to recover the 
ground lost in the last fourteen years. Is the world 
making any such effort ? On the contrary, it is 
spending its income with the utmost recklessness, as 
if the war had brought it a grea~ fortune. It is not 
thinking of the future or of the unborn generations 
whose well~being depends upon what is now bei'hg 
done. Had our fathers ,_nd their fathers acted as we 
are acting to-day we should ~ot have had the income 
we had before the war, or the income we possess 
to-day. Those great railways which stretch through
out our own land were not built wiiJlOut a great deal 
of self-denial. They cost over a thousand millions of 
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pounds, and this money had to be saved in order to 
be invested. Nor could this country ha,ve been 
supplied with all the houses it possesses if people had 
not saved the money with which to build them. Nor 
could there be the factories in which so many are 
employed unless money ~ad been saved with which 
to. construct them. Moreover, the new lands that 
have been open~d up to settlemoot could n•ot have 
been supplied with railways, towns, harbours, farm 
buildir!gs and machinery and all the equipment of 
modern life if the necessary funds had not been made 
available. The settlers for the most part had nothing 
to contribute but their labour. It is customary in 
these days to speak with scorn of the Victorians and 
of their- ol~-fashioned ideas, and yet it is to them and 
their seif-denial we are indebted for the• world of 
to-day, with all its possibilities. It is to the pro~ 
vision they. made for the future. that we • owe t~ ,. 
opportunities for the wider life we novv enjoy, and 
it is upon the foundations they constructed with so 
much care that we must build, if we, in our turn, 
are to make provision for our successors, as our 
fathers made provisiQn for us. 

Over a long period of years prior to the war other 
narions looked to this country for much of the capital 
they needed ttl develop theif resources, and it was 
more particularly the mo~ey supplied by this country 
that did so much to open up the world to settlement 
and to development. In a very real sense the British 
people have creat~d the modern world by their thrift 
and their enterprise. 
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What makes the present situation so difficult is 
that Great Britain is to~day failing to furnish the 
world with the financial resources it needs so urgently 
in order to resume its development. America is, it is 
true, in some measure occupying Great Britaip's place 
in supplying capital and q;edit to the" nations, but 
America is not prepared to do the same kinl of work 
that Gn~at Britain .lid, and, ;ven if she were, is now 
showing such signs of exhaustion that doubt is arising 

• as to her ability to lend on anything like the scale of 
recent years. If it be borne in mind that in pre-war 
days, world trade was stimulated to the extent of 
hundreds of millions of pounds per annum by the 
capital supplied by Great Britain, France, and 
Germany, and that these three countrios jre on 
balance n<!lw supplying little or nothing, it will be 
realised that. a very critical ~ituation would arise if 

•A.ronerica were to stop lending before th~ European 
nations, and especially Great Britain, recovered their 
saving and lending power. Bad as the condition of 
employment is to-day in this country, then it would 
be infinitely worse. 

Thus if saving is essential in Grder to provide the 
world with an ever-increasing amount of capital for 
the development of its immense natural resour~es 
and thus to raise the st~dard of life in all countries, • 
it is urgently essential, in order to prevent a collapse 
in trade that must inevitably result from the failure 
of America, of Great Britain, and of France and 
Germany to supply the additional reapital and credit 
for development purposes which America is now 
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supplying and which Great Britain, France, and 
Germany supplied in pre-w~r days. Saving is, there
fore, imperative, not only to ensure an expansion of 
production and of trade, and with it a higher standard 
of livin~ in future years, but to prevent at great 
collapse of trnde with ir~::reased unemployment and 
suffering· at the present time. Thus, for practical 
reasons of immediate moment, it .is highly rlt!cessary 
that savings should increase without delay, and, for 
1'easm~s which affect the future well-being of this and 
of other nations, a much larger sum needs to be 
provided for the expansion of production and for 
increasing the means of distribution, in order to pro
vide for the wants of the growing population of this 
and otl\f:r J::Ountries. It is in the direction of a greatly 
increased supply of capital (savings) that there is 
hope of bringing about a great expansion of trade 
and of em:r'oyment. • • •• 

IV. 

General Saving for General Benefit. 

Beyond these reruoons for saving, there are others 
of a particular rather than of a general character. 
E~eryone in these days desires to participate both 
in the growth• of incom~ waich gives power to buy 
things more freely, and in the increase of wealth. 
Up to quite recent times, however, there was great 
difficulty in putting by savings against what might 
happen in the fut.tre. The bulk of the accumulations 
were made. by landowners, or manufacturers, or 
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:therchants, or those whose professions brought them 
a substantial income, or well-to~do. shopkeepers or 
farmers in a large way. In fact, by a very small 
percentage of the people of this and other countries. 
Wages were not high enough to permit of i-llY large 
savings by the working cl~ses, alth01.~h abstemious 
and thrifty people did, to their v~y gre~t credit, 
accumdlate modeaa.te sums • out of small incomes. 
But for some time past the wages and salari~s paid 
to large numbers of workers have been on a higher 
scale, and many more people now have it within 
their power to save, and thus to participate both in 
the growth of income and in the increase of wealth. 

In the young countries, in particular, where profits, 
salaries, and wages are all relatively high,. ~~eryone 
is able to ~ave substantial sums and thus participate 
in the expansion of wealth. In America, since the 

.,:J»Ssage of the prooibition l~w, the inc~ase in the 
savings of the. working people has been quite extra
ordinary, and they now possess a substantial amount 
of the wealth of the country in the shape of houses, 
land, banking deposits, national, state, and municipal 
bonds, mortgages, debentures, and. shares in companies 
and corporations of all kinds. 

Over the greater part of continental Europe, unfor
tunately, profits, salaries, ancl real wag~s remain very 
low, in some countries lower than in pre-war days, 
and the power of the European nations to save is very 
small. It is true that money wages and salaries are 
higher in most countries, but this ij; due to what is 
known .as depreciated currency, and the money 
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received will not buy nearly as much as it used to do. 
Almost everyone is worse off than in pre-war days. 
Consequently, one cannot expect Europe to make 
even the contribution it made prior to the war to the 
supply ot new wealth available for the expansion of 
world productton and the.lncrease of trade. 

In thi; countzy, however, salaries and real wages 
are higher than in prtwar days. in a great many 
industiies, although by no means in all. Here our 
money has been maintained on a gold basis, and there 
has not been anything like the rise in gold prices in 
Great Britain that there has been in currency prices 
in most of the European countries. Consequently, a 
large number of British people have much larger real 
incomd. tkan they ever had. 

There are, indeed, two classes of peoiYle in this 
country who are able to save much more than they 
are now d<'ing; those ti:at did '\terY well out of t~ • 
war and still possess the wealth they then accumu
lated, and those whose real profits, salaries, and wages 
are much higher than they were before the war. 
Perhaps one should add a third class, those who were 
able to and did save. before the war and still can save, 
but who now live much more extravagantly in con
sequence of the general extravagance since the war. 
It is. highly dt!sirable fol" thooe people whose incomes 
perrrut them to save to realise that their present 
incomes cannot be maintained unless they are willing 
to assist in the work of supplying the resources 
needed to bring. about a great expansion in world 
production and in world trade, and thus to find 
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employment for the unemployed as well as for the 
yearly additions to the number needing employment. 
By so doing, they will not only enable their present 
incomes to be maintained and subsequently to 
increase further, but they will obtain that participa
tion in the world's growin.g wealth h> whtch their 
self-denial will justly entitle them. • 

In th~ past, wa'~e-earners 't:ould ~ake but a very 
small contribution to the wealth of the country by 
means of their savings, and, consequently, cocld not 
participate in the control of industry tn the way 
those whose savings created the industries were 
entitled to share in its control. But now that their 
earnings are high enough in many cases to permit 
them to save, they can pull their weighJ: eoth as 
wage-earnctrs and. as part owners of industry ·by con
tributing their savings to the expansion of industry, 

tl'J!'~ether it be prod~ing, transporting, or distributing. 
There is, moreover, anothh aspect of the question. 

Civilisation has increased in proportion to the willing
ness of people to deny themselves immediate pleasure 
for ultimate gain. Acts of self-denial create not only 
people who deserve to live, but ~ho can live. This 
is true both of nations and of individuals. Nations 
that deny themselves pleasures they might otl~r

wise enjoy, in order to train and to educate as well 
as to improve the health of their citizens, make 
themselves great and enduring. And men and 
women who deny themselves in order to promote 
the welfare of their families and of ,their friends gain 
strength of character, and are thus able to overcome 
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difficulties which destroy the self-indulgent and the 
weak. 

Savings may be made for a multitude of purposes, 
but in these days when they are not put into a drawer 
or buried in the ground they all contribute to the 
general increaae of wealth• whether they be made for 
short periods or for long; whether they be of large 
amount or of s~all. Th'lo desire to)lave healtl!y, well
nourished and well-educated families, living in well
design'ect, properly furnished and sanitary houses, 
together with the necessary income, cannot be satisfied 
without much thought and much previous self-denial, 
nor can proper provision be made for starting young 
people upon life, in a manner which gives hope of 
success/' ':{ithout much consideration and care in 
expending the family income. Nor can Qld age be 
looked forward to without anxiety unless provision 
for it has "been made long years jp advance. But~ 
it not worth while to li~e well within one's means, 
if possible at all times, and especially as a young man 
or maiden and during one's early married life, if by 
so doing it ensures a home worth living in, a family 
worth living for, anrJ a life worth the living ? 

• v . 
Tf;Je Problem for Britain. 

In pre-war days this• co~ntry saved about £400 
millions a year. The gross new savings were greater 
than this, but many people who had previously saved 
for one object or, another used their savings for the 
purposes for which the savings had been accumulated. 
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Thus a certain amount of capital was reconverted 
into income and spent a!i income. For instance, a 
very large sum of money was • saved each year for 
insurance against death. When death came, this 
money was paid to the widow and helped to support 
the family while it was still young. As th~ money 
thus paid to the widow h~d been already• devoted 
to house construction or rail"Way exiension, to some 
city improvement or to some other purpose, and 
had thus become fixed, it had to be paid out of tfte new 
savings of someone else. When this took place the 
asset created by the original sum saved became the 
asset for the new saving, and there was no net increase 
of saving or of wealth. The net amount of saving 
was the sum left over after those who wished to 
spend savjngs previously accumulated :haa spent 
them. Thus a considerable amount of the nation's 
~ savings was 14eeded to• purchase t~ property 

of those who were living ttpon their capital. It is 
probable that the gross savings of the nation in 
pre"war days were in the neighbourhood of £soo 
millions per annum, while the net increase in the 
nation's wealth, as shown by the. value of its houses, 
factories, farms, railways, foreign investments, &c., 
was about £400 millions per annum. • 

One of the difficulties of the present time is that • many more people than eve! before are living upon 
their old savings, and are thus preventing the new 
savings from increasing the wealth of the country 
and expanding productive power ijl the manner it 
otherwise would do. This is due in part to the 
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extravagant habits which the country contracted as a 
result of tlte huge war expenditures, in part to the 
feeling of insecurity which exists, and in part to the 
enormous increase in taxation and the cost of living, 
which has made it impossible for many people to 
live afte; the•manner thfy are accustomed to live 
without "drawin~ upon their capital. In pre·-war 
days it was regarded alfnost as a ~rime to li~ upon 
one's capital unless under very exceptional circum
stances. To-day it seems to be regarded as a crime 
not to live beyond one's income, Hence the savings 
of those who still realise the importance and value 
of saving are being much more largely used than in 
pre-war days, to meet the expenditures of people 
who are l~ving beyond their incomes and who need 
to realis; capital or to borrow money in orda.r to do so. 

In consequence, old wealth is beingtransferred to 
new owner:. in greater measure thj_n in pre-War da~"'
instead of new wealth being created by the new 
savings. It is doubtful if the money saved to-day 
is as much as it was in pre-war days, .in spite of the 
fact that its buying power is only about two-thirds 
of what it used to be. Thus, measured by real 
wealth and not by nominal values, the capital of 
th~ country is growing very slowly-indeed, much 
too slowly. I!l no small ~asure is this failure to 
save responsible for the• exceptionally large number 
of people unable to find employment. When new 
savings are large and seeking investment, trade is 
active and empJt>yment plentiful; when they are 
small, trade is depressed and unemployment general. 
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In pre-war days, about one-half of the c()untry's 
net savings was invested' abroad, mainly•in opening 
up the new countries to settlement, in increasing the 
world's supply of foodstuffs and raw materials, and 
in thus creating new markets for British goods. To-day 
the nation is spending alm~t the whole of its savings 
at home, and no inconsiderable part.of thos~ savings 
is being devoted t~ the prov!sion of luxuries. 

In the ten years before the war, British investors, 
or, as they might be termed, British savers, s~pplied 
the money needed to build two new great trans
continental railways right across Canada, thus 
opening up the Canadian North-West to settlement 
and providing a great deal of employment, not only 
in Canada, but in Great Britain and in othe~ C,?Untries, 
The whol~ of the money needed for this purpose was 
sent abroad by Great Britain in British goods of one 
~d and another, •nd mate;ially contriooted to the 

world's trade activity at tfiat time. Again, British 
investors supplied large sums of money for the 
construction of railways in South America, more 
particularly in Argentina and Brazil, which created 
a great demand for British steeUor rails and bridges, 
for locomotives, clothing of all kinds, and other 
goods. Large sums of capital were also supplied•to 
Australasia, to various liOUn~ries in Africa, to India, 
as well as to other lands, including the United States, 
which created a demand for British goods, employed 
British shipping, increased our sales of coal, and 
generally brought about active ttrade and good 
employment. 
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At the .same time that Great Britain was developing 

the natura! resources of sJ many countries in this 
manner, France, Germany, Austria, Holland, Switzer
land, and some of the other European countries were 
saving la;ge sums and employing them in the develop
ment of Rus:ria, the Frljllch, German, Dutch, and 
Belgian Colonies~ and in other countries. Altogether, 
in pre-war days Europe, including Great ~ritain, 
was s~plying capital to foreign and colonial countries 
to the extent of some £4oo millions a year, and in the 
aggregate had supplied something like £8,ooo millions 
for world development beyond the sums which the 
lending countries supplied to their own people. It 
was this money, together with that expended upon 
increas:h::g. the productive power of the "saving" 
countries themselves, that did so much to increase 
the well-being of the entire world. 

Of thest!' large sums • Great :S.itain, in the y~ 
before the war, supplied "nearly £zoo ll1illions a year 
to other countries, and in the aggregate had invested 
abroad some £4,ooo millions. About one-half of this 
had been used for the construction of railways through
out the length and .breadth of the world, but mainly 
in the Americas, in Australasia, and in India. All 
th~ railways of Canada were built with British money. 
Most of the great railw~ys 111f the United States were 
built, in the first place, with capital supplied by this 
country. The greater gart of the railways of Mexico, 
Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Peru, Uruguay, and other 
American countli.es were built with capital supplied 
by British investors, and are still owned by them. 
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The railways of Australasia were · built out of loans 
raised in the Mother Co;ntry. All the ~ailways of 
India were built with British money, and their 
securities were included in the list of British Trustee 
investments. Moreover, many of the railWiJ.YS upon 
the Continent of Europe w~re in the first pl,ace built 
out of .British savings, by :j?ritish contractors, and 
even by British v~rkmen. Thus the modern world 
which railways, steamboats, and the telegrap:ij have 
created has been made possible largely through the 
savings of the British people. 

But the provision of transport is but a small part 
of the work .these savings have accomplished. They 
have been sent out to develop the world's natural 
wealth wherever it could be found. The iaJ"mers of 
America, t:anada, Argentina, and Australasia were 
supplied with loans in order j:hat they might develop 

<£Sf;• agricultural res8urces ot those countrib. Cotton 
planters in the United States and elsewhere were 
provided with working capital for planting, tending, 
and harvesting their crops. Coffee planters in Brazil 
looked to . England to finance them ; the Indian and 
Ceylon tea plantations were d~eloped by British 
capital. Mines of every kind in all parts of the wo;-ld 
were opened up and equipped by British investors. 
The rubber plantations c1f Sovthern Asia were created 
mainly by British companies; the oil of Russia, 
Rumania, Mexico, Persia, Burmah, and of other 
countries was tapped by means of the funds supplied 
by British investors; the nitrate teposits of Chile 
and Peru were placed at the service of the farmers 
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of all countries by British capital. Indeed, the 
world's in~xhaustible supplies of natural wealth, 
wherever found, were placed at the service of mankind 
in ever-increasing quantities, largely by the self-denial 
of the rpen and women of this country who made 
provisiot; for 'their own Cj01.1d their family's future by 
living well withJn their incomes, and by taking the 
risks which all these investments tnvolved. • 

But the war, with its destruction and absorption of 
capit.ti, practically stopped this great work, and the 
disorganisation and extravagance which have resulted 
from the war have hitherto prevented its resumption 
on the scale required to meet the needs of the world's 
increasing population. Is it therefore a matter of 
surpris~ that, not only in this country, but in almost 
every c·m!ntry, there are to-day large !lumbers of 
unemployed ? 

Instead~£ a stream of some £400 millions of money 
going out from Europe• every year to develop M-
world's natural wealth, Europe, both during and since 
the war, has needed to borrow large sums from 
America in order, first, to make war, and afterwards 
to restore the devastations of the war and to reorganise 
its industries. It i~ true that Great Britain has not 
n~eded to borrow abroad since the war, but the 
amount of new capital she has had available for the 
work which rs peculia.-ly :aers-of opening up the 
world to settlement and developing its natural 
resources-,-has been very small, and much of the 
new capital she has accumulated has been diverted 
to Europe to re~air its war damage and to supply it 
with new working capital. 
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The question may be, and doubtless will be, asked: 
Why should British peopll! be responsible i~ this way 
for world development and world progress ? · The 
answer is that these small islands, with their limited 
resources of everything but coal and man power, are 
not large enough to support tlteir growing. population
indeed, are not nearly ·large enough to support their 
eXi?ting•dense pop'llation-UITless th~ British people 
can sell enough of their products abroad to buy the 
food, raw materials, and semi-raw materials • they 
need for their support, and that other countries will 
not be able to buy British products in sufficient 
volume unless they produce surplus quantities of 
those things they themselves are speci.ally adapted 
to produce, and are willing to exchange .t~~m for 
British goo~s. It is difficult in these days to realise 
that at the beginning of the last century the total 
pliation of Great ~ritain was under ten £nd a half 
millions, that now it is over•forty-four millions, and 
that for more than a century these additions to 
population have had to be supported by food and 
raw material imported from abroad. Unless Great 
Britain had made the necessary. savings and had 
developed the world's productions, it would have been 
unable to feed, clothe, and house this rapidly increashTg 
population. Great Brita~'s ~eographiool limitations 
rendered such a policy inevitable. The alternative 
was the limitation of population by insufficient 
nourishment, if not by actual starvation. It was the 
manner in which the British petlple met their 
difficulties that made them the great nation they 
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were in I9I4· By their energy and self-denial they 
caused th~ world to protluce and exchange the 
foodstuffs and materials they needed for their own 
support. They had to make the world productive and 
prosperous in order to be productive and prosperous 
themsel ~es. • . 

In a Single century th~ world's productive power, 
mainly through the iflventiveness and ent!erprise, 

• coupled with the self-denial of the British people, 
showe•d a sixfold increase, and it was because of this 
increase that Great Britain was able to obtain for 
her people the foodstuffs and materials needed to 
support her increased population on a much higher 
level of well-being. 

And •the problem which Great Britain has had to 
• • face ever since her population has ex~;eeded the 

number that could be supported by the limited 
quantity Q{ food and raw mate~al produced in ~ 
small area has still to he faced. Every increase in 
population in this country involves the purchase 
from other countries of more foodstuffs and more 
raw and semi-raw material. Unless the nations 
expand their pro~uctions of these essentials in 
sufficient quantity to meet the needs of their own 
gl\lwing populations, with a surplus over for Great 
Britain, as Wi)ll as for otht>J" countries which cannot 
produce sufficient for • themselves, how will it be 
possible for this country to support the annual 
additions to her population, or even her present 
population ? lihe nations having the power to 
expand their productions of the necessaries of life 
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have not the capital with which to expand them, 
whereas highly develope•d and thickly "populated 
countries can create this capital if they are willing 
to do so. And this country, with its dense population, 
has hitherto had both the power and the will to 
supply the capital essential ,to world develorment. 

It has still the power to create thes'lvings~another 
term for capital-:(pr the expansion of the world's 
production of essentials. But has it the will ? Is 

• this generation equal in will power to the generations 
that supplied so much capital for the development 
of British and world production, and brought so 
much benefit both to themselves and to all nations 
in the long period which came to an end in 1914, 
or is it as inferior as its present lack of vis~~·would 
seem to in<iicate? If it is not inferior, then it must 
face its problems as those Which have gone before 
~§:;lid theirs, and mettt them with equal det~mination 
and self-denial. • 
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Parliament and the Cqnsttmer .. 
I. • 

. -: . ; 

How P~rliam~nt has Developed . .. 
O UR Brit~h ·P~liamenthasl?ng .. since. becom~ a 

model for .. other · countnes' representah ve 
systems, and the stpry qfits evolution is a fascinating 
one, which it is not possible to trace here at length. 
The outstanding factis, however, that even in the days 
when our country was familiar with the d4!~potism of 
monarchs •there was always a national assembly of 
some sort destined to have .far-reaching effects upon 
-r~ daily life of ~e peoW,e, their i :ndustry, trade, 
social welfare and O)Jtlook, and their international 
relationships. From the Witenagemot to the Great 
Council, and ori by way of Magna Charta to the 
bicameral Parlia1nent . of later time, there was a 
continuous struggle, ' ft()m which was evolved the 
representative ·systemdf· Parliamentary government 
as we know ino.:day: • ' • ' 

Running_ through tlie wlio~e of the conflicts which 
produced our Parliament, we may find two principles 
constantly to the fore and acted upon, viz., no taxation 

' ' without representation, and . terd:orial or district 
representation. Long before Magna Charta the 
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PARLIAMENT AND THE CONS JMER. 
• • 

King's officers dealt with financial matters by meeting 
the recognitors of the grand. assize and deputies sent 
by the boroughs, and these may well be regarded as 
the forerunners of the county and borough members. 
This territorial representation was the basis of the 
De Montfort ~arliament of 1265, in the election of 
which th~ sheriffs were r~quired by writ to return 
two knights fron\ each ~hire, . two citizens frolil each 
city, and two burgesses from each borough. 

Sucl!' territorial representation no doubt came 
spontaneously and conveniently, because originally 
each area was, to a very great extent, self-contained. 
This condition has, of course, largely passed away. 
The division of labour between town and town, 
between. town and country, and between districts 
wide apart~ has developed to such an exte11t that the 
old claim for territorial representation has really 
disappearecl. The principle is ·still recognis.d, 

.1 . . ... however, in county an<l boroug 1 repre~::entatwn, 

modified by considerations of population as a result 
of the fight during the last two centuries for electoral 
reform and the consequent wide extension of the 
franchise. With the allocation of seats in Parliament 
in some ratio to population as well as to territory, 
th&e has been some growth in the idea that a Member 
of Parliament i~ elected not s~ much as the representa
tive of the particular interests of his constituency, 
but as a national representative of the general 
interests of the population as a whole. 
• Side by side with these electoral changes, however, 
there have been tremendous changes of another 
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PARLIA\fENT AND THE CONSUMER. 

• 
character as a result of the industrial revolution; 
With the growth of • industry, commerce, and 
organised finance, Parliamentary discussions and legis
lation have been more and more concerned with these' 
questions and with social issues arising Jrom the 
same cause. Consequentl)f, it is, perHaps, llOt to be 
wonde~ed at that • Parliame~ to-day- is very largely 
composed of perst>ns 'Who, whilst nominally repre~ 
senting constituencies on a territorial and popillation 
basis, are, in • fact, representative of the many and 
varied interests likely to be affected in the legislation 
of an industrial and commercial nation. 

One of these interests has always been very well 
represented, namely, that of the land. This repre
sentation dates back to the times of t1le earliest .. 
Parliaments, when the feudal landowners were called 
to~ether to act for Jheir distticts. Many p1embers of 
~he present House of Lords nace their descent back to 
the feudal barons, and, indeed, as adequately embody 
landed interests to-day as did their medieval ancestors. 
Moreover, this power of land ownership has been 
almost equally well served in the. House of Commons, 
partly because of the subservience until recent times 
of the agricultural labourer to the local squire or lt>rd 
of the manor and his ~oliijcally miflded sons and 
nephews. 

The law, also, has been connected with Parliament 
and politics from the time of the earliest Parliamen~ 
The various law societies and solicit~rs' societies have 
always included in their :membership a number of 
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Members of Parliament, and incidentally, it may be 
said, they hnve succeeded in•making and keeping the 
profession of the law a "closed corporation." The 
law, perhaps more than any other profession, is 
represented in Parliament by young men ambitious 
for careel'!;. Tpeir names as Members of Parliament 
are broug'ht into the publit eye, and unpaid advocacy 
may lead to niore luctative employment. • Many 
brilliant lawyers first made a name in Parliament, 
and sdhle of our most famous statesmen, past and 
present, have at one time been engaged in some branch 
of the legal profession, sometimes, to their credit, 
surrendering golden fees for public service and the 
relatively modest income of a Minister of the Crown. 
Generall;r speaking, too, politics has some. reward to 
give to lawyers in employment in Crown ~ases, and 
in such remunerative advancement as may be found 
in appoint~pents as law Mficers of.the Crown, or e~n 
the summit of all lawyer~· ambition, the seat of the .. 
Lord Chancellor on the Woolsack. 

There has always been a fairly strong representation 
in the House of Commons of . the regular fighting 
services, but this be~omes less marked as the number 
of Members with predominantly trading and financial 
interests increases. It is very much to be doubted 
whether the general public rM}ise the extent to which 

• this latter class of representation has grown. There 
are well over two hundred directors of public 
companies with seats in the House of Commons, • these companies cJ:)vering very \Vide powers in finance, 
banking, insurance, shipping, general manufacture, 
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mining, and the tke. If the figures of this class of 
representation are put • another. way. there are between 
seven and eight hundred • directorships ol over six 
hundred companies held by Members of Parliament, 
and it is not uncommon. in these days for a Member of 
Pariiament, speaking in the House, to refer flirectly 
to the company which . he represents ~ being 
intereste,P. in the matter befort the Jiouse. In later 
years the growth oi the political labour movement, 
based very largely upon the organised trade unions, • has led to the inclusion in Parliament of a large number 
of Members who may be !'aid to directly represent the 
interests of the trade unions. This was not accom
plished without a great deal of agitation and strenuous 
political fighting; though that fight was first of all 
engendered. through the natural revolt agaj.flst the 
vicious pro~cutionsand sentences under the Combina
tion Laws, and it was many .Years before the trade 
•ni~ movement ad~pted an open policy ~f sending 
direct representatives to P;rliament. The socialist 
agitation, more eSpecially that led by • the late Keir 
Hardie, had a gpod deal to do with the change of 
attitude, and.the legal decision in the Taff Vale case 
was of great inHuence in. the la!"ge increase in the 
membership pf the .Labour Representation Committee, 
mainly based on trade unionism. The Osbor~e 
judgment of 1909 may be ~aid to have b~en responsible 
for the miners' union joining the organisation for 
Labour representation, and the 1913 Trade Union 
Act made increasing representation of this charact~ 
actually possible,. • 
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• • From so:me points of view this representation of 
interests ii not altogether .without advantage. Not 
only is a considentble proportion of our modern 
legislation directly concerned with finance, industry, 
and commerce, but even legislation of a more general 
or social. character must alway~ fall to be examined 
from th~ point of view a~to what the economic effect 
of such legislation will be upon our finan~al and 
trading position generally, and H is hardly to be 
wond~red at in the circumstances that important 
business influences have sought direct power in 
Parliament from that point of view. Similarly, one 
can well understand that organised trade unions who 
have found themselves handicapped in their defence 
of labour by legislation and Government administra
tion sh;m~ desire to remedy that position,.by seeking 
equal representation in Parliament with the leaders 
of industry. 

• • • • 
·u. 

Sectional lr.t~rests and the Common 
Interest. 

Careful consideration of the structure of society as 
it is to-day must i'hevitably lead to the conclusion 
th~t the largest interest of all to ·1>~ considered and 
safeguarded is that of the people as consumers. . . . . . 

It is evident from a ~tudy of .our English history 
that the consumers' interest was by no means over
looked in the Middle Ages. Our ancestors of that day 
~garded as esse!ftial an ample supply of pure food. 
Every town had its Assize of Bread and Ale, which 
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PARLIAMENT AND THE CONSUMER. • 
fixed standards of quality, measures, • and, • in • most 
cases, price,. and there is tt record that the <Goverm:nent 
of 1266issued an Act which enforced the local assizes 
and fixed a general price. 

In those days the view was held that there was a 
" just price ''• for .commodities whic]J would ensure 
an honest living to the pr~ducer, that you· were not 
justified in compelling the '"people "to pay more for 
necessities in time· of scarcity, and that no commercial 
crimes. equalled those of the· forestaller and t~grator. 
To corner orJore,stall the market by buying supplies 
before they reached .it, or by purchasing large quan
tities to sell at a higher price (or regrating), was the last 
stage of comn;Iercial immorality (Economic History of 
England--Waters). 

Salzmapn, in the English Industries o(the Middle 
Ages, says: "The economist of that period had not 
gr.sped the f3.ct t~at cleverness shown il,il buying an 

• article cheap and sP-lling th~ same thing, without any 
further e:xpenditure of labour, dear, if done on a 
sufficiently la.-:-ge • scale, justifies the bestowal of the 
honour of kn:ghthood or a peerage." This sarcasm 
illustrates that. there is a fairly \fidespread belief that 
the interest ofthe people as consumers is not nearly 
as well recognised relatively in the present genera+ion 
as in the days 9£ the Midd~e Ages. ~t may well be 
that, in the tremendous increase in the number of 
separate industrial and financial problems which· are 
now dealt with by our Parliament and Governm~t 
institutions, the consumer has ~me to be over
looked because of the geperal nature of his case .. 
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• Discussions in Parliament· tend to· centre· round the 
particular iaterest or the p~rticular section of the 
community in respect of which for the time being 
legislation is proposed. Moreover, generally speaking, 
the present-day conception of society, with its system 
of production for private profit and its lack of any 
organised 'Or sci~ntific atte:dlpt to relate consumption 
to production, ha!i resultt!td in the continuous tlfglect 
of the consumer. • 

The eondition of the working class since the indus
trial revolution has given general concern to large 
numbers of people of goodwill, but, in the main, the 
efforts to improve that condition have been along the 
line of raising the economic position of groups of 
producer~ as such, rather than organising general and 
continuou~•reforms which would improve the real 
purchasing power of the working-class consumers as a 
whole. Thus we see, side by side with t.he growth of 
the co-oper~tive consumeis' movlment in the ni:re- • 
teenth century, a great deal of special etergy devoted 
to creating varied and diverse co-operative associations 
of producers.. Nevertheless, it may be said that all 
these efforts, including the quite modern guild move
ment, have failed, • with. the exception of those 
assQCiations of producers which have moved to direct 
association wit4 organise~ coV:st1mers., Most valuable 
work, of course, has been done by trade unions to 
protect the general standard of living of the worker, 
but, because of the fact that' the interest of the 
c~nsumer has b~n so universally overlooked, the 
improvements secured by• organised producers have 
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very largely been swallowed up by increased prices. 
There has been set up til vicious circle,• in which 
increased monetary wages are always pursuing, but 
rarely overtaking, general prices to the consumer. 
Gradual recognition of this feature of our industrial 
and social life was undoubtedly a fact01; in tlte move
ment of organised labour into the political afena. 

We tkus have refresented th ParMment the land
lord, the lawyer, the regular fighting services, the 
financier, the industrialist, and the or~nised 

producers. All these representatives, while public
spirited probably above the average, naturally are 
not blind to particular interests with which they are 
definitely connected. 

In January, 1922, Public Opinion quoteil Dean 
E. A. BurrQughs as saying that " to-day it i~the spirit 
of the section which. is everywhere rampant again
thee:lefiant fragmen~ claiming to act as if it were the 
\rhole." With the possible- exception of the trade 
union representation, how~ver (since the latter are 
so directly concerned with the purchasing power of 
wages and the l:wusing and other conditions of the 
masses), these members can h~rdly be said ever 
conspicuously to stand· . for what is, after all, the 
widest interest in the State, namely, the gene.-al 
interests of the people as ~e<>nsumers. F.ven in the case • of trade union representation it is only natural that 
the direct claims of the particular industry covered 
by a trade union looms much larger in the vision of i~ 
representatives than the much widel' and general and 
diffused affairs of the consu¥Jer as a whole. It would 
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be very unfair to say that the Members of Parliament 
who are c~nnected with ar1y of these large interests 
never have the public good in view, but it is to be 
feared that when their particular and special branch of 
business is under discussion their vision of the public 
welfare Is inclined to fa~e out of sight until their 
immediate object has been attained. Perhaps no 
more potent example oi this coulcl be found t11an the 
attitude of the Parliament of Igi8-rgzz towards the 
Repor\s of the Committees which conducted certain 
investigations under the Central Profiteering Act, and 
to the exploitation of the consumers of .the country 
during the period of the great war and the immediate 
post-war years. To have put the recommendations 
contained in these Reports into effect would have -cut across so many interests which were directly 
represented in Parliament that nothing was done. 

In recent years, however, the i<J.Se of the consl¥nett. 
and his claim for consideration have been increasingly 
pressed upon the " powers that be." Profiteering and 
exploitation during the great warled to the setting up 
of a body known as the Consumers.' Council, and since 
the war there has b~en such a clamour at the general 
neglect of the consumer's position that we have seen 
in~uccession .the establishment of such bodies as the 
Royal CommiS'Sion on FJJod•Prices, the Food Council, 
the Departmental Committee on the Prices of Building 
Materials, and so on. The growing influence of the 
~-operative consumers' movement in the country 
has been a very' considerable factor in this modern 
development. • 
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In common with the trade union movement, organ~ 
ised consumers were comparatively slow in ~cognising 
the value of political representation as a means of 
safeguarding their general interests and furthering 
their ideals. This tardiness probably arose from a 
number of causes. The industrial co-optrati"e move
ment progressed quietly, • almost unnotit::ed by 
economit;ts, statesmen, a.nd Governme"nt alike. Even 
in current books on the industrial system by promineM 
sociologists and economists the influence ofthi~huge 
consumers' movement upon the lives of the people 
and upon the trade and prosperity of the country is 
still either overlooked ·or dismiosed in a ·.very short 
reference. Moreover, in its early years the consumers~ 
movement did not arouse the same measure oi hatred 
and persecujion as that experienced by the tl'ade union 
movement, because the established traders in the 
couwry regarded i~ with what might ~lmost be 
~escribed as contempt, but• certainly with pitying 
tolerance. There were occasions when representations 
from the consumers' movement to Parliament were 
necessary, and these were made through individual 
Members of Parliament of various .,Parties. 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, however, 
the widespread growth of the consumers' moveme11t 
and its encroachment upol6 th~ field of ~ade formerly 
completely held by private interests resulted in such 
active political opposition that in rgoz the Joint 
Parliamentary Committee of the Co-operative Congres~ 
was instituted for defending its ~neral interests. 
Their experiences at the hi-nds of Parliament and 
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Government departments led to continuous agitation 
for direct• representation, -which, however, did not 
materialise until the organised consumers were 
brought up against the effect of the entrenchment of 
trading interests in Parliament as against the interest 
of the c~msumer. In rgr; a decision was made at the 
Co-operative Congress that year to seek direct 
representation of the consumer j.n Parliaml!nt, and 
even before any election had transpired this decision 
led t~ success in the substantial amelioration of the 
special difficulties and hardships encountered by the 
organised consumers' movement in the last years of 
the war. One representative was secured at the 
general election of rgr8, and further successes were 
regi~tere5l- such as the amendment of the Finance 
Act applying Corporation Profits Tax to.the mutual 
surpluses accruing from co-operative association, and 
in the pa.Psing of the Sale of Tta (Net • Weight).Ac~ 
which saves some millit>ns a year to the consumers 
of tea. In 1922 four co-operative· members were 
returned, in 1923 six, and in 1924 five. 

That increased representation secured in Parlia
ment up to the .present time, coupled with the 
support of the increased Labour Party (most of whose 
nTembers in the House of Commons are members of 
the co-operat1ve conslljller~· movement), has secured 
a number of further successes too numerous to mention 
here, but including •. drastic amendment in the 
.M:ldustrial assurance law, increased representation • • of the consumers upon Government bodtes and 
commissions, and so on'! Even where the objective 
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has not always been reached, the case of the consumer 
and his general defence tas been stated with a persist
ence and an influence not known before. This actual 
representation in Parliament of the organised 
consumer for the first time is a much bigger event in 
the political history • of tJ:lls country tha~ has yet 
perhaps been realised. The co-operative consumers' 
movement is itswf expressive of the revolt of .the 
consumer against the exploitation of the community • by sectional interests, and that it should, after decades 
of declared neutrality in politics, have taken its stand 
in the political arena with the object of obtaining 
Parliamentary representation indicates that a very 
important section of the community recognises that 
the general interests of the public hav• •not been 
properly safeguarded in our national legislation and 
administration in th.e past .• 
• • • 

• 
III. 

Trusts and the Consumer: A New Situation. 

We have stated that the British Parliament has 
become a model for other coufltries' representative 
systems, and in this country it is true to say that 
from the sixteenth century there has been a taith 
in Parliament as an or~an ~f demo~racy which has 
deepened with the establishment of a constitutional 
monarchy and the slow but now full extension .of the 
franchise. In other countries, ~wever, since '!!he 
war there has been a reaction of a really profound 
character, resulting in the•setting up of more or less 
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• complete dictatorships, such as those to be found in 

Italy, Spaifl, Turkey, Hungary, Yugo-Slavia, &c. 
There has been some reflex of this position in our own 
country, and it is .common to hear the statement 
to-day that" democracy and Parliament as the organ 
of demod'acy are upon tri~." Nothing is more likely 
to widen 'and strengthen reaction against Parliamen
tary institutions 'than at1y growth of public di>inion 
thlt our representative assembly 'is being used by 
vested "interests for their own advancement and to the 
detriment of the public weal. Yet there are very 
grave dangers indeed in any form of dictatorship, 
even if it assumes to be of a benevolent character. 
There is a tremendous need at this juncture for educa
ting the people generally and Parliament itself as to 
the necessitY, if democracy is to survive, of s1,1.bmerging 
particular interests in the general communal good. 

The edu<;,ation of the public in J4lis matter must. of 
course, depend very largety upon t!le Press, and it is • 
not reassuring to find that large sections of the Press 
have been acquired in syndicated form by important 
groups C!)Vering other businesses and industries 
which have the1iftowi~interests and their own advance~ 
ment to secure • by means ·of. Parliamentary action. 
The independence and freedom of the Press, traditional 
to us, have h.come se;iously endangered, though 
(happily) not yet completely destroyed. It is 
distressing to find the syndicated ownership of news
p;wers revealing itself~n inspired unanimity of opinion, 
carried out as m~ch by way of mass production as 
any modern industrial pro~ucts. Taken in conjunction 
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witl1 .the m~defn teqdency •. . to l~rge~scale .:industrial ' 
amalgamatio11s ·and trustification,· with diPect repre~ 
sentation in Parliament, this may well lead to the 
destruction of what rrright almost be called the ancient 
·faith of the Bntish peopie in our democratic institu
tions, and might Jacilitatetlw establishment•of some 
form .of dictatorship. 'in whi~hthe rigilcens<1rship of 
the Preas would make it difficult .to ore-establish the 
rights of a free democracy. It would seem, therefo~. 
to be of the ubp.ostimportance to recognise the 11rgent 
need of the In-<ntision of a Press which is nqt under the 
heel of sec6onal interests, and one that can be relied 
upon to defend the consuming community . and 
continuously to inculcate the desire for, and the will 
to se~ure, a democracy with Governmental .. institu
tions estab 1ished .· upon the firm foundati~n of the .. '' ' ' ' ' . 

common rights ofthe people. 
IfJ-nY of us are teljlpted to tioubt the trut,h of these 

~ggestions, let us remembea that defects do not at 
any time arise without adequate cause. · The phenom
enal growth of the co-operative consumers' movement 

· and th~ increasing extent to which the consumers' 
case is being . brought to the fore are really the effect 
of the recogJ;~ition of the dangel to the consuming 
community of the enormous development of the power 
in the political, as well as ~he industrial and financial, 

.. . .. . . . . . . .. 
sphere of the trust, the cqmbme, · and the cartel. A 
Rep()rt of the Committee on Trusts, issued by the 
Ministry of Reconstruction in 1919, contained abunq; 
ant evidence that the growth of the tfust and combine 
was so rapiclJpat it might within no distant period 
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exercise• .a .. J>aramolint . control' over . . ail · important 
branches •of ·· British trade. The Committee was 
satisfied that considerable mistrust with regard to the 
activities of these combines existed in the public mind, 
and that the effect of such mistrust might be equally 
hurtful•to PQlitical and social stability'; whilst a 
minority ·addendu,m to • the . Report declared- that 
capitalist comb1nation "'now loads in varying• degrees 
tfl.e price .of . practically everything that we purchase, 
with the resultthatthe consumer cannot be sure that he 
1s charged no more than is required to defray the costs 
of production and distribution, whilst the wage-,earner 
cannot be convinced that any reduction i.n expenses 

. which may be effected by labour-saving machinery or 
other improvements will be reflected in a falling price 
to the co~sumers. • 

This marked tendency to combination and monopoly 
is of gra,;ve import. MonopoJ.lrs, unless the~ are 
publicly owned, rarely prove to be benevole:tJt. At 
present we have a real bulwark againsfthe possible 
evil effects of such monopolies, through suchtra<;ling 
alternatives as exist by means pf the c:o~oJ:Ierative 
organisation of cpnsumers, with •· the possibility, 
through their increasing activities and developing 
c<1pitalisation, of providing other imeans of supply: 
But it · has beoo made wain, since the point of view of 
the consumer in these matters has become articulate 
in Parliament, that ·there is little hope of any effective 
~ovemment action to deal with the growing menace 
of monopolies · u:r!less there is increased representation 
of the consumer in our legislative assembly. WhH::>t 
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we have placed in a prominent position • this question 
of controlling the power .of combines and 'monopolies, 
the recent trend of events has reinforced the claim for 
consumers' representation in numerous directions. 
The growth of the trust and the combine has up till 
recent years been more marked in t>ther 'countries 
than in Great Britain, and has usually been accom
panied' by protection of thHr mol'fopoly, as far as 
possible, through • the imposition of high Customs 
tariffs. It is significant to observe that the ~velop
ment of trade combinations in. this country was largely 
fostered by the artificial restrictions caused by the 
great war, and that since the war there has been a 
continuous agitation for the imposition of such tariffs 
on imported goods as would be likely to bolster up the 
monopoly .of the combinations. The ag!tation has 
not been altogether Without success, as may be seen 
fro.w. the re-imp(\iition ot the war-t4ne duties 

• commonly referred to as the " McKenna Duties," 
and the gradual extension of import taxes at the high 
rate of 33l per cent under the procedure known as 
"Safeguarding of Industries." In fact, in a country 
which in relation to its populatiQn has won for itself 
in the world of trade and commerce a pre-eminent 
position on the basis of free trade, we are now- in 
immediate danger of beintrSUQordinatetl to what would 
amount to a general tariff. 

It is in dealing with such a situation as this that the 
position of the consumer becomes so important. ._U 
every nation could be completely 'self-contained in 
production and distributio• of the requirements of 
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the whole of the community, there might be a case 
for protecti\re taxation to c@nserve the standards of 
life obtained in such a self~contained <community; 
but with the growing division of labour between 
country and country and the corresponding inter
dependen~e of the nations• such a policy is bound to 
react to the detriment of the consumer. Moreover, 
a protective fisca'l policy•must inevitably, in tlte long 
rmi, mean an unfair incidence in the taxation of the 
subject. Where large portions of the revenue of the 
State are raised from indirect taxation collected at 
the time of the purchase of commodities, the old
established principle that taxation should belevied in 
relation to the ability to pay is bound to be violated; 
and the ~radual but persistent increase h1 the percen
tage of our national revenue raised fro:Jp indirect 
taxation in the last few years is yet another argument 
for the nead for the ext€msion o' the representation 
of the consumer in Parli<tment. The old cry of " no • 
taxation without representation" clearly becomes the 
legitimate watchword of consumers wh9 are at present 
being mulcted every year in new impositions of 
taxation upon their g.aily needs. 

• IV . 
The Sa~guardillg ef th.e .Consumer. 

Not the least of the causes of the modern agitation 
for representation of the consumer is the growing 
re.aognition of the necessity for .State action in the 
direction of ensu;ing standards of purity in our food 
supplies and the establisitment of principles of fair 
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• • dealing. In this matter it is right to observe that 

substantial progress has peen made. Legi~lation of the 
character of the Truck Acts, the Sale of Food and 
Drugs Acts, the Milk and Dairies Acts, and the 
Factories Acts are all indicative of the growth of 
public opinion; but, although if a British Wbrkman of .. · . 
a hundred years ago were to return and reliect upon 
the c~nges made since his <iay he ~ould probably be 
;:tmazed at the improvements which have taken pl!ce, 
there is still a tremendous amount to bt! done. 
Scientific medical research has resulted in the diagnosis 
of numerous diseases from which mankind suffers, 
and the establishment at least of some causes of these 
diseases as being·due to foodstuffs andtofood factors 
and habits •which are clearly capable o£ remedy. 
The consu;ner in Parliament can and must rn the future 
exercise an important and beneficial influence upon 
na~onal policy de~gned to ·expedite and-consolidate 

• the necessary remedial acti<'n. 
It is, too, of importance that the consumer should 

establish even more firmly than at present in law the 
principle laid down in the rules of the Woolwich 
Co-operative and .Provident Soc;iety, as far back as 
1851, in the plain words" of honesty and fair dealing." 

The case of the consumeris not, of course, confi!J.ed 
to • considerations of food"'=tn~ clothing, but extends to 
the wider . cqn~ide.rations of •• general social amenities, 
e.g., it. needs little stretch of imagination to realise 
that every one ofthe main social services is as cap~le . . 
of being exploited to the detriment of the consuming 
community as are such OO.re necessities of life as 
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• • bread or footwear. The needs of the consumer expand 

with every lteneration. What, was regarded as a luxury 
by our forebears two or three hundred years ago, 
comes to be recognised as a necessity in modern life 
for the maintenance of happiness and health. The 
advent of1:he in._dustrialmachine and mass production, . . . . . 
the mechanical nature of the work of large sectwns 
of the population:and the•roar and bustle of our !!'t:reets 
ana our transport systems, constitute~ new and growing 
tax up~n the physique and the nervous system of our 
people. Correctives are not luxuries, but necessities. 
It is no longer possible to maintain the standard of life 
of the working-class consumer under old housing 
conditions, and it is to be expected, therefore, that the 
organised.consumer will make wider hou~ing facilities 
at reasona1>1e cost and general reform o.f housing 
regulations a prominent part of his programme. 

It is equ~ly necessary ih these fQOdern conditiolli of 
life that there should be rt!:ally adequate provision for • 
recreation. There has now been enorm9us develop
ment in this direction. Forty years ago there was 
but little opportunity for the mass of the industrial 
workers either to .Qp.ve the time or the organised 
opportunities for engaging in such common forms. of 
recteation as football, cricket, tennis, bowls, swimming, 
and so on. Yet,enow, all ~Vel""the country, a network of 
open spaces, private and public, is available to at 
least a large section of the poorer classes of the popula
tiOR as well as the well-to-do. Still there is need of • extension, as may be gathered from the agitation for 
still larger numbers of playing fields for school children, 
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as well as for aJult workers. It is equally important 
in the circumstanc~s outjined above of otlr modern 
life that thentshpuld be ample opportunity for mental 
recreation as well as physiCal. No one could say that 
there has not been development in this direction, but 
it is largely along the line of more or less "-catchy " 
forms of amusement, provicfed mainly for the•purpose 
of enhancing the profits of the promoters. Some day 
the consumer wilt realise that these new needs tlf 
society are of such importance that they m•st be 
provided for real use and not for profit, and that with 
the growth of mass production and the possible 
shortening thereby of actual hours of industrial 
labour, the mental recreation of the people must 
include not olti.y cheap amusement, but a real ~pprecia
tion of the overwhelming importance of tm right use 
of leisure, with a resultant development of intellectual 
cultare. · ... · • • . • . • • 

• And so the case of the co:n6umer includes a demand 
for more adequate provision for recreation, and for 
the provision of more and more .. facilities for the 
education and • mental development of the worker . 
Unless this pbjectis accomplished there is grave danger 
in· the future that • we. shall actually deteriorate in the 
arts and the crafts .. Everything to-day seems to m~ve 
along the lines of mass .. pr~duction. • We take our 
pictures in that way, the wireless and the gramophone 
regale us with music good and bad, the drama comes to 
us in potted fashion over the ether, and the vari~y 
of our old handicrafts have beerf substituted by 
machine production. The Qfie who sees the general 
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• • consumers' case with ·all the visionthatit contains 

of a larger a'nd fuller life .must. be expected to be engaged 
in any agitation which will counteract tits danger. 

The care of the child, morally as well as phydcally, 
are obligations of the organised consumer, equally 
with the-deve~opment of the education of the adult, 
and with all the progress in this country of education 
since 1870 there "is a trethendous amount of leeway to 
be·made up before we cal1 be said.to have arrived at 
the c~ndition of things in which something like 
equality of opportunity is provided through a free 
and adequate system of education. It is to the 
eternal credit of the pioneers of consumers' co-opera
tion in Rochdale eighty-five years ago that they 
included.in their first programme a state"nent of their 
determination to deal with education as well as 
production and distribution. The organised con
sumers in ~reat Britain nave foll~wed the light in.this 
direction, sometimes with more, sometimes with less,• 
fervour, and it is significant to know that in the 
development of their agitation for political representa
tion the educational advancement of the people, 
young and old, fincltj.a prominent place. 

One of the most important.aspt;cts ofthe demand 
of "the •• consu1ner . for. political expression is reflected 
in his recognition of t~ n~cessity J?r removing the 
economic causes of .international strife. The day in 
which wars between peoples and nations were brought 
a~ut by the jeal~usies andthe ambitions of monarchs 
has largely passed away, and for long it has been recog
nised that the principal causes 0 £ war are to be found 
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• • in the desire to control the existing sources of supply 

and the potential product~on of food and ra~ materials, 
as well as Jf markets for the sale of the finished 
products of industry. Economic agreement between 
peoples is now regarded as. essential before there can 
be any final pact of peace oi outlawry s>f waf, and the 
influence of the organised consumer in promoting 
this eftd is already being iltcreasingly felt in inter
national activities. The International Co-operatrve 
Alliance, for example, covering thirty-four r!cttional 
organisations, comprising a membership of so,ooo,ooo 
people, definitely • works for the ideal of complete 
economic understanding and the direct exchange of 
goods and services. between peoples without let or 
hindrance. 'Oft is significant that this international 
consumers' organisation is now recognis'M by the 
League of Nations, and is afforded the opportunity of 

.coniieying the COnSliillers' contribution to •iscussions 
and negotiations for the p<!ace of the· world. In a 
society in which capitalist combination is so powerful 
politically, it is of fundamental importance that the 
consumers' view· on these international questions 
should be adequately represented in the legislative 
counsels of the nation, with whom final acceptance 
or rejection of peace proposals must rest. • 

Over a hundred years ag'O, ift a report to the Glasgow 
authorities on unemployment, Robert Owen, the father 
of British co-operation, said:-

Men have not yet been trained in Jlrinciples which ~ill 
permit them to act in union, except to defend themselves 
or destroy others. • 
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For self.preservation they were ea~y ·compelled to 
unite for "lihese purposes in war. 

A necessity, however, equa!ly powerful "'111 now compel 
men to be trained to act together to create and conserve, 
that in like manner they may presf;lrve life in peace. 

Nothing is so likely to lead to something like union of 
action for"the general good, and for peace, as recognition 
of the common" need of th~ community and indeed of 
nations as consutuers. • • 

!his can clearly be seen from a study of reports of 
the va~ous conferences which have been held on the 
subject of disarmament. Running through the whole 
of these reports can be seen the fear of each of the 
nations in conference that a move on their part to 
disarmament would place them in possible jeopardy 
with rega.rd to supplies necessary to tl.olei.r people as 
consumers ... The experience in the great war of neutral 
nations, as well as belligerents, brought to the fore 
once agai"Q. the question"of the f•eedom of the ~as, 
and ultimately it is likely-that the final and successful• 
argument used in the solution of this problem will be 
the increasing interdependence of the consumers of 
the world upon each other, and the absolute necessity 
of preventing any ~ngle power or group of powers 
from interfering with their free interchange of services . 

• 
• • v. 

Consumers' Needs and Full Employment. 
The recognition and advancement of the case of the 

co»Sumer will be jeen to cover the largest and widest 
interests of the whole communit)" and, indeed, of the 
human race. Hitherto WI! have lived and moved and 
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had our being i~ a society in which greed and self
interest, witha comparati"tely small exceprion, have 
been ruling factors. The .case of the consumers 
movement is that. human need must come first. In 
the present order of things this is often the last 
consideration. Unless by some more or les~ radical 

• • • process the case of the consumer can be made to 
triumpl!, the outlook is blaek indeed. It is now 
regarded only as a truism to say that the problems ~f 
production have. very largely been solved, but '14te are 
only at the beginning of our grapplings with the 
problem of how to distribute according to human need 
the results of the abounding developments .in produc
tion. Every year the potential powers of production 
per unit of 11!MJ.an activity increase: but the peeds of 
the consumer are so widely neglected, and~ subordi
nated to sectional interests, that there is a continuous 
failu~ of consumptif.>n in relation to the wcreasing 
production. Indeed, in m:my industrial countries 
the increasing ease with which wealth is produced 
instead of being a means of raising the general 
standard of life and culture is, owing to the outstripping 
of consumption by production, refiularly the· cause of 
unemployment, with all the poverty and misery and 
even demoralisation which that entails. It is to •e 
doubted whether any sta!esrp.an coulQ. · be found in 
any leading industrial country who would not admit 
that the greatest of his problems is how to secure an 
increase in the consumption of goods and services Lo • the point of at least an approximate equation to the 
constant increase in the pow~trs of production. • 
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This problem is now undoubtedly 
1be~oming recog

nised by •the leaders of ipdustry theflselves. The 
tendency to capitalist combination dlring the last 
thirty or forty years has been speeded up, and we 
have added to the terms of " trust " and " combine " 
the ne'tV one of "rationalisation." The World 
Economic C~nference h~ld in association with the 
League of Nations at 'Geneva in May, 1927, •defined 
r~tionalisation as:- • 

'.ihe methods of technique and organisation designed to 
secure the minimum waste of either effort or material. 
lj: includes the scientific organisation of labour, standardisa
tion both of material and products, simplification of 
processes, and improvements in the system of transport 
and marketing. 

But the. origin ol the term was in th~ennan word, 
'' rationa:K!>ierung," adopted as a description of the 
process followed in Germany during the war with the 
objects Q,j rationing output t~ keep it withi~ the 
limits of current market demands, and securing : 
simultaneous reduction in costs .. · Whilst it is early to 
pass judgment upon the results of rationalisation, 
there is sufficient evidence already to show that this 
process in the han~ of the owners of capital will not 
meet the problem of unemployment, even though it 
ma.y equate supply to demand in particular industries. 
The case of the consurpereis that unemployment can 
only be solved by making S\lpPlies of goods and 
services available to all the population whose wants 
a~ not yet satisfied, and at a • price which brings • supplies within their reach. Rationalisation, so far as 
it has gone, . provides litiie more. than .an opportunity 
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' . for capitalists to save for themselVes profits which are 

rapidly dwindting.· because J?roduction has outstripped 
consumption. I The old outlook upon this question 
reveals a widespread belief that there is only a limited 
market for the product of labour and capital; yet, 
with masses of the world p~ulation rl'lmainf!lg sub
merged below the poverty line, it must be apparent 
that th~re is at present no ~uch 1in1itation, except 
such as lies in the· artificial and selfish limitatioris 
raised by mankind. • 

If the consumers' case is properly understood and 
recognised, and is given its place in the councils of 
nations, there is atJeast some hope that self-interest 
will be so subordinated and made s~rviceable to the 
common goo1P,'Irhat demand may be maintai.ned not 

' merely in relation to existing production~ but to 
increasing production, and with the satisfaction ·of 
this ~mand there m~ be produced races an& peoples 
:,ith higher standards of life •and of culture, because 
they are based upon service instead of upon self. 

VI. 

Women as Consumers and Voters. 

The future of consumers' direct representation fn 
Parliament, and also upon lt>ca.l governMent bodies in 
this country, will undoubtedly be very much affected 
by the extension of the franchise to women • upon the 
basis of complete equality with men .• The women af 
our nation, and more especially the women of the 
millions of. working~class h61!lseholds, are essentially 
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the domestic chancellors of the exchequer. The pnce 
()f essentials as well as of ,comforts, ti-F provision of 
abundant supplies covering alternatives to meet 
choice and taste, standards of purity, and health 
~actors, are all matters in which women are likely 
speciall)' to interest themselves, and in which their . . . . . . . . 
judgments will be of supreme importance. 

Woman's int'l:!rest irl' these matters is a t!ommon 
o!le. The~e are, of course; fairly large numbers of 
womt!i, wives and daughters, with husbands or 
fathers whose incomes are such that whatever their 
womenfolk may desire or fancy can be obtained for 
them without considerations of expense. At the 
same time, quite. apart from the millions of working
class wQIIlen, there are millions mor~w. for want 
of a bett'e"r term, may be described as belonging to 
the "middle class," and whilst not facing the blast 
of pover~y which meets some o1 their sex, nevirthe
less spend their lives 'in arranging, planning, an~ 
fitting in of things because they are subject to a fixed 
and limited income. 

What looks to be a fair competence at the time of 
marriage oJten tui;,lls out to be an income of bare 
proportions only, when children arrive to be fed, 
c~thed, educated and started in life, and, with such 
charges to be•met, litt.le epportunity is afforded for 
providing for old age, 

To women in such circumstances there is bound to 
b~ an overwhelming. interest in .. tb.e · ... problems of 
obtaining essential goods. at . reasonable prices. If 
this can be said with truloh of the middle-class woman, 
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how much n{or~ forcibly does it apply to the working· 
class womarf? In thousands of cases there is not 
even a guara~teed incomJ ofthe most limited amount, 
and every week sees a struggle to avoid running 
into debt. Supplies and prices are vital questions, 
therefore, to the great mass of our womell'folk with 
limited incomes, and on ·matters affecting· purity 
of fooe and health generally:all the women, rich and 
poor, really should. stand together. For exampfe, 
some years ago in the richest suburbs of New- York, 
epidemic <lisease wa.s traced to certified milk for which 
well-to-do people had paid prices which would be 
prohibitive to the poor. The State took action by 
ordering all milk to be .pasteurised, with wonderfully 
beneficial r~$ to the infant population .• In cases 
of this character the interests of womett,• rich .and 
poor, are bound up in such a way as to bring new 
forc~and direction t" efforts :t'or reform by tie organi-
,ation of their votes. • 

Woman has had a very long battle for her emancipa
tion, and it is significant to remember that in the 
co-operative consumers' . movement •• in this country 
she has always been given equaliJ:y. with men. The 
training that the co-pperative. woman • .member has 
obtained as to how Government activities, national 
and .local, legislative and -a.d~inistrative, affect her 
home life and domestic welfare at every point will 
undoubtedly be of great valuein pressing the claims 
for representation ofthe.consl,lmer i~ Parliament a~d 
upon local government bodies and . for legislation in 
the communal interest. su.cess in this direction is 
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probably much nearer than is gener\1Ifiecognised. 
Bishop Wt!stcott wrote. years ago that :-r. 

When a great idea has gn/wn familiar it, is not far from 
accomplishment, 

And when it is remembered that the votes of women 
will actually represent a majority of the electorate, 
it is not too much to hope that the representation of the 
consumer will be provi<ied for from now onwards in 
sttchan increasing degree as has odly previously been 
contemplated by the pioneers of consumers' co-opera
tion. This, however, will not be achieved without a 
great deal of education and organisation, for the 
sectional interests referred to by Dean Burroughs are 
still rampant. 
Emers~n wrote,· in his essay on pol~ years ago, 

that~ •• 
Great causes are never tried on their merits, but the case 

is reduced to particulars-to suit the size of the partisans, 
and it is tt.e case for the ~onsumet that in the Ion~ ruflt 
the meeting of his needs provides the solution of most 
of the problems that beset humanity, and if this be 
the case the political interests of sections must give 
place to the good of the whole. 
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The 'Nation and Its Food 

I. • . . . . . 
The Advent of Bi~ Business. . .. . 

][
T has become. fashionable lately for men ~f 
eminence in other callings to enter business, and, 

in so doing, to leave the work in which they have 
gained distinction-economics, science, law, civil 
service-and apply their gifts to the different, but 
often kindred and sometimes wider problems of 
trade and .il,}djStry. Some of tb consequences of 
this process may prove to be of serj~tls social 
importance, but we have to recognise it as one of 
the significant facts of our ti~es. It marks the frank 
111.barl'aonment of th~ silly pretence that fhere was 
something undignified about " trade " which has 
formed so substantial an ingredient of British snobbery 
in times past. The old story of the man who was found 
drowned, with a label tied round his neck, " Born to 
be a man; died a grocer," h~s ceased to. have 
significance. It all depends upon the variety and 
extent of his grocery enter.Prises. • 

From the point of view orthe bus~ess world this 
tendency to enlist men of conspicuous and proved 
ability is altogether to the good. If we are to be 
guided by the findings of some of tlfe different Ro~al 
Commissions, or by the "reconstructions" that have 

• been so prominent a feature in industry, there is 
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~:~:~ :~f:;\~~ ~~:::J:1~sbe:~ ~!;il;:d~uality of 
The real reason, however, for this •movement is 

probably to be found in the fact that business " at 
the top " is bigger than it was; · it· presents wider 
opportuflities,.more attra&tive possibilities, as well as 
greater monetary rewards, than formerly. These . . ~ results necessarlly accompany th~ great ama.~gama-
t{ons of recent years. There are now, for instance, 
only ftve main railway systems instead of a , great 
number. Single organisations are in control ·of the 
manufacture and marketing of many vital chemicals 
and raw materials, of many building and food materials; 
indeed the proce,;;s has made such rapid progress 
lately tkat the list of commoditi~s -which the 
Committee· on Trusts reported in 1918 as wholly ·or 
partially controlled ~auld seem scrappy and 
insufficiel!t to-day. The pace, als~ is being accelelll.ted;, 
and the processes of control, by interlocking .director
ates, by financing corporations and otherwise, are 
becoming more intricate and powerful every day. 

The extent and ease with which unification rnay be 
extended to manufe.cture, or to marketing, depends 
largely upon the character and the • geographical 
di~position of the particular industry; but an almost 
invariable acco'hlpaniment*of latter~day controls has 
been the institution of united selling agencies which 
have, to a great extent, eliminated competition 
between the ul1timate retailers, and provided the 
individual customer with no alternative but to pay the 
price ordained. • 
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The proces\ ;f consolidation, hitherto, has made 
little headway in the gre~tt industries of coal, iron, 
textiles, and ~griculture; but in the case of coal we 
may certainly count on its rapid extension in the 
near future. The success of the recent a:qthracite 
merger, from the point of vie?r of profit, is a significant 
illustration of what we may eipect to. be the method 
of approach. In the case of the scattered and highlf 
individualistic industry of farming and food PJi.Oduc
tion, the possibility of producer amalgamations,· even 
for the most clearly advantageous purposes, is 
intensely difficult, as rnany unsuccessful experiments 
have shown. Whilst, however, the vast number of 
scattered PWd~er units in the ca~e of agriculture 

• make it difficult to obtain combination for tlil~·purpose 
of effecting improvements or economies in the process 
of production, the same difficulty does not apply to 
tile im;reasingly centralised .methods of m!trketing 
their supplies. In any event the multitude of producer 
units and the general community, as consumers, are 
those most vitally concerned in the conditions and 
rewards of the processes of production, as well as in the 
final cost of the articles supplied. Between these two 
sets of individuals of all sorts are the intermediat, 
agencies/of marketing, anq it is thes~ which lend 
themselves most readily to·· consolidation. This 
concentration of marketing lends itself almost as 
readily to the control of supplies and of price as does 
monopoly in the production of the• raw materiars 
themselves, in, for example, ~uch cases as oil, nickel 
and other substances where the supplies are limited 
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in their distribution, and where, cons•et_ently, by the 
purchase of concessions or otherwise, a corporation 
may be in the position of ~ontrolling c; large part of 
the world's supplies. 

So far, therefore, as the common necessaries of life 
are con.cerne<l, the muHjtude of producers is repre
sented by a limited number of markets, and the 
markets for overseas supplies are fewest of all intmmber . . . . . 
but vastest in their operations, and those concerned 
are n<!cessarily thrown closely together. It is a simple 
matter, therefore, for the Union Cold Storage Company 
to arrange a price with its American associates for beef 
imports from the Argentine. It is more difficult, but, 
as experience shows, quite a practicable matter, for 
an asso<'iation of butchers to mainta!h :-standard of 
retail p&~s out of all proportion to those realised by • 
the farmer in the local,p1arkets. But it is immensely 
di:fficult41for the farmers themsel.,-es to secure a sreater 
share of the retail pri&. • 

The most obvious danger to the general c~mmunity 
at the present time is the consolidation of these middle 
interests, independent of, and often detrimental to, 
the interests of the producers and consumers. The 
recognition of the dangers attendant upon combines, 
l!owever, should not blind us to the fact that the 
danger lies, nM in tM c~mbination itself, but in the 
nature and purpose of its operations. In most 
branches .of industry, except agriculture, the individual 
lfc.ts already gi.-en place to the company, and the 
company is giving place to the association, and in 
many ways it is desirab!e that it should. There is no 
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justification for waste, wherever it occurs, or for a 
multiplicity lof officers, • directors,. purchasing and 
transport ar:..angements, with their exaggt:rations of 
overhead charges. The' coal trade, as displayed in 
the reports o~ three successi-ve Royal Commissions, is 
perhaps the most conspicuous instance of this kind 
of waste, and we may expect that the advwt of men 
of better training and wider vision into the "direction 
of c<hliery amalgamations will effe<it economies not 
only in overhead Charges, but,let us hope, promote •he 
development of recovery plants and a wider j.pplica
tion of science to the industry, with some abatement 
of the prodigality that has hitherto characterised the 
waste of this precious material. At the present time 
the jargon for this sensible and commonly recognised 
necessity-is 4to style it " Rationalisation "; but, 
whatever the term employed may be, theJact is that 
such achievements can be obtained only by organisa-

• tioJiS acting on a l>ig scale~ .. 
• 

II. 
Rationalisation in Practice. 

If the promotion of industrial efficiency and the 
avoidance of waste were the g_overning purposes of 
combinations, we might heartily support their 
development; but, unfoitunately, human nature.and 
the forces of cupidity ha.-e ~ far de~eed quite other
wise. There are, of course, instances in which 
increased profits have been largely used, not only to 
improve equipment, but to incre~se wages, to ,.give 
better cond.itions of employment, superannuation, and 

• 
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~~~i~= ·~~:en~lii ·~~. ~~:~a::g::~t~fk$; ~:~~~!1~ 
wages of r~cent years, and the contemporary increase 
of the larger incomes, to seethat, in built, at any rate, 
these agreeable exceptions do not sensibly affect the 
result. 

The fir!:tt: consequence o4 increased profit, as a rule. 
is to add to sh~re values, so that, whilst the Bankers' 
Magazine records an increase in vaJue of £gr,g;g,ooo 
of ~pecially listed securities during the first six months 
of 192~ there was a contemporary decrease in wages 
of an average of fros,ooo per week, notwithstanding 
the previous prodigious wage decreases since 1921. 

The issue of bonus shares in addition to high dividends 
is unquestionably jn most cases the first and most 
obvious reDult of high profits. Not so·lo~ ago, for 
instance, Marconi shares were purchasable at :10s., 
but at the time this is witten* they are quoted at 
79s. This.-ise is chiefly attributab)e to the prospe~ive t 

new merger of cable and ~arconi interests ~th the 
Post Office Beam system, and the likelihood that 
the shares formerly worth ros. will be exchanged for 
three OJ; four £r shares in the new consolidated com
pany. In other worlis, the capital holdings in these 
shares will be increased three or four times, ·and 
divitlends will require to be earned upon them before 
either employees•or custohlers will have any.prospect 
of profit. It is a common enough story: the present 
plight of many .cotton mills is the consequence of such 
past.tntlation. B11t the point here is that, however 

• Mareh, 1929 • 
• 
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necessary or\d~irable combination may often be from 
the point of view ofindustrial efficiency an~ economy, 
experience does not warrtmt us in expecting that the 
results accrufng from combinations will be shared in 
any appreciable measure by the general community. 
Up to the present the consequences of combinations 
have been to add enormous,y to the wealth of a few, 
whilst. the bulk of the community look on with 
increasing uneasin~ss, and often with unemploymeflt 
and poverty added. • 

It is this ominous result of . combinations that 
constitutes the danger. If the managers of some of 
our great combines would give more thought to the 
rightful share of the labour capital contributed by 
those who..JNollk for them, and Msess a :Uttle less 

• highly the importance of the cash capitat of their 
shareholders and be less anxious to extract the 
uttermost penny out of their" customers, th~y would 
ln.dttat the bulk of the people would notbe disposed 
to grudge-them a better profit. The exclusion of this 
distinct but vital consideration prompts one to 
welcome the advent in the direction of great enter
prises of the new type of recruit.. l do not doubt, 
for example, that that former great civil servant, 
Sir Josiah Stamp, coming lnto a prominent place ib 
_railway management, has l?a.d.an important share in 
providing the more far-sighted policy in relation to 
their employees that has characterised the railways 
during recent years. • • 

Apart, however, from the well-known combinations, 
the emergencies of the war ~rought about a much 
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closer alliance between all sorts of ielling .. agencies 
than had •xistence before. To a great kxtent these 
alliances have continued or, become closer, with the 
result that there is a multitude of, associations 
competent to maintain selling prices against the 
consumer., although the associations themselves may 
not be etccompanied by ftny pooling of interests or 
common syste~ of w01;,king. No co-operative store, 
foc instance, can sell a patent medi~ine, or othe;listed 
article• at less than the retail price decreed by the 
Proprietary Articles Traders' Association, although 
it may be willing to sell at a lower price and still able 
to obtain a fair profit. If they transgressed, however, 
the supplies of the listed articles would be stopped. 
Similarly, it appears, the Grocet;y Pro~rie~y Articles 
Traders' •;,ssociation is now attempting a like pro
cedure. The Food Council has reported more than 
once of the powers of :master bakers' associations to 

• maintain the price of ~read in •different place-" at ._ 
price higher than was warranted, either b:l{. the cost 
of flour or by the cost of manufacture and distribution, 
with an allowance for a fair profit. Quite recently* 
they ·reported the case of a baker selling bread at a 
penny a loaf less than the Newport Master Bakers' 
.t\Ssociation desired, and il'l which the association had 
induced the millers to withhold flour, although the 
Food Council ;eported.th;t the baker in question was 
making a profit which they described as " amply 
r~munerative." It would be difficult to imagine a 
better illustrati~n of the operations of this kind of 

* Octo~er 29th, rg28. 
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price under~ta~ding-even when·the price association 
is quite of a loose character-than was afforded little 
more than a year ago: when good English wether 
mutton was' sold in the local markets at about 4d. a 
pound, but it was quite unaccompanied by any fall 
in the average retail pric~. Price agreements have, 
in fact, now advanced so far in the case of most 
arti<J!es of common use a:rfd consl1mption that the 
ordinary consum~r and most retail shopkeepers •are 
quite helpless-whether it is the price of ~ box of 
matches, a pound of soda, a coal scuttle, or a pound 
of tea. The case of tea, perhaps, is as striking as any. 
There has been a fall in wholesale prices during the 
last year from an average for I927-8 of one shilling and 
g·6z ¢1ft p!r lb. to one shilling "and 4·81 pence per 
lb. for the present year, but, except in tlie•case of teas 
supplied by the Co-operative Wholesale Society and 
by • few more publjc-spiritE;'d private storei>, there has 
been n2. fall in retail prices~ 

III. 

Commerce in Food . 
• 

The importance of th~se considerations, applied in 
bulk, lies in the fact that 6o per cent of the nati~nal 
income is spent on food:* and this•average includes 
the expenditure of those classes with whom food 
expenditure forms only a small proportion of their 
ordinary outgoings, so that the ~rcentage witli the 
mass of the people is higher still. Food prices, indeed, 

"'Report of the Royal Comnfission on Food Prices, par. 9. 
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are the dQminating consideration in ihe average 
working-class family budget,. and in this matter the 
consumer is unable to resist, because pftOple cannot 
refuse to buy food. There is, indeed, no subject in 
the internal economy of the nation comparable to this 
in its ma&nitud~. • 

The Royal Commission on Food. Prices told us that . . . . . 
the amount of money annually spen.t on food, drink, • and tobacco was approximately £r,7oo,ooo,ooo, and 
that, ot'tt of this vast total, the sum of about 
£6oo,ooo,ooo represented the cost of imported food
stuffs of all kinds at the port. With regard to the 
price paid to the home grower we are on much less 
firm ground, and .the number and v~lu~ .. of the 
excellent Roe:eorts on this subject testify to its uncer
tainty. I~ the case of fruit and vegetables the 
market price is no indica.tion of what the producer 
receives; 1hdeed, we have been pPovided with mtny 
well-authenticated cases in which a grower n,lay get 
next to nothing of the price realised at the wholesale 
market. Judging from the findings of the Linlithgow 
Report ~n the Distribution and Prices of Agricultural 
Produce, and from tlte valuable " Economic " series 
of Reports by the Board of. Agriculture, it appears 
that• the grower of fruit an.d vegetables rarely gets 
more than a third, and ~ommonly less, of the price 
that the consumer pays. 

Without burdening this pamphlet with unnecessary 
figurl!s, it is certai~ly safe to say that the consumers 
of this country pay at least from £soo,ooo,ooo to • £7oo,ooo,ooo a year more for the food they consume 
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than the price that the same food is sold' for at the 
ports of importation or. on the wholesale markets. 
As to how rr,uch even a small· figure in the price of a 
common commodity will contribute to swelling this 
huge total is revealed by the fact that thf increase 
of a penny in the price of•a quartern loaf augments 
the national bread bill by :£IO,OOO,QOO. The Board • of. Agric111ture R~ports on Markets and Fairs, Jihe 
Linlithgow Report, and, indeed, every othe~ report 
that has been made on this subject, all tell the same 
story. They reveal to us a marketing system which 
is an orgy of overlapping and waste. The multitude 
of traders' associations have not contributed to the 
abatem~ of .this waste, so far ·as it affects the 
consumer; on the contrary, through the 4::tfj.ciency of 
their price "stabilisation" arrangements, they have 
helpedto maintain it. • 

• •• Ht!-e, then, there-i.s a uni.que opportunity, as well 
as an urgent need, for organisation and combination 
designed to help the producer and the consumer, 
rather than to exploit their helplessness. Up to the 
present there has been only one constructive cmitribu
tion. It is that. of the co-operat'ive movement, and 
the tale of its development, from the humbl~t 
beginnings and against • persistent and almost 
indescribable difficulties, to i~s prese~t vast dimen
sions, furnishes an epoch in our national domestic 
history that is worthy of a ma,ster pen. In saying tpis 
one is· not either disparaging or failing to recognise the 
claim to public tribute of thoie numerous retail traders 
who, by enterprise and by competition in the best 
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sense, have'sought to provide for the public at moderate 
prices and witha fair margiJ1. of profit. But the fact 
is that, with the increasing unity of thosf who control 
the bulk marketing upon which the retailer must draw, 
the Iatter•is becoming more and more restricted in his 
freedom • of action and co~pelled to sell at prescribed 
prices. • 

-rhe vital consequence of the co-ot1erati ve movement, 
howevM", and the justification for describing it as a 
"constructive contribution," lies in the fact that it 
brings the individual consumer into association with 
the bulk supplier, and, in some cases, with the producer 
also, without a conflict of interest. The numerous and 
extending, dairying operations of man.)l lo~cieties, 
and the ~~ grain-purchasing and milling operations 
of the Co-operative Wholesale Society-as an example 
of its a.tivities in bulk-are illustrations of the 

• • methods that have been" developed whereby the ga_p 
between the producer and the consumer•is being 
bridged. Except for the comparable services of 
municjpalities in the supply of transport, light, and 
heat, these represent the only substantial contributions 
hitherto made towards the solution of the problem 
h~e under consideration. • 

But the co-operative ilJ.O~ement has had to make the 
best use it could of the system it has found. It has 
little power to alter it. Sometimes, by accepting it, 
it lias been over-~mpted to secure substantial quarterly 
savings :for its consuming members, rather than to 
encourage price reductioo, and in this connection the 
recommendation of the recent Joint Committee of the 
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Co-operative Bodies on Municipal Trading on Meat, 
Milk, and Brfad Sales is "heartily to be welcomed:-

That co-operative societies be urged to extend their 
distributive trades and to sell as near cost as possible in 
the same way that a municj,pality would do; ~nd that the 
Central and United Boards be instructed to ta\e up this 
metter with societies with ;~ view tG securing energetic 
developments of-trading policy on these lines. • 

The co-operative organisations, however, like 
others, vary in their efficiency, and present the 
difficulty, inherent in bodies so governed, of main
taining the pursuit . of a common policy and the 
promotion of equal standards of efficiency; but they 
do pr~ a great instrument ready . for 'ourageous 
and widespread use on national lines. mvertheless, 
it is impossible to envisage t)le creation of an orderly, 

• eco110mical, and eiiicient system of food ~arketing 
unless it has behind it the 'sanction and authority of 
the State. 

Before, however, attempting to indicate what 
appear to be the essentials of a national m~keting 
system, there are two other rw.atters that call for 
mention. The Report qf the Food Council in 1926 
on Short Weight and Measure was a disconcerting 
revelation of the extent to *hich " this country lags 
behind in the elementary business of securing that 
the consumer gets what he asks for and pays for." 
" Nor does it accord with commol! sense that, while 
the elaborate machinery is established by law to 
ensure that sellers should• provide themselves with 
correct scales, weights, and measures, no provision 
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should exlst for ensuring that the quantities of 
foodstuffs actually sold should be what they are 
represented to be, with the two exceptions of bread 
and tea."* 

Short measure in Milk was found to exist in 70 per 
cent of the case~ examinecfin the metropolitan district 
of Essex. In th~ case oi a large firm retailing JJ.!ilk in 
bottles reputed to hold a pint it wa~ found that more 
than h~f the bottles tested could not possibly hold 
that quantity, and the council concluded on that 
basis that the firm made £1,400 a year from the sale 
of milk that it did not supply. They reported that 
the giving of short measure in milk appears to be 
" astonishingly prevalent.''t as well !.S <..'1!J!I!li!Mituting 
a real haitls-hip to honest traders. After a detailed 
survey of the prevalence of giving short measure in 
other corpmodities, the Food Council concludedewith 
no less than 22 separat.e recoxhmendations mainly• 
designed to strengthen the law against these j5ractices. 
In that connection it may be observed that, whilst it 
is right enough to punish wrongdoers, when we have 
strengthened the law as we will and fortified it by • an army of inspectors and others charged to see to 
its. administration, we shall still have achieved a 
result far inferiQr to on~ tlmt would place a premium 
upon honesty rather than upon dishonesty. 

When we turn from the question of short measure 
to that of Adul~ration and Misdescription, we are 
confronted with a body of reports on milk, butter, 
cheese, jams, custard, egg-powder, medicated wines, 

* Par. 59, p. 25. t Par. 49, p. 23. 
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and many more, which provide not only incontestable 
evidence of the prevalence of improper practice, but 
of the ineffediveness of our presentlegal apparatus; 
and, incidentally, of a .measure of public gullibility 
that is a strikingtributetot~e power of advertisement; 
The great mass of these defects is d~arly t;aceable 
to th~ lack of any efficietft: markHing • authority 
operating to secure• their prevention rather than thet-
punishment. • 

We are told of egg-powder that has never seen an 
egg, but is coloured baking powder; of diabetic flour 
at 7s. 6d. a 7lb. bag consisting almost wholly of 
ordinary wheat flour; of " lemon cheese " which has 
never k~ egss, butter, or lemons·; of fruit cordials 

• without any fruit and with phosphoric aci<i :nstead of 
lemon juice, and so forth. The manufacture of jam 
and marmalade particularly ~eems to lend Jtself to 
~plolfs which are ltorribly .unfair to many of the 
large firm• which .supply the genuine article, as well 
as to the buyers of the goods. Turnips, marrows, 
and all sorts of fruit substitutes, with suitable dyes 
and synthetic flavouring agents, are what the people 
often get instead of what they pay for from manufac
turers of this description.• In a recent paper QilJ. 

adulteration, with which ke ,dealt a.t length with 
"improvers" in flour, Mr. G. D. Elsdon, B.Sc., the 
Borough Analyst for the city of Salford, made this 
surprising comment :- • • 

It is no exaggeration to say that the present position 
of the flour-milling industry in England should not be 
tolerated in any civilised coun~. whilst at the same time 
it may be admitted that only in such a country would 
adulteration of this type be attempted. 
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So far as Milk is concerned, those of us who live 
in the country are worse off than our fellow citizens 
in the towns. Many of the co-opedtive societies 
have established splendid milk services through which 
the peopte call obtain a Jull quantity ofclean milk, 
and, happily, these societies are rapidly extending 
their operations~ Many of the branches, also, 'bf the 
United Dairies give a similar clean and reliable supply. 
But t~ fact that these dairies • extract dirt by the 
pound, which the rest of the people have to swallow, 
is sufficient to show how ineffective, so far, have been 
our numerous Milk and Dairies Acts; whilst, all the 
time, the purification of milk is an easy and practical 
process, .and tuberculosis from inft!cted41fttilk has 
been respMsible for the greater part of the cases of 
child tuberculosis in the form of glands in the neck, 
in the ~nes and joints~ and in. the fatal tube,cular 
meningitis. • • 

IV. 

• The Need of a New System . 
There is no esc<~ope from the conclusion that the 

policy hitherto pursued in this country has been 
c<Yn.spicuously unsuccessf;l. We have sought to 
secure clean foi'Jd in ri~ht•quantities by penalties, by 
inspections, by regulations, and so forth, but we have 
never attempted to deal with what lies behind the 
detects, namely, ~he devising of a system which would 
place a premium upon good production, and which 
would store, grade, and' distribute our food supplies 
with economy and efficiency. 

r8 
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With respect to marketing costs,the caslis infinitely 
worse. I refuse altoget4er to believe in a system that 
represents tiat it costs as much (or more)to transport 
and retail a side of beef Jn .the course of a day or two 
as it does to re<tr. feed and tend ·the ~nimal for 
nearly tl:n:e.e. Yea.rs, t() pa)f all the exfienses t>f labour, 
rent.,. taxes and ·transport-;:>erhaps.across thousands 
of miles of sea_._and to pay a fair profit to toose 
S()l1Cerne<:I, i11cluding the essentiaLproducer. • 

I refuse to believe· in a system that represents that 
itC()$tstwice orthree times as muchtotransport and 
sell~Gabbage withinafew hours as it does to cultivate 
the ?ro~nd, sow, plant, and dean it, .market the 
produ~nd paY all the costs. of tlfe grower, and leave 
him a decent •. profit for an . operation tha( has taken 
some months to carry through. 

A syste~ ofthat kind is "manifestly a b~d system. 
• It if unreasonable ~n itself, and unjust both to the 

produce" and to the consumer, and we must refuse 
altogether to believe that it passes the wit of man to 
devise a better. 

In the light of present tendencies it is as• certain 
as anything can be that in the not distant future the 
choice before the natiol1' will be :__,.Whether it 'fill, 
itself, deliberately set aboot_aevisin~ a better system 
or whether it will leave the field open, with its 
immense opportunity for personal gain, to be taken 
possession of by great combines.fortified by • the 
direction of men of higher quality of mind and 
training than those who ha v~ hitherto been engaged in 
business. 
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It cannot be denied that a combine directed by men 
of first-rate ability, as, for eKample, that controlling 
the underground railways and most of th, bus system 
of London, could furnish a much more efficient system. 
But the p~wer that such a. combination would place 
in the ha"nds of"a small n;mber of persons operating 
for profit, as agamst the ~verwhelming public need of 
a .,etter standard of life and of greater ·security for 
the proliucer and the consumer, would be so great 
that it is impossible to think that a rational self
governing community would long tolerate it. 

But why should we allow ourselves thus to · be 
exploited ? There is no reason at all except it be that 
we are so indolent" or brainless that ~ ca~t help 
ourselves; ~ a.nd we must refuse to entertain a • 
conclusion of that kind . 

• y. • • 
Essentials of a Good System. • 

Whatever we do in the way of developing better 
market!ng arrangements there are. two preliminary 
considerations that ~auld be lost .sight of only at the 
price of disaster. 

liirst, as concerns retailing, the. existing arrange
ments for the s~pply atJ.d •distribution of foodstuffs 
are so varied and complex, and, · i!l respect of 
individual purchasers, are commonly so old-established, 
so firmly rooted iel tradition and regular· practice as 
well as in mutual personal regard, that any attempt 
savouring of arbitrary or <iestructive method would be 
foredoomed to failure. People simply would not work 

~0 
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it. Mo:eover, •even in the case of a single ~lmodity, 
the task would be so great and so involved that the 
only policy capable of 1:1eing successful. would be one 
that sought \o enlist the co-operation of, rather than 
to antagqnise, those • who • · 'vere rendering essential 
service, and who had expeJience and ~oodwtll. 

It is • true that any national system would evoke the 
oppd!>ition of those who. are· clearly • superfluous, and 

· ····-·-- ------- --- ---~-- -- - _; -· : .. -- ' - -- .:.· _- -__ - _- ,' - - - - - . 
needlessly swell the number of agents, job hers, brokers, 
speculators, and others who add to cost, -eut who 
render ··no • actual or indispensable service; but 
a,nyol}e who f.acenealities must n~cognise that it would 
be riecess~ty to aitn at making the processes of retail 
sale cheaper,. easier and more attractive than they 
are at ~sent.• • 

With regard to the co-operative mo"vement, the 
opportunities which a well-dl(Vised system would open 
out 1e> it would be almost limitless. So far, PI: has had 

• to struggle against all matmer of 0pposition, and, 
notwithstanding, has made giant progress. If, how
ever, the nation set out deliberately to encourage 
co-operation in purchases, collection, tra.ilsport, 
storage, distribution and sale, the ca.lls upon it would 
be so manifold and so pre~sing that the real difficulty 
would be to grapple. successfully with the new tasks~ 

The second consideration' affects• the individual 
consumer; and it is that local customs vary enormously 
even in our sma.ll country, and that there is scarcely 
anything that people resent more th~n an !nterfen!nce 
with. theii' domestic habits and practices. We may 
therefore assume that no xftarketing system will be 
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successful ~at thrusts itself upon people. It must 
commend itself to their suprort by the advantages 
it presents. 

If the foregoing considerations are soulid, it follows 
that we should design our proposals to secure, if 
possible, ,p.· start on the right lines, refraining from 
being too ambitious in detail, anticipating that the 
de"elopment and extension of th~ scheme ~mid 
proceed as experience is obtained. 

Accepling these preliminaries, the· following, at 
least, appear to be essential features of a satisfactory 
marketing scheme.:-

(!) It should encourage the producer, as well as the 
honest trader and manufacturer. 

(2) It s:Q.ould eliminate wasteful inc!'eases""'M costs 
betwt!eh the producer and consumer. 

(3) It should enlist the co-operation of all those who 
are .competent by • experie1ice and trainil~ to 
render useful help. • • 

(4) It should be sufficiently elastic to meet local 
needs, and contain within itself.an incentive to 
t~e development of all sorts ofco~operative 
endeavour between the producers, the con
sumers, and tliose engaged in marketing. 

'fhe governing p·urposes •of a national marketing 
scheme may be.presurnjd .to be:~ 

(I) To minimise price uncertainty. 
(2) To secure, as far as possible, aJair price to the 

producer as well as to. the consumer by the 
• reduction of intermediate increases of cost. 

(3) To associate with the scheme a readily accessible •. system of short cred1t to the producer, and 
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(4) To prort!ote the co-operative p~ase • o:f 
. supplies, and of their collection, storage, gra.ding, 

and distribution. 
In seeking ,to embody the . foregoing purposes in a 

workable scheme, it woultl appear that:-
(r) The executive work; in tb.e main, wou.ld require 

to be on a·commodity basis, and•especi~lly with 
•regard to such commodities as wheat and flour, 
meat, milk, ~d fish. Garden produce and fruH, 
as now, would no doubt be grouped tog:ther. 

(z) With regard to wheat and meat, as the Com
rnittee on the Stabilisation of Agricultural Prices 
(January, 1925) found, the solution of the 
present difD.culties of price uncertainty could 
ot~' be .owercome by "the cehtralisa,tionofthe 

• whole of the machinery concerned: with· the 
importation of wheat and meat." 

(3).The necessity.of secufing, so far as ,.possible, 
• more stable pnces for .the purchase. of supplies 

according to quality, and a fairly uniform schedule 
of selling prices, would involve the existence of a 
single financial pool for averaging out costs, 
profits, and losses. (It may be pointed t>ut, in 
passing, that a concern like• the United Dairies 
Limited, embracing a. nurnber of businesses, lt;:ts 
necessarily to providtJ a4:inancial.pool.) 

(4) A proper scheme of marketing aims at the 
methodical and adequate supply of the. needs of 
the market, rather than the ip:1mediate sal~ of 
what the producer has to sell, so that a storage 
and distribution syst001 operating on a large 
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sc~ is •essential. In· this con~ction.we may 
recal\ theJactthat it has often happened that an 
abundant crop is less J>{Ofitable to a grower than 
a poor crop, and of late years we htve often seen 
great wastages of • plums, potatoes, and other 
procJuce owing to. the lack of an.y adequate 
sy!ttem. of. collection•and storage. 

(5) Associated. with tlle storage sch:~~r ~~~~tie§ 
• would require to be.providedtt} encourage proper 

gtjding, packing, and standardisation of supplies, 
as well as a co-operative scheme of collection and 
transport. 

{6) The provision of short-term credit to a grower 
on the security of a forthcoming crop would 
meet one of t'he most urgent needa of tfuiJarming 
com~1.1nity who constantly require to sell things -: 
before they are ready because of the lack of such 
cre~i~ facilities-the Canadian wheat ;ools 
afford an excellent f;)Xample•of a system of credit• 
provision ·which would be applicable to several 
kinds' of supplies grown at horne. 

.. VI. 
A National Marketing Authority. 

Jf the foregoing represent the essentials of a sound 
National MarkeJ:ing Sc4eme, it is obvious that they 
would require the existence:-

(a) Of a Central Agency (National Marketing 
• Authority) .st~ffed by experienced people and 

with adequate command over statistics, storage, 
and grading, and • 
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(b) Central, •Executive, Marketing Autlj'eities or 

Boards on a commodity basis with Local or 
Regional Authoritis=s federated with the central 
body. 

In this conn~ction, of course, any proposal would at 
once be met by the stupid outcry· about officials, and 
we are always confronted 1:;ly the difficplty o·f.lnducing 
peopje toremember the armi_es of ag~nts and brokers, 
dealers, and·· all. t,he rest of it who are superflU01.JS, 
and who are nowm.any times lllore numerous than any 
officials ••· a .. department would require, • and take an 
infinitely greater toll of the• consumer. We may recall, 
fot example, •· that the National Trading Account and 
Bala.nce Sheets for rgzo-21 told us that the whole 
administrative costs of the Ministry. of Food, including 
even tile cosrs. of • the war-time burden_s of food 
committees and rationing, only amounted•artogether 
to . less than half of r pe~ cent-an astonishingly 
sm~r figure than 'hat now exacted byint•rmediate 

• agencies. Does anyone th\nk, for jnstance, if the 
national ·marketing of coal were included, that it 
would involve the employment,. as is the case now, of 
27,opo separate offices, with clerks, staff, and other 

• expenses? • • · 
A National Marketing Authority would require to 

be made up for the most "part of experienced pers~ns 
representing · the executi~ i.>odies iil • charge of the 
different commodities, and its main business would 
be:-

(r) To promote the developmoot of mark._ting 
arrangements, with a general community of 
policy and action. • 
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.. 

,.. 
(2) TCJ~vestigate costs, and, so fa! as necessary, 

fix fair prices. 
(3) To investigate the suitability and necessity of 

existing markets and fairs, and to
1
sanction and 

require their amalgamtttion or adaptation. 
The Extcutive Marketing Boards would probably 

take the• form ef statutory companies, with State or 
other capital provided fo~the conduct of their busitl.ess. 

With regard to wheat and fio'llr, ·and meat, as 
already .indicated, the National Board would have 
to be equipped with a monopoly of the power of 
import and the sole right of purchasing for import. 
It would trade as a responsible business organisation, 
and would require to present annual audited balance 
sheets to Parliame"nt, and, in general,•woul~ .aim at 
carrying oa .its operations without incurring loss or 
without accumulating profits. An important func
tion wouw be, so far as pt:lssible, to keep prices swady 
over reasonable periods .• In th~ case of wheat it • 
would certainly ·he possible also to operate -a scheme 
of this kind·without interfering with the considerable 
international trade that is centred in London, Liver
pool, a:IM elsewhere, and shippers would be left as free 
as they are now to Tmy in the world ·market and to 
off~ their supplies either to•the National Board or to 
importers of otller. coumries. 

The Millin~ of Whe~t is already .concentrated for 
the most part in. three great combines, apart from 
the .extensive mil~ng operations of the Co-operative 
Wholesale Society; and milling would, no doubt, be 
organised as it is no'Y ia regional groups, with one 
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Controlling Sta\utory ___ Corporation, an<J )~e Co~ 
operative Wholesale Society's mills and their 
associated regions would lie free to operate as a unit 
and to extenc\ the sphere of their operations. The 
regional groups wolf}d obt\in their supplies from · the 
National Board, and the flow ofpriceswould.be based 
on the purchase p_rice, plus ttair profib . ;. 
Th~ home farmer would '{Jrobably welcome the 

opportunity of th~ ready sale at a reliable pric~. 
especially when it was associated with facilities for 
short-term crediL There would be no necessity to 
place upon him an obligation to sell to the Regional 
Authority, and there would certainly be no obligation 
upon the National Board to buy wheat that \Vas not 
of good Jl1illing ijuality. 

• If the business were handled with good s~nse there 
. · - -- .. 

is no reason to-suppose that it wolf}d be difficult to 
secure the co-operation of all"lrt and capable -retailers 
in co~ection with tlte sale of bread at the fct'!r prices 
fixed in th& different districts• from time to time; and, 
as already stated, it would obviously be good sense, 
as well as necessary, to seek to do so; but it would be 
the business of the regional organisation to P!j.Orriote 
by every possible means co-oper~tion and economies 
in purchase, storage, baking, and distribution. We 
should probably find that the local retail Co-operatwe 
Societies would rapidly bec·o~e feden!t:ed for all sorts 
of purposes with their regional suppliers; -but it would 
certainly be necessary to empower the Regional 
.Marketing Authorities, in case of•difficulty, ei~er 
through municipalities or otherwise, to assist in the 
promotion of f>Ublic. or munitipal bakeries. 
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lt w~d be tiresome to • burden th~~ pamp)1let with 
details forecasting the possible organisation of the 
national Meat and other authorities ; but there is 
probably no branch of organised markfting in which, 
more than in meat, the pr<fmotion of fair and honest 
sale, collection, transpor1, storage, and distribution 
has a gteater opportunity for assisting the producers 
and at the same time st-<turing some abatement t'>f the 
present unwarrantable increase in• the price between 
the m~kets and the customer. 

The progress of organisation in the marketing of 
Milk has already proceeded so far that it would not be 
a very big step to the creation of a National Milk 
Board, with competent agencies for the collection, 
cleaning, and distribution of milk, ancfi do not doubt, 
as we fouil<i in the war time in: other matters, that, 
once it was recognised that the nation was determined 
to carry. through a comprehensive scheme an~ deal 
fairly, great copcerns, like the "l!nited Dairies, would' 
be ready enough to contribute their quota to the 
general organisation. At the present time . people 
consume far too little milk, especially the children, 
both ilt town and c<luntry, a~d the opportu~ities and 
premiums that an alert marketing authority can offer 
to. the development of co-t>perative schemes in milk 
and in milk pr~ducts ate 'almost endless. . .. It. would 
be for the lll(l.rketing organisation to provide • facilities 
for the collection and cleaning•of milk. The premiums 
and, incentives to the producer to improve his methods 
must begin at the collection of his milk. From this 
starting-point, as in Derftnark and elsewhere, we can 
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proyjde inducements for the improvement in milking 
and milk production that is so urgently necessary. 
A man has only to walk around the cowsheds in 
multitudes of 'our villages• to see ·that the • influence 
of our Milk and Dairies Acts has not yet pfmetrated 
either to the cow or to the ~ilkmen. • • 

The- market authorities toot dealt with Garden 
Produce would ha"'lfe, perhaps, the most difficult tast. 
of all in front of them at the beginning, but they 
would have one which would possess, perhaps, most 
of all, greater and earlier rewards, both for the small
holder and for the housewife. Anyone who goes 
about the country with his eyes open must see that 
the opportuniti~ for useful self-supporting co-opera-

• tive schemes in this direction are legioil,: and are 
almost hitherto unused. 

The .Primary reason why so• little has been £one in 
these.yarious .diJ:"t;Qti()ts is that \\:e .. ha V.~ ~ot had any 
organisation in existence equipped with ~ower and 
responsibility which deliberately set about fostering 
such improvements. Indeed, in all probability, the 
most valuable part of the work. of the marketing 
authorities would consist, not so much in what they 
did themsehres, but ir1 \Vhat"they induced others to do 
to their mutual advantage, • • • 

VII. 
Conclusion. • • 

In all these matters we are not without experience. 
The conditions of the war ~riod in many respects 
were more difficult than those of peace when we are 
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able to draw supplies freely from all parts of the world. 
Nevertheless, for allwho<~.re willing to learn, the war 
taught many lessons readily applicable to a treatment 
of our present ne<:;e~sities~ and the r~cords of them 
have ah;eady been furnished in many authoritative 
State papers, -reports, a~d books. 

The. main issue,-- therefore, -which this- pai11phlet 
~eks to raise is whether we are p~pared to apply our 
experi&nce and capacity in an endeavour to minister 
to an obvious national need, or whether -we are to be 
content to look on, whilst others, eqnipped with the 
requisite ability and with their eyes wide open to 
the vast opportunities, are enabled to use them for the 
reaping of countiess riches for a fewt 

We coo, if we will, arrange the purchase of our • 
wheat supplies in such a way that we deal directly 
with tije producers in ·u1e Dominions and elsewhere 
through their grain " pools," •and so elimin:te the 
greater part ;f those price fluctuations tlo!at are due 
to the operations of the " bulls " and " bears " that 
have their hunting grounds in the option markets of 
Chicago, Winnipeg, Liverpool, and elsewhere. Best of 
all, on this basi~ •. we c:ould give to tl,1e British farmer, 
ip adva11c:e, aterlable guid~ to the price he could expect 
for his n~xt ~ar ;s cr~IJL:-aJter :atime it should be 
possible to ,offer:~pric~s ·:mo~:~ _ th<1:l1 ~~;:y~gr.il:lia.~~and 
so miniinise-tnedes6i'iffiig. infiue'~cep{tha:t"U"ncertainty 
wbich has often.rnade the wheat~gro\Ver'sj:)~ospect so 
hopeless, and .. which has · been so iwportant a factor 
in causing the diminuti•n of arable cultivation. 

We certainly coUld by the grant of suitable powers 
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to a c~ntral body do more . than a.u.thorise a well-
intentioned but ineffectiye . publicity to the findings 
of the Food founcil, and so prevent the hou~ewife 
being exploited in Bread prices as it has been abund
antly proved she often is. being in many plac~s. 

We can, if. we will, ema~cipate the .farme1' in the 
local•cattle market from the rings, -and subsequent 
public-house " sha!·e-outs," of dealers and butthet's, 
and introduce a welcome reliability into the wices of 
beef, ·mutton, and pork. Incidentally, it should be 
possible to release the pork producer from his present 
impossible position of having to buy his feeding stuffs 
after the present marketing methods have done their 
worst, and to st!l his produce at the•take-it-or-leave-it 

• price decreed by the mysterious agencies. that decide 
it without any apparent relation to available supplies. 

Sin:»Iarly, we could organise· the disposal or sJ;orage of 
Fish, for now, whilst people v.oa.nt cheau fish, thousands 
of tons of i't every year are returned to the sea or passed 
on to the manure heap in order to keep up prices. The 
present atrophied condition of many fishing fleets, 
whose names and records are enshrined in ouf" island • story, a11d..the unemployment of the.heroic fishermen 
when the adjacent seas teetn with fish. thatthe peor-le 
want, is iSurely .. a •· conditto~ • that 4l rational and 
patriotic policy should. not tolerate. 

We could, if we would, provide organised transport 
and a just market for the Fruit and.Vegetable gro~er 
and for the Small H0lder, and thereby do more than 
all the village institutes that ever were or will be
valuable, indeed, as they are-to revive activity and 
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interestin many country places. We could, at the same 
time, provide the consumer, with better graded and 
more attractive supplies at reasonable c~st. 

We have done things more difficult than any of 
these. We did themwhen.the nationa.lwillwas there, 
and when servtce and co-operation were living and 
vigorous realities. • • 

"The difficulties are not so much fn the tasks them
selves, i.espite their manifest complexities, as they are 
in the powerful influences that could be exercised in 
the press, and in a thousand other ways by those 
agencies that find at present such generous rewards in 
operating between the producer and the consumer. 
Most of all, however, the difficulties w<fuld arise out of 
the inertia~jestablished habit, the disposition to accept 
things as they are, and in the lack of obvious appeal 
that acc~mpanies the pie"cemeal character of th~daily 
toll that the ptesent system lev,es on the multitude 
of the peo1;Ie. 
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• The Consumer 
in .His.tory: 

I. 

The Consumer Emerges. 

'o/V!d:;;\jot::cta~~e:er~ ~~~~n,ti:esftni! ~~! 
first consumer. This self -evident mftection leads on • to the thought that we need a definition .of·" con-• . ·. . . . . . .· .. 
suriler," before we can profitably seek him .out in 
history. It has been said tha.t almost every modern 
man i .. taken as a tfamily group, about onae-third 
producer a12d two-thirds consumer. Ih earlier days 
a man might be exclusively producer, bl.!t in. that 
case his existence lay before the dawn of history. 
History begins with discontent, with the de-•dop
ment, slow or sudden, of new desi!"es. In economics 
a consumer generally seems.to mean" he (or she) who 
consumes what he has not PiO~uced."., How early in 
history does this type of consumption occur? Just so 
soon as men and women meet each other for elemen
tary forms of barter. The purely p~storal peoples, 
cultivating their moving farms, and living almost 
like parasites upon their own. flocks and herds, will 
at 1irst desire nothing that they cannot provide. 
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NeverOt~less, if they once see it, they will certainly 
begin to want something which they cannot produce
it may be a woven coat of• many colours,. a stick of 
ivory, a string of shells, a .nugget of sold, or a steel 
blade from Damascus. 

The .desire is sufficient to constitute one half at . 
least of an economic demand. The demandant is . .. . . . .·. ·. . . 
t~e potential consumer, and as the, consumer emerges 
history takes a great leap forward. The cause, where 
it may•be ascertained, is almost always the accidental 
overlapping of two societies or two civilisations. 
Among the hunting peoples, demand arises somewhat 
more spontaneously and slowly. The earliest hunting 
type, belonging to the forest regions,js purely migra
tory; th~ ~oman moves with her mate, carrying the • 
baby, without any natural facilities for doing so. Her 
personal property is necessarily reduced to a minimum, 
and he~ effective desires are retiuced to a sh~ow of 
the predatory' instinct ~f her husband. .But in the 
second st~e of the hunting group, " the woman· drops 
the baby and discovers the home," and begins to 
develep the arts. Probably the earliest demands of 
any complexity dtme from the woman. Primitive 
l!lan was a trifle more willing to be content with mere 
food and war~th. ~o:Qlan had more difficulties to 
overcome. She must usually contrive to please two 
or three, not one, and she must go on with certain 
exacting tasks .when she is physically disinclined . 

• And so it comes about that. many of the household 
arts and early forms ri•. agriculture owe their origin 
to the woman, who thus fills in the time while the baby 
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sleeps (l.nd her ~an is chasing the .dinner. When he 
returns he makes her a • fish-bone needle, and she 
rapidly learns the differfnce between good needles 
and bad ... She,learns the ~len1ents. of weaving, and of 
pot-making, and when. her group has developed into 
avillage, she·learns who ma«es the best pot~.~ linen-
cloth in the village. • ... · ·.·· ·.. _-_- - - . . 

So grew up the. rudimentary forms of exchang:, 
which · depend • upon differentiated demand, and 
differentiated skill. From this point in hist~ry ·we 
find the battle ranged-producer v. consumer, and 
the· consumer becomes a separable element in history, 
whose demands must be studied if we are to trace 
the growth and.decay of civilisations. 

II . • . . 
English Peasant ponsumers. 

Till14l and space, h•wever, forbid us to atte~pt to 
trace" thesonsumer "throug~ ancient-and unfamiliar 
civilisations, where his development variec1oinfinitely, 
according to peculiarities of climate, vegetation, soil, 
or race. It is a more manageable plan to tra.:e the 
history of the " consumer " agaiast . the bac;kground 
of English history, with ij:s ·earlier immedia,te con-
nections in Western Europe. • 

Medireval society,. like earlier forrits, was based 
upon the fact, or the assumption, that all men ought 
to be producers, either in rural or in urban groupings. 
When England was re-peopled by the English, a!ld 
again by the Danes, the great.majority of the popula
tion wa_~ settled_ on the land. ;Each· family icieally 
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• • had abt>ut rzo acre$ of arable land, more or less, 

according to the quality of the soil. With this arable 
land the head of the family had certain rights over 
common pasture, and cerliain powers. over timber, 
sufficient to build his house, to burn on his hearth, 
and to ;riake his fences-4bousebot, firebot, and hey
bot, as they c~!led it, ~ometimes adding ploug~bot, 
w~od enough to make his ploug~. To plough his 
land he needed eight oxen, and in many districts he 
would \lso have three or four horses for the lighter 
work, and perhaps as many as a hundred sheep, and 
a herd of pigs running in the woods. 

When the population increased, and war and 
invasion threatened the peaceful s•ttlements, the 
"lord " ei.ther emerges for the first time, or greatly • • extends his claim, and the peasant family sa.W' its 
holding slowly decrease,• until about the time of the 
Norman Conquest it is clear that the average !\ouse
holder has onlj1 a quart~r of the full holdi,pg~about 
thirty acre'S, with two oxen. To give a concrete 
example: When a boy at Abbots Langley came of 
age, alJout the year rz6o, his guardian was bound to 
hand over to him a!J.d his wife two robes or tunics of 
Mu, or of the best cloth, tvvQ oxen worth Ss., one horse 
worth 5s., sixte;n shee1> o1JVOrth I6s., and three pigs 
worth 3s., together with his land properly sown 
according to the season of the year. Two-thirds of 
it would be sow11 with wheat and oats, and the rest 
wortld lie fallow, while the remainder of last year's 
crops would be in the b~rn. since the tenant had to 
agree not to remove any of the cornfrom the holding. 
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' i >•· • / ; ........................... ·•·••·· ••. >·······. ····· ..... ... Ais~~ ~~i~a expe~te<tt~~~~ tnlile· _the 
_t).nt ·• .almo~t ·• ~(:~tainly · ~todu¢~cli. Jt smt1lt Mltf!lU$ 

.

:>. o_. ye ... hi. ··-s_ •• l).~_edS_.••• ••••·_' £_ o_ .•. _cr h¢•-~tw_ •.••••. \ln .• /_-_.a_ bl.y ~-······_···••••sse_••••·_i_•_>SSed_ •. _ ••• _ ••. _(._ .•• _ .•. _._a_ ... •- .. littl~ 
.noJ1ey. ••· ...... i ; . • .. . •• • • ··• < •••• . • • .. ·• /.i < .·. •· • • ... · •. • 
• Jn tbis. case• be ~ht 11~t sell hi$ b()J:Wll"-th.e.coru(}. 
sell ~·• calf,_ ~ ~ youn~ !Jig; Qt_hi~. ebeep; or their "\\1~1, 
o1-· a few eggs to fh4:1l()l;d, or be roi~ltt go. t<>. ·work at 
.~not'her man's harvest, .or w(ltk forhl'Slord for wag~s. • 
after. li;e ha,d done 'his sero#~um debitum, his apJX>in(e,d 
days. lf he ou.lY earned zd. per day, yetit ~u~d 
to pay his ftne in court when convicted I){ " u:n}')Stly 
'blaming " th.e lot d's ha.t:Ve!St beer, or whett he wishe4 
to take up ar1other th1y plot of land, and a wee.k's 
wQrk {if he could get it) would buy a pig. 

Inalife <:n:gatised on these simple lines it is evident 
that a family was not altogether witho-at'reson-r<::es, 
or wi.thou.t the sa.t!.sfa.ction p£ property, and yet its 
want. were few. A.-nan was hardly in any ~onomic 
senSe a consumer, in fad he ~onsumed. almost nothing 
that he l).ld not produce. His few indispe4sablt needl> 
varied • in differetlt districts, and were generally 
satisfied at the iairs. He was almost certain l-o need 
iron in small . quantities, to tip and " shoe " his 
wooden plough, and by th.e fourteenth .century the 
superiority of steel was becoming recognised. lt was 
imported in bundles, or '' ;lt~:wes " 'M thin rods, ant1 
even a small estate such as that of the nuns of Pray, 
in H~rtfordshl.re, gener:;.lly bought one or tw() bundle$ 
a year. Nails, ais.o, were a faitl;l'regular nece~ity, 
and were bought at prices varying hom 4d. to · tod. 1 

per thousand, in. .surprising' variety. Tiles a:nd til71 
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geg$.6~~~ .<>£~~~•.he ~6ught from•·~···· ~cal craftsmah, 
atrd ilet:~,d for • roofs was · an 9ccasional expense in ·all 
l>igg~r • houses, • t.()gether with . the metal (o:r . making 
coppers. or pra~s pots. • Mill-stones had usually to be 

. . . . . .. •. . . . 
l:>ought, and \Vere.often brought from Franceandisold 
at the ports. A few arti~es which, no doubt, could 
have be'fm.mad'e at home were often boughtbeca.use 
it was easier tb buy ~mall quantities than t; go 
th1ough the. slow process of ·making .•. For example, 
when at• horse-collar was needed, the leather would 
be bought, • possibly the • wooL .for stuffing, and cer
tainly .the canvas to line it, and a big '' pack-nee\ile " 
and thread. This is true of quite small estates, and 
is probably true also of the small peas:nt holder who, 
as we have seen, always had some money. The number 
of small chftsmen in a thirteenth or .foutteenth cen
tury village bears witn,.ss to a somewhat complex 
demand--the demand of the nlj.nor house anti the 
manorial deme5tne, of the neighbouring monastery, 
or of the Stljall town five miles away, and the demand 
of the villagers themselves, many of whom were both 
agricult.fralists and craftsmen, but who early under
stood the value of solj1e degree of specialisation. Hence 
the blacksmith, the tiler, the weaver, the tailor,. the 
sh\\lemaker, the carpenter, ·and the mason were all 
beginning to. ca~r for t11e• small private consumer-r 
the man who has not only "wants," but "efficient 
demands,'' that is, wants which he is able to satisfy 
by .,.eans of a m~dium of exchange. 'fhe study of 
the growth· of unorganised craftsmen in the villages 
is .one .which has rec~ive<1 very little att~nti,ov from_ 
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historians; ~ere there are no guilds it is dj.fficult to 
ascertain precisely how production was carried on, 
and almost.impossible to trace the growth of." con~ 
sumption '' ~mong the \poorer classes. Nevertheless, 
as soon as the. " efficient demand '' of the peasant 
beganto •grow,··••the stati.Pnary conditiOil'.of society 
was at an end. and the active history of "~onsump-
tio1'1. " may be said to begin. • 

• 
III. 

The Later. Middle Ages. 

The acute period of change, in the Middle Ages, 
may probably ·• be placed in the fourteenth century. 
The value of money was slowly declining as the 
quantity in ci~culation increased, and customary pay
ments were losing their economic signifi~a~ce. Prices 
rose considerably, and wa~s rose a little; rents in 
ma1~ cases remainid stationary, or actually-declined, 
throqgh the dropping off •of persoMal services. In 
t)lese fa~oured cases the small landllolder grew 
prosperous, the surplus produce of the land remained 
\Vi,th him and did not pass to the landlord• and he 
accumulated. a little store of capitaL . Less fortunat~ 
peasants, of course, wept down and .becam.e mer~ 
wage-earners, but the total result was undoubt~dly 
to increase the demand •fo'r speci~ised production. 
Both the small . farmer and the labourer increased 
their consumption of that which they had not pro
duced. In literature the quichned demaoo is 
usually termed "greed"; there is a well-known 
passage in Piers flowman, blaming the lapoqr~ 
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for dem8Jlding more and more luxuri~us hot meals 
in place of the customary bread and herrings and 
beer which had been his usua}fare. The poet Gower, 
who died in 1402, sums up.the situatipn in words 
which seem to have been repeated in every later 
century:~· • 

" The world •goeth fast from bad to worse, when 
shepherd and ·cowherd demand more for their 
1:bour than the master bailiff was· wont to take in 
days ~ne by. Labourers of old were not 
wont to eat of wheaten bread; their meat was of 
beans, or coarser corn, and their drink of water 
alone. Cheese and milk were a feast to them, and 
rarely ate they of. other dainties. Tl}eir dress was 
of hodden-grey. Then was the world ordered aright 
for folk of this sort." 
But changes in the standard of living had come to 

stay. Irf' one of the Chester plat's of the ftft~nth 
century there is 'a scene H't which the sheplj_erds pull 
out their pmvisions from their satchels, and display 
among three of them new bread, onions, • garlic, leeks, 
butter a~d green cheese, ale, meat, pudding, oatcake, 
sheep's head soused i• ale, pig's head, sour milk, and 
0"-tongue. "Surelie here is g_ood growsing, for in good 
mea\ there is much glee." • We may perhaps assume 
that a popular pl:"y is not likely to have invented an 
entirely improbable bill of fare. It is worthy of 
notice,. too, that .Englishmen were commonly of 
opinit>n that they lived much better than their 
fellows in France or Ger~any-the land of wooden 
shoes and black bread. In the seventeenth century 

IO 
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Fuller wrote o~the" Dutchmen'' that'' theii masters 
used them rather like heathen than Christians, . . . 
early up and late in be~l, and all day hard work and 
harder fare ,(a few her\irigs • and a mouldy cheese), 
and all to enrich the churls, their masters," whereas 
in England " they should feed upon beef an'tl pmtton." 
Certainly, with few exceptions, the·immigrants into 
Ea;t Anglia in the sixteenth century seem to have 
thought the same: In the fifteenth century it is possible 
to trace everywhere a remarkable growth M "con
sumption." 

As· a • modern Chancellor of the Exchequer gauges 
the prosperity. of the nation by the fact that every 
consumer has.largely increased Q.is consumption of 
tea and sugar, so we may guess at th~ increasing 
prosperity of the fifteenth century by • the constant 
complaints against undue J.uxury. The complaints 
run fhrough all ra•ks of society. It is not•only the 
poor com.rlaining of the lu"ury of the rich-it is the 
rich complaining of higher standards. among the 
poor, it is moralists and economists complaining of 
the extravagant dress of the citizen a~d hii wife, it 
is the reiterated complaint th~t .the merchant now 
lives. like a king. • 

The State tried to meet the cha~ge by Sumptftary 
Laws/ repeated Acts of Parliament endeavoured to 
regulate the dress of different classes of society. No 
woman who was not of noble rank .might wear velvet; 
no man might have his doublet and hose too exttava
gantly slashed and stitche<\-

Nor was this method of control confined to England. 
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On the Continent, especially in German~ and the Low 
Countries; the same complaints are made, the same 
kind of laws passed. In a German town in. 1485, the 
following description is given J£ the equipiJlentallowed 
to a distinguished burgher's wife-eight dresses, six 
long cloaks:- three dancing diesses, one plaited mantle, 
two pead hair Muds (not costing more than twelve 
florins), a tiara oi gold and pearls, three veils, ;ilk . . .. . . . 
fringes to her dresses (not gold or pearl), and many 
other items of jewellery, none of which, unless the 
betrothal or wedding ring, should cost above twenty
five florins. 

The early Flemish and German paintings confirm 
our impression of tqe wealth of goods t~ be found in 
every proSP.erous house and on every prosperous 
tradesman ~r· merchant. The ostentation which to 
some extent surprises us. was due to rather varied 
causes. ~ part it was due to a ~esire to mairlltain 
credit-to look a~ prosperO'us as possible; it was due 
also to the f~ct that dress, furniture, luxuries of all 
kinds were a form of investment, and being far more 
durable tl1an similar goods in our day, they formed a 
reasonable method lilf putting wealth into safe
keeping-just as a man who fears bankruptcy may 
be wise in buying a diamon{tiara or a rope of pearls 
for his wife. Eve~ in th~ Middle Ages the law dis
criminated to some extent between the personal 
paraphernalia of the wife and . the property of the 
husb~d. But, whatever the reasons, it is very clear 
that the end of the Middle f.ges saw. a great extension 
of (I <:;onsumptt()11.'~ 
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The probl~m of consumption in the towns is 
obviously more complex than in the village: .•. Indus· 
try .\Va,s far more specia}ised, . and though still com· 
bineq to so~e e*tent \nth. agriculture, it is evident 
that urban conditions were slowly prevailing over 
agricultural activities. Tl.e craftsmen, at i!rst perhaps 
combined into one great merchant •guild, ~nd after.· 
wa.~ds.into separate craft-guilds, were· primarily pro-, 
ducers, arid their• organisation .. was largely dire~ted 
towards the. needs of production. Moreo.-er,. they 
did notlive only by " taking in each other's washing"; 
from the earliesttimesof which we have any historical 
knowledge there was .some overseas trade, organised 
by the.town~ and supplied appiJiently by the .pro· 
ducing .guilds. But the municipal authorities early 
became aware that the citizens were b'oht. producers 
and consumers, and that tlle guilds themselves could 
be ll>ughly dl.videi into the producing ani! the dis-, 
tributive guilds--that is, •• the leather workers, the 
weavers,- the cap-makers, the goldfiiiliths, were 
primarily producers, and producers of goods which 
were not immediately indispensable to allth~ citizens; 
while the bakers, butchers, fisil.mongers were distri· 
butiveguilds, whose wares were immediately consumed, 

. . . 
and consumed moreover .by all the citizens. Hence 
the clisputes so often discoverable s-etween guilds were 
frequently functional in origin. One of the most 
constant and important reasons for municipal action 
was the need for arbitration beh~een consumel'S and 
producers. lt is usually said that the guild, unlike the 

• - modern trade union, was • bound by rules partly 
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intended to protect the · consumer-thles, that is, 
determinfng the quality of the product. In .so far 
as this is true-and some such regulations are to be 
found in the rules of most guilis-there are two reasons 
which may well have been more effective than 
altruism. lt was necessarj, in the first place, with 
a very li:Uited c<'nsumption, to secure the quality of 
goods in order. t6 be cer•tain of disposing of th.!m. 
A !!ood name was part of the guild's stock-in-trade, 
and witoout it sales would have been dubious and 
uncertain. Medireval man seems to have had a greater 
uniformity of desire than his modern successor, who 
often seems to prefer variety to good quality. The 
appointment in the cloth industry of Alnagers, who 
measured and sealed cloth and · assesse<l the • duty on 
it, was a na'\:itmal effort to save this good name, for 
the sake of international t~ade as well as for the sake 
of a revoo.ue. Indirectly, the COilsumer is thet~eby 
protected. Secondly, the -consideration for the con
sumer was n~tural enough in a society orgi'nised on 
municipal lines, with the towns as the chief circle of 
exchange. Such protection as there was for the • consumer must often ~aveheen the result ofpressure 
from the municipal authorities, who took their 
resp8nsibilities, at least as regards food supply, fairly ,. .. 
seriously. 

This question of the protection of the consumer 
is one of perennial interest in history. The protec
tion &fforded by fhe State is sometimes explicit, 
sometimes tacit; and the whole question belongs 
almost as much. to the realm of law as to that of ... 
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• economics. :iroadly speaking, the consumer is pro~ 
tected. against the acquisitive instincts of the1producer 
by the current .views • as to the •keeping of contracts 
in good faith. Whether~ood faith is purely utilitarian 
in origin, a.ztd aimed at an immediate and material 
advantage, or whether, .as Locke decl•red, ''the 
keeping of faith belongs to man as man:' and is 
in~l'ent in his social nature~ it is ab-solutely necessary 
to the consume!', • and the more. complex his n~ds 
become, the more does he need protectiop, either 
by the. State or created by his own efforts. Primi
tivecodes of law and custom often gave a rudimentary 
protection to the consumer . by penalising · fra11d. 
Roman law, intensely individualistic as it was, 
expressly . dis~aimed responsibility. Caveat. emptor 
is its motto; let the buyer beware of the ~ther man's 
trick. In reaction against this view, the early 
ChritJ:ian Fathers Pjeached that the seller m'list admit 
his full Christian responsibiolity, must state the faults 
::~,nd qual'tties of his goods fairly, mu.st not take 
advantage of ignorance, and must admit "mercy" 
and'' truth" even into his commercial dealings. 

The medireval theory of tpe "just price" is 
interesting to us because it crystallises this idea of 
the protection of the cm:tsumer. The worker beloogs 
to a recognised order of.st>ciety "\\rith a recognised 
standard of living, and the price which he is entitled 
to charge depends upon the cost of material, com
bined with the recognised scale of l'emuneratiOJ~ f<¥" his 
labour, which in turn depends upon his recognised 

_standard of living. He m~kes for a known market, 
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and he calculates for a uniform cost ef production, 
and kno~s nothing of diminishing or increasing returns. 
But the looker-on, who sees most of the ga.rne, ~ll 
see thatno sooner does hejdemand better food, a 
sounder house, or a more elaborate dress, than the" just 
price" will. begin to go up. The consumer will begin 
to complain, but his complaint will ultimately be 
useless. Government, moralists, and economist~ in 
th! Middle Ages tried to maintain the just price for 
the saka. of the consumer, but it is not, in the long 
run, possible to protect the consumer of boots in the 
face of ·the growing insistence of the c()nsumer of 
bacon. . Such protection belongs only . to a static 
condition of .society. What remained of permanent 
value in such protection was the theoty on which it 
\Vas basedL<t Christian theory. Price ought not to 
go as high as the need of the consumer might permit, 
but onl~ as high as will give a r<jtsonable remtjlera~ 
tion to the prodncer. Even in the Middle Ages this 
doctrine colV.d not be enforced in practice,"'but in So 
far as it was the ideal held out, it must have influenced 
very many bargains, just as it still influences the • demand for remuner,.tion in the case of much learned 
or professional work. 

'¥here were, in the Middle Ages, no self-conscious 
associations of c~nsumefs,• and yet we find a con~ 
siderable number of " public works " undertaken by 
informal associations which definitely have the interest 
of tlte consumer at "heart. The early£Franciscan friars; 
who were among the first builders of water-conduits 
in English cities, had in• view their own needs, as-
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\Yell as. the g~neral healthi of the comintill\ty. As 
an order yowed to entire poverty, who could obtain 
wine or be:r only • by th~ charity of their neighbours, 
a supply ofdean water\was e~ntial to them, and 
Oxford, Linco!n, and Chester benefited by their efforts. 
In the .same way, when piocs testators left 1:n~mey for 

~bi~~~;tgs~Jh;~:~i!~~g;;d~:.5~?:t;r!:~et7~a~W! 
lately acting as a .. ' ' consumers' association." .···When 
the ·earliest pawnshops were devised by tM Fran~ 

. dscans, as a means of supplying temporary loans 
without usury, • they foresaw a need which could 
ultimately only be met by an organisation of con
sumers, combinJng to form a co-op~rative bank. The 
idealistic • historians of the Middle Ages tre apt to 

• assure us that perfect harmony existed between 
consumers and producers, ana that medireval economic 
theor~succeeded in iCCOnciling their interests.• Closer 
investigation, however (sud\ as that of Mr. L. F. 
Salzman), kads to the conclusion that tite interests 
of the craftsmen or producers were as a whole opposed 
to those of the consumers; it was obviously to their 
interest to keep up prices by the limitation of com
petition and of output. • 

• I". • .. 
Elizabethan England. 

The sixteenth century saw something of a revolu
tion in the position of the consumer. The prodt!cer 
was growing steadily wealJ:hier and more apt to 

_.produce on a large scale, especially as international 
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trade diveloped, and demand for 1:rger supplies, 
uniform in quality, stimulated production. But as 
the producer tends towards capitalism, so the number 
of wage-earning " consumefs " increaies, and the 
basis of consumption is broadened at the bottom of 
the scale. • Again, the aceumulation of capital, and 
the growing te~dency ts;> lend it at interest, or to . . .. ·. . 
inl{est it in a company or in some. novel enterprise, 
was verl marked, and for the first time seems to make 
possible a class of " consumers " who are not in any 
direct degree producers. Formerly such a class could 
hardly exist, save as pensioners, or on assigned incomes 
from land. From the sixteenth century onwards it is 
increasingly common to find men anQ. women living 
upon inv~ted capital, and, therefore, forming a 
small speciaiised group of pure consumers. 

The Tudor period is esgentially the age of the middle 
class, :nd, indeed, of the ''middle .man''. ~1. the 
economic sense.• The question of distribtUj,on became 
acute, and •it is interesting to notice how great was 
contemporary wrath with the distributor. Described 
as '' bPOgger," "bodger," 1

' broker," "forestaller," 
" regrater "~in a -whole vocabulary of abuse-he 
a~ears as the villain of aij economic troubles. Into 
his operations 6- stroqg. element of monopoly, of 
"cornering," might often enter, brtt it is usually 
apparent that he was fulfilling a useful and necessary 
function, renderliod all the more necessary by the 
di~culties of transport~ _Tudor England was liable to 
extremes of want of diffirent commodities in isolated 
districts, and was unreasonably jealous of those wh~ 
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for a substantiatconsideration, endeavoured to supply 
those districts: The history of the Welslf cattle 
drover, for example, is the. story of producers who, 
by .inventing a " middle Jtlan,'' performed a valuable 
service to tM . co11sumer-the English farmer who 
bought Welsh cattle at the .fair. • 

Again, the Tudor period is emphatie:ally th~ period 
of Sr'ate control and protectio~ of the-consumer. The 
balance of industries and interests, at which t1i.e 
mercantile statesmen aimed,, was to be ensured by 
iegislation. The consumer is definitely told what he 
may not consume, and he is carefully instructed. (by 
Act of Parliament in the case of fish), as to what he 
ought to consume, but apparently in England the 
extreme step w:s never taken of ordaining how much 

• of certain monopolised or taxed goods the~consumer 
must consume. On the whol~, however, the interests 
of th~ consumer w;re protected by the csnstant 
legislation as to food prices ~nd food. supply; both 
the. State and the municipalities kept up. an active, 
if l10t always very clear-sighted, supervision of the 
question of distribution and the reasonable profits • 
of the distributor. But what Wi\-S statesmanlike in 
this policy finally broke down in the ·indiscriminate 
granting of monopolies, iri which the interest of tlote 
consumer was definitely s~c'\-ificed "<tto that of the 
privilegyd · producer-not a whole class,, but a few 
favoured individuals. . 

With the passing of the Tudor Go~ernment, an(} of 
the early Stuart .Jnonarchs, we pass into an age in 

,...which the State abdicates it; care for the consumer, 
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and • the only · motto in • common use• see1Us to have 
been: "" Let the .devil take the hindmost." The 
problem befor~ us, therefore, in modern times is how 
and when and how fat' did ,the consumer decide. that 
he would not be the hindmost. • 

The ever-recurring co~laint of the social historian 
throughout theo centuries was that the foreign mer
chant, or the •capitaMt merchant, was impdtting 
ntanufactured goods into Engrcmd, raising the 
standaJd of luxury, creating a vast new army of 
retailers, and incidentally producing unemployment 
in the staple English industries. Convincing ··com
plaints reach us of the army of pedlars, pacl<men, 
itinerant traders and "bodgers," who supplemented 
and sometimes replaced the periodil! . .fairs by more 
informal ti~its to church porches or abbey gates on • 
Sundays. The moralist was annoyed, and the manu
factur.-, always a trifle too conselvative, was ~rmed. 
The economist, looking back, notes chiefly the 
widening oJ the basis of consumption. What is much 
less clear to the student is the vast extension during 
this period of wha.t we know as the " shop "-the 
purely• retail busin~ss on a permanent footing. 

In the early Middle Ages the stalls in the market 
sc;em to have been more or-less permanent structures; 
rent .was regul~rly pa'J for them, and sometimes 
their design was legally laid down. Thus, atCodicote, 
a hovel was held to 1nean a little hut or building of 
folir posts and l roof, but without walls or ceiling. 
The ... shambles" of a butcher's stall are likewise 
defined. These stalls ~ere open one, two, or mo~ 
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days .• a week, according to demand, • and • fri'Jm the 
names of ancient streets. we see how various trades 
'Y~f~~egi"e9ated, •••• and••the .hovel ..• became•••a shop, which 

·is .often p~th•\Vorkshop 'and place of. distribution. 
This change has. been effe~ted largely by .the con
sumer, whose demand becomes both more individual 
and more capricious ... But H1.e shop ·belonging to .. a 
In ember of a produe'tive guildis quite unlikethe model1:1 
retail shop, since it is primarily a workshop .•. What 
wewa.nt tokno"Y is when the permanent retailefcallle 
into existence, apart from the guild. When does the 
consumer demand a shop which shall be at his dispbsal 
at all hours ? When did the village shop oLto-day 
begin its existenee? Was the " truck'' or "tommy" 

• • shop of the early nineteenth century some~hing new 
in kind ? We know the annual fair,· the··· weekly 
market• the wandering pedlar~ the wealthy guiWsman 
by numberless descriptions. .The pen11anent retailer 
is • almost a !rtranger in social history or in literature, • and as to the "consumer," who brings him into ex-
istence, he is equally seldom mentioned. Occasionally, 
in following random footsteps at:.out the town, we 
meet the shgp. The Royal Exchange, built by Sir 
Thomas Gresham, formed 'a quadrangle, the lowe:tt 
rooms of which were covere~•in like•a cloister, and 
Used as shops. But these shops were dark and dank, 
and more like warehouses; the " upper pawn,'' or 
fi.rst.floor, was the scene of fashionabte business. T~e 
whole must have resembled the famo11:s arrangement 
of. the shops in the " Rows•" of Chester. At one 

..,..shop door a girl talks to the passer-by. 
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" W~d ye have any fair linen cloth? Mistress, 
see what I have, and I will show you the fairest linen 
cloth in London; if you do notlike it, you may leave 
it; you shall bestow nothii{g but the I.,oking on, the 
pain shal~ be ours to show them you." 
Lan~ge ha!l,changed, tutthe method of attracting 

or beguiling the consumer has evidently remained 
n1'Uch the same through the centll'ries. Shopping in 
the EXfhange was a fashionable morning pastime for 
ladies, rendered the more agreeable by the escort of 
one or two gentlemen of leisure, or some small boys 
most uncomfortably smartened and tidied for the 
occasion. What they bought is not hard to discover; 
the " London Cries " of the streets t~ch us how easy 
it was to ia.Jl a victim to the delights of '' fine Seville • 
oranges," " Cherry Ripe," a very fine cabinet, a fine 
scarf, ~ood cambric, or • fair bone lace; pins, .points, 
garters, Spani~h gloves. or sHk•ribbons, or "a new 
book, new come forth." Less fashionaele shoppers 
satisfied J::umbler needs on hot mutton pies, live 
periwinkles, fresh herrings, or ripe cowcumbers. 
ElizabHhan England had moved far indeed from the 
old standards of t~e self-sufficing household, and the 
".consumer " is rapidly beeoming a power in the land. 
As yet, howeveP; he hatr<:fty recognises his own power, 
and the State, perhaps, recognises it only too clearly, 
and is. too ready both to limit and to supplement the 
st.ength of an efticient economic demand. 
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Tlte Seventeentlt CentUry. 

The seventeenth century· seems somewhat lacking 
in points towards a history of the consumer. It is 

. the age of as:ociations of merchants on a large scale~ 
the great chartered and ngulated compall'i.ei, and of 
there-groupings of the industrial wol"kers into munici
pat companie~: half-way ·house oetween the guild 
and the trade union, For the first twenty years• of 
the century priyate monopolies remained t!le great 
burden upon the consumer. Regulation of prices 
survived sporadically, but probably made little 
effective dif(erence to the cost of living. The abolition 
of monopoliesj.n 1619 was consid~rably more impor-
tant in lowering prices. . 

But the Puritan tendency to indivrulialism has, 
perhaps, been1.:mduly emphasised, and, during the 
Comrllonwealth perie>d, there were certainly si~ns that 
the Gover~ment was prepared to consider the needs 
of the poor consumer. On the whole, however, the 
Pttritan mind was apt . to regard consumption as 
almost a sin in itself, and there is no doubt that the 
enforced simplicity of life among Puritans · and 
Quakers hastened the <;ccumulation of capital in 
m,iddle-class hands, while ihe consumer of this cl~ss 
was reasonably able to protect hims:lf by his capacity 
to defer or decrease consumption. 

The really serious problem o~ the seventeenth 
century was, however, financial, and it is only pos~ble 
to indicate the problem h~e. without working out 

upon the consumer. Since the reign of 
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Elizabeth, the influx of silver Jtoxn tlie New World 
had cau;ed • a steady rise in prices, with. an accom
panying rise in the cost of government and in the 
cost of living among private-citizens. Wages, which • • have in them always an ele111ent of custom,. seldom nse 
as quickly ~s prices, and a~ this time. they were being 
artificially kept low by tile somewhat irregular as~ss~ 
ments of the Justices of the Peace .• Taxation, in like • manner, had in it a strong element of custom, and 
when t~ Crown tried to adjust taxation to the need 
for a growing revenue, a constitutional crisis was the 
result, which ended irr the great Civil War. The great 
economic problem of the seventeenth century was the 
adjustment of soci.al conditions to a ~hange in the 
value of money, and there seems to be little doubt 
that the ~ohr consumers, less organised. now .than 
in the Middle Ages, and less capable perhaps of 
domesti~ production, suffered <~eutely durin~ the 
process, in spite-of efforts to help them. 

Before paasing on, however, to the consumer of the 
eighteenth century, and his relation to the retail 
trader, ,it . may be useful to examine briefly the 
resources of the humbler types of. consumers, whose 
great numbers were ultimat~ly to compensate for the 
sle~derness. of their purse, .in determining the lines of • • production. 

The earlier forms in which wages were paid are 
worthy of some ~tice, since they throw some light 
upo~ the " truck " system of modern times, and they 
illustrate one of the mo~t potent influences of the 
"consumer" upon economic history. By the four!' 
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nuil1ber.ofregular farm workers.who are being paid 
wages, in addition to the . smallholders who owed 
compulsory labour. Orten •· the • regular workers are • also smallholders, and the two classes shade into each 
other insensibly: Wages ~re found to consist of (a) 
a ~early sum of money, froJU zs. tc[ 6s.--that is, the 
price of a cheap.,b.orse or a quarter of wheat; (4) a 
weekly supply of corn, perhaps a bushel a week, 
which might be worth rod. or rs.; (c) a rerJission of 
rent and services, varying in value from ss. to rzs. ()r 
rss. per annum; (d) certainly some meals "at the 
lord's table"; (e) some perquisites of timber, or hay, 
or fruit, or mijk and cheese, or the last lamb, or the 
smallest pig. , 

It. is obviously difficult to estimate the prosperity 
of a man thus remunerated; it is also evident that 
his n~ds as consum¥r are being satisfied in th~ easiest 
way, and .that so long as• quality ·of product and 
intensity of desire remained more or less-uniform, he 
would continue to accept the lord's corn rather than 
seek to purchase in a market some miles away. This 
elementary form of "truck" sur-vived in some degree 
in agricultural wages d~wn to recent times, and, 

• though commonly adva.ntag~ous, h~s been an impor" 
taut factor in retarding any organisation of consumers 
in country districts. Demand changes slowly, but 
when demand changes, organisati•m will change; if 
margarine and cinemas are preferable to butte/ and 
no cinema, the consumer will begin to do something 
about .it. The organisation of a local milk supply is 
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an obvious field for consumers' efforts. -rhe mediceval 
town-lab;urer, while he was an apprentice, lived under 
something very like a " truck systert1," in which it 
might be necessary to regulate by contractthe quality 
of his meals and dress. The remunelation of the 
"journe~rrf'a.n," the day-la~ourer of the guild system, 
is a question a~ yet im;>erfectly explored and his 
ma,mer of living rs very obscure. ~ether he" li~ed 
in," whether he could or could not marry, how far his 
wages \tere supplemented by payments in kind
these are questions not easy to answer. Certain it is 
that he was the discontented element in the. system
the man whose demand for a better standard of life 
would ultimately woduce changes. • 

Throughout the sixteenth and the seventeenth 
centuries it "seems clear that the assessment of wages 
by the Justices of the Jleace was tending to keep 
wages a!tifi.cially low, and thus t.J limit at th~base 
the wage-earner'~ capacit~ as a consumer .• The Poor 
Law system• did something to keep him from dire 
need, and in country districts and small towns the 
little plQt of land usually attached to his cottage, 
together with his sha•e of common, made him to some 
extent a producer on his ow~ behalf as well as for his 
emPloyer. It would be <!iilicult to produce a weekly 
" household budgl':t " for this period, showing how the 
workman's slender wage was spent; but it is clear 
that his effective .demand as a consumer was too 
sligh\ and too irregular to be capable of much organisa" 
tion. On the other hanQ. Defoe, • at the end of the 
century, complains that one of the causes of povert)f' 
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• lies.in the fact that the English working wan "will 
eat and drink, but especially the latter, three times 
as much as a.ny sort of foreigners of the same dimen
sions." BuJ: Defoe wat rather apt to ascribe to the 
vices of the poor all the effects of ·the greed of the 
rich, though he admits e,sewhere that hig4er wages, 
b)l stimulating cons.umptioll, would.ultimately increase 
industry and trade and national prosperity. AJiong 
all his projects, however, he did not include any 
association of consumers-possibly becaule his ex
perience had lain chiefly among the consumers of 
luxuries. 

• VI. 
The New Shopkeeping • •• Defoe's well-known work on "The Compleat 

Tradesman" gives a rema'"ka.ble historical ficture of 
the ~ives of sho~keepers at the beginning of the 
eighteenth century. The ·medirevar world had gone; 
the.modern store had not arrived; the City of London 
must have resembled the country town. of our own 
memories. " Customers appear to have b<9en extra
ordinarily trying; the arroganct! which Defoe describes 
in fashionable purchasers is almost incredible. Sub
serviency is the shopkeeJ:'~'s vir~e; a good trades
man must dissemble his rage, even if he is obliged to 
run upstairs and kick his unoffending family to relieve 
his feelings. The ' compleat tra!iesman' at that time 
lives over his shop and keeps a. small group ofassi~tants 
and apprentices, for whom-he provides a kind of family 

• life, conceived on tolerably generous lines of reason-
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able supe~v1swn. He reads prayers to thein every 
evening, unless he is .so much given up to ostentation 
as to be unwilling to serve even his Maker. In that 
case he offers a small salary•to the paijsh reader ! 
He has a country house for his wife and children, .. . . . . ·. . . . 
but he se'Pl.ds them away ana continues to attend to 
his business alan~ He loiught not, if he is to '8e 
suc~ssful, to ride or hunt, or leam 'to talk dog~ 
language.' A good man of business must take his 
recreatio;s in his wife's . parlour behind • the shop. 
Indeed, a striking feature of Defoe's description is 
the utter lack of any reasonable recreations or limita
tion of hours. The master should be accessible from 
7 a.m. till 12, and again from 2 p.m. til:teg p.m. The 
country gen'J~man's horses, dogs, and gardens are 
inappropriate; the society man's coffee house, gaming 
table, bays, or facilities for drinking were pernitious 
and a waste of time. Politjcs were'l.mpossible. If he 
wished to put hrs country first, let him~ give up 
business and t!nlist. His hours were inconsistent with 
the playhouse."* 

The v.,luminous descriptive literature of the 
eighteenth century set!ms to be curiously lacking in 
desc~iptions of the small shopo of the period. Two of 
the most detailed. modarrt works-Mrs. George's 
London in the Eighteenth Century, and A. S. Turber
ville's Men and Manners-have been searched almost 
in va~n. Hogarth's" delightful little handbill for his 
sister's millinery shop was the only reward. Plenty 
of material must exist, sofne of it· in the books of • 

• "Social and Political Thinkers of the Augustan Age."-ED, HI!ARNSHAW. 
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household · ~counts kept by careful middle-class 
housewives; some of i.t in the old tradesm~n's books 
which ·have ••·• been preserved ....••• The history of.· trades
men's tokens; by whicl: a scarcity of • small coin· was 
garti(llly.r~Jil~<iied, wo11Id .Produce more links. To
wards the end Dfthe cenJury the .pressing .burden of 
poverty · among the agricultural.Iaboure;s led to 
in"estigations of their w~ekly purchases, such as 
are to • be foun<f in the Rev. David Davies' det!iled 
work on The Case ofthe Labourers in HusbanJry{I795) 
or in Eden'sStatf ofthe Poor. But, broadly speaking, 
no detailed i11yestigation has ever peen made by any 
C9Il1petenthistorian pf the .n1anner .i11. which. the 
orqinary house~old •• S)lpplied its • needs • during. the 
eighteenth ceTitury. Much might be done, by a very 
careful investigation ofthe cost of iivin~ of different 
classes, to show how far e the extremes. of • poverty 
migJet have been avoided by some type of C(llll.sumers' • association. Possibly onl)t a smaU fraction of the 
evil coulct have been avoided, but the. way to far
reaching change~ was pointed out by such early 
associations as the Hu.ll Anti-Mill Socie. ty, founded 

. . .·· . · .. · ······ .. ·.·.·. ·.···· .. ·· .. ··· .· .. · .... · ......•. · ·. 

in J795, which sought to com~at the high prices of 
food by attacking the cost of. production and the 
employers' profits. Floftr was not a very promi-.>ing 
commodity to deal with ilf the dlys of a European 
war, but the success of the mill, which survived till 
1894, shows how readily the profits of the industrial • revolution might have been differently distributed, 
if better leadership and more political freedom had 

• been available. Conditio~s in shops such as Defoe 
• 
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described had changed but little by the early years 
of the niteteenth century, for which Robert Owen 
has left us a vivid description of c>. shop assistant's 
life and hours. It might weU appear that it is the 
shopkeeper who first needs protection •against the 
capriciou~ c~nsumer. We bel. ve, howe.ver, no familiar 
contemporary description of a shop catering for the 
poor wage-earner in the ~ighteenth century, and:if 
we rnay trust the moralists of the period, it was the 
gin shop•to which wages usually found their way. 
'fhe sudden outbreak of gin drinking in the early 
eighteenth century must have had a demoralising 
effect upon the social habits of thousands of wage
earners. . ' . . 

Throughout the century, however, the type of 
demand wal' ~hanging, and the shop changes with it. 
Domestic industries wen; dying in all directions; 
every it~ention, every develop~nt of . machitlery, 
meant cheaper goods for s<!le in shops and less willing
ness to carrjl on the traditional householc! crafts of 
baking and brewing, spinning and. weaving. They 
disappea{ed at different rates in . different districts, 
affected by local circll,Jllstances, such as the abundance 
or.scarcity ()f fuel, and of the traditional articles of 
diet. When the industrial_ revolution came, bearing 
off the women intt' the faC"tories, the change was rapid 
and unavoidable. For a short time, during the worst 
abuses of the Poq.r-law system, large riumbers of 
woJ:rlt)n were employed in agriculture, more or less 
permanently, and the ~ousehold arts underwent 
another degradation. The corresponding change, the-
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evolution of t!le general village shop, or the small 
general. store . in •.• the towns, is an economic• change 
which has never been adequately explored. Before 
we have realised its appearance as part of the normal 
village econorhy, we are confronted with its abuse in 
the " truck shop." Thee rise of new ee~tres of 
specialised industry made necessary the supply of 
foodstuffs .and ot~er indispen~able goods, and it mi~ht 
often be to the interest of the employer to organise 
this supply, and of the workmen to utilise it. • It was 
in this way that Robert Owen gained his experience, 
at the New Lanark mills, of the purchase and distri
bution of general stores. But in the hands of unscru
pulous employ~rs it is evident that such organisation 
of supplies might be a fruitful source of oppression 
and fraud, while the granting of a. mono"p~ly right to 
a single • ''truck shop'' migkt create a tyranny such 
as haft never enter~ the wildest dreams of :t feudal 
lord ! Perhaps the most vi'-'id picture of the abuses 
of the system is that contained in Disr'l.eli's. novel, 
$ybil-a picture which was based on solid evidenc::e for 
all but.· its sketches of personalities. The &epeated 
legislation on the subject shows .O.ow essential it was 
to secure the workman freedom to buy in the cheapeo;t 
market, and to empower hi.m to re~eive the whole• of 
his wage in cash and to expend it as he pleased. But 
difficulties ·.of transport loomed large in. the eady 
nineteenth century; the building of railways, for 
example, meant large temporary settlements• of 
migrant labourers, and 'ijle employer's. shop or 
1bonopoly canteen died hard. In the Welsh valleys 
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thl'! system defied the law, and atrucksl'lopwa.s.closed 
in Aberctare as late as 1868. 

Cheapness, however, was almost more. important 
than freedom. A benevolent tyrant, such as Owen, 
might dare to establish a monopoly witl'l. some. hopes 
of success,• because the boo.efits he .:ould ofier were 
so substintial;. wholesale buying an~ greater facilities 
for transport coutd effect• a reduction in· prices w~ich · 
might double the purchasing power of \Va.ges.. .AI\ 
importa11t factor in the situation. was · the . ptovision 
of credit for the wage-earner. Defoe had seen with 
his usual acuteness that the most commorr.cause of 
pauperism was the unforeseen emergency-accident 
or illness, or unavoidable loss of employment. He had . . .. ··. . . .... 
seen, too, that some form of insurance was the only 
means of pf"eventing the evils of this type of poverty. 
The loan-funds or " stock:' possessed by some parishes 
also p~vided to some extent ~a.inst emerg~cies. 
But the "truck-shop" W'fl.S prepared to give the kind 
of credit which created poverty. Many of the specula
tive enterprises of the industrial JOeVolution seem to 
have p~id wages when and as they pleased; some
times not oftener tlytn once a. month. Transport of 
cq.sh was in some districts still difficult and dangerous, 
ane if the m~mager with tJ;je wages was two days late, 
whole families nft"ght bt in dist]."ess.. Credit tickets 
on the shop \Vere 9n obvious method of meeting the 
difficulty, but the¥ only created fresh problems. A 
wagt)-earner who . was . a month in·. debt to the • truck 
shop, or to his employer:s stores, could hardly hope 
to free himself, and the shackles of monopoly close~ 
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upon him mote tightly f . Perhaps the Closest ·parallel 
of quite modern times lies in the village •shops of 
Ireland, many of which had established a local tyranny 
only to be combated by. co-operative efforts. · 

In contrast to such perilous forms of credit, we find 
in some agricult\tral distriits a long-establ:i.shed tradi
tion of leaving part of the weekly wages in ~ trusted 
employer's hands until a 'bi-annu~l " settling "-a 
simple form of tnrift which adds considerably to the 
purchasing power of wages. • 

The development of economic theory, and the closer 
analysis of. economic conceptions, also played its part 
in the emergence of " the consumer " as a distinct 
economic force. The distinction between real wages 
and nominal • wages-the distin~tion between the 
money rate of wages and their actual•purchasing 
power7'-"Could only become ~ear when certain elemen
tary ¥tcts as to cur.ency and prices had been.Uefined 
and made common knowledge . . 

VII. 

Effects of the Industrial Revolution . 
• The early part of the nineteenth century saw .a 

serious decline in the wages of many industries; cash 
wages declined in the compt!'tition m machinery; real 
wages were very seriously and uniformly diminished 
by the high prices of food, caused largely by the Corn 
Laws and the. multitude of other • duties; the rapid 
fluctuations • of prices · were almost more disastrous 
than their rise. The usual~cceptance of the "wage-
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any general rise in V\Tages. All these .factors pake a 
background from which it would. be reasonable to 
expect that a$SOciations of <ionsumers would emerge. 
As a matter of fact, however, attentiol! was concen
trated up<Jn production. J)istress was so. ,acu.te.that 

. .. . ·.. .. .. . .. . . ..·:. ··: ·. . ..... · •.: .. ··.•· .. : ..... ··.''.·:· 

radical changes 10eemed as necessary in • economics as 
in politics. Writ-ers of ,,.Utopias" had usually Msed 
th~ir schemes upon some discussion" o£ the amount of 
labour •needed to support life. Sir Thomas More 
had suggested six hours a clay as sufficient to provide 
for the "good life." Obscure writers of the early 
nineteenth century were busy asserting that the 
labour of one man and one horse for 340 days would . . . . 
produce corn enough for fifteen persons for one year; 
that one a1!re of land would support two persons; or 
that two hours' work a ,Pay would support a family. 
Some tllf these calculations seem ,j little optim¥;tic in 
view of both tbe mediatval and modern practice of 
smallholder.;;, but they contained an,element of truth 
which made them highly influenti;tl. 

Herice co-operation in production, with equality in • distribution, becOrtl&S one of the most popular solu-
tions of the social problem. Robert Owen's belief 
tl:!\t human labour is t~e • only natural standard of 
value, and that rabour 'ts the only source •of wealth, 
led to a scheme for a•cornplete change in the founda
tion of society-3;.setback in the processes of history, 
wii!h a general reversion to the self-supporting village 
community. To produc~ and to enjoy were to be the 
ideals of such communities, while the more mOdeiJn 
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desires to tnfde and to accumulate . were to be 
• .. eliminated from human life. • 

In all the later .phases of his life, however, Robert 
Owen brought an elemfint of the fantastic into his 
scheme, which could only secure his own defeat. He 
seems to have et\:pended all his practical go~d sense 
and experience upon his .own experiments at New 
La~ark, and his efforts for the reform of the factory . . .. .. . . . 
system and the passing of Factory Laws. 

Nevertheless, the ideal . of co-operative pr<Jduction 
held the field, however impracticable any individual 
experiment might seem. It was worked out elaborately 
by the French Socialists, Fourier and Saint-Simon, 
and finally by j-ouis Blanc, who in. his " SocialWork
shops" (Les Ateliers Sociaux) endeavoured to show 
how co-operative workshops could be" fet up and 
financed at first by the Stat~. while gradually becom
ing i11tlependent OV'¥\ers of their own capital.• (It is 
irnportant to notice, in thi!i connection, that Louis 
Blanc's scheme was not identical with th~ " National 
Workshops," set 111? in the emergency period of 1848, 
and· his ideas were not fairly tested by • the. revolu
tionary experiments.) It was J?i'Obably natural and 
inevitaple that associations of producers . should 
arouse rnore, and more· imrnediate, interest tlfan 
associatiohs of consumers. tian thlnks of himself as 

creative animal; it is perhaps one of the great 
distinctions between him and the lower animals that 
heis notcontent with consumption. The constftner 
is really a mental abstractiqnlike the economic man, 
<tud it requires an. effort to realise his existence. Pro-
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duction concerns the whole. conduct .a~,:l purpose ~nd 
conditioft of life; consumption seems merely a mean!! to 
an end. So at least thinks the norma.l man or womarl
the citizens of whom • the .b.ealthy state should be 
composed. . . . . .. • .. • 
Rene~ it is at first onl' stern nocessity, only the 

desire for necessary opposition to tyranny, monopoly, 
or gross inefficiency that brings into being the 6on-• .. . . . . . ·. . ' . 
sumers' association. Just as in the Middle Ages the 
opposiHtm to the lord's monopoly of mills was the 
typical cause of trouble, so in the late .eighteeJJ.th 
century we have the Hull Anti-Mill Society, alre~tdy 
mentioned, created in oppositio]l to the private flour 
mills of Hull. This action of " a large.number ofthe 
poor inhabitants of Hull" building their own mill, 
at a coSt of {,2,000, raised by subscriptions of IS. 9d. 
a week or less, formed an emphatic protest against 
the del!rness of food to the c.onS{lmer. Alth~gb it 
could do little ~r nothirfg to mitigate the effect5 of 
war and of ihe Corn Laws, it could at least eliminate 
individual monopolistic policy; the wicked miller of 
medirevi-llegend was at least curbed in hisactivities 
by resolute combination. The movement grew very 
s]()wly; a second mill. was started in Hull in :rSoi, 
anti. others followed at Whitby and elsewhere, partly 
as a protest agarn.st adulteration. That the enter
prise was financially sound is evident from the fact 
we have noticed Qf the survival of the original mill 
for "nearly 100. years. The Rochdale Pioneers Co
operative Society was ~on constrained to add a 
flour mill to its other activities. • 
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• VIII. 
Conall111er.·and Producer. 

This is not,llOwever, the pla~e to write thehistory 
of the origin ofco-open~ti011. 'J'hat has been done by 
Mrs. ?idney "Webb. • Allthat has been aimed at here 
is an attempt, il\Jooking f>ack overhistors-, to isolate 
" the consumer," and to show wh~n and where he 

•; .. ·····.······· .. ··.· ..... ·. ·· .... 
becomes sufficie~tly articulate to· organise him~elf, 
with a viewto increasing his spending power, rather 
than his earning power. Yet, if Mrs. Web!l proves 
anything,she seems to prove that it is this sideof 
economic life which is organised with most difficulty. 
Producers are slow to realise themselves as consumers; 
when once thwY have done so they begin to see that 
their consumption involves someone else's production, 
and that they cannot, in so far as they•are a body 
with ideals beyond that of -mere quantity, ignore the 
condlltions of proeluction. Hence the co:tfsumers' 
association, which wants c'tteap boo~ or cheap cocoa 
or cheap f~uit, may be driven back to y>roduction
to owning its own-factories and farms and plantations. 
The growth is slow and gradual, and many f~rces tell 
against the union of the two da.sses, .but the moral 
of the experiment is very significant. Neither con
sumer nor producer ca~ • ignore .,.the. other. ltven 
within tl1e bounds of one society their interests may 
be opposed. And the relationship is far more com
plex than a question of wage. It ltas its bearing upon 
the whole national organisation of industry, ana, as 
has been shown by Mr. I.eonard Woolf, also upon 
fnternational questions. Not only is the relationship 
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between producez: . and consumer compliqated by 
almost a!J. the social' and political probl~rn~ of. the 
world, but the consum~rhimself is onot aFunity with 
himself. It was not only .Marie Antoinette who 
believed that cake could be substitute~ for bread. 
Men gen.uiflely desire, afte~ certain etementary needs 
are satisfied, to c<1psume 1ifferent objects . .. . The opi~ 
s~ker, and the prohibitionist, anq the distill<~r of 
"potheen" have all to be fitted into a world which, 
if possilte, shall be at peace. There are those of us 
who genuinely do not want artificial silk to oust the 
older c'ottons and linens which used to satisfy us. 
But an industrial world organised for produqtion can 
pay no heed to minority groups amo.,_g consumers. 
Nor can associations of consumers organised on a 

~. 
large scale. The way seems to be open to large 
numbers of small co-opePative groups, organised for 
the IJr~vision of SI:Jeda.lised servi~~es or commo~ities, 
and controlled tly mana~ers who. have t!ie outlook 
of artists. • 

Under modern methods of produetion large minori
ties remain dissatisfied, suffering poor workmanship 
and crude colo:urs when they both could and would 
pa.y reasonable sums for go~d quality. It would be 
an ,nteresting exp-.riment tf certain great firms would 
reserve part of the advertising space so ably filled 
by " Callisthenes " and, .similar ladies, for a series of 
articles by well-kmwn professional men and women . 
who\.vouldexplain "How and where the modern shop 
or store jails me," We wo..J.d suggest that half a dozen 
of our favourite contributors to Punch be invited t~ 
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begin..· Candid remarks by the consumer, which now 
never get beyond the ears of the shop assistatlt, might 
often result in ~ association of consumers, or at 
least in a different orie~tation of production. It is 
not true to osay that the consumer can indicate his 
choice by his pu\chases. \hose of us who aae occupied 
in. production, .or in purely intel]J:ctual w'6rk, can 
often only spend a few nflnutes ~ach day as con
sumers, and we•save time by ·accepting.the unsltis-
factory object. • 

It is because I believe any reasonable economic 
future, for those who desire the " good life •; ra.ther 
than the maximum wealth, must lie with numerous 
and varied groups of consumers, that I would advocate 
more historiccttl study of the whoie subject. 

The great difficulty of writing evea '"8. few pages 
under the title " The Conspmer in History " is that 
th.li', ~eltmi..na;ry S{l\de work h.as n.ot been done• '' The 
purchaser" has not been. studied. with the same 
minutenes§ as the producer. We do n~t know who 
purchased the goQds made by the guild-brethren. We 
cannot easily follow a piece of cloth beyond the 
market-place or· the Cloth Hall. into the ve~y hands 
of the consumer. In many cases the original material 
does not exist for this M11dy. But much couldo be 
done by •a re-orientation. of' int{!r~t. Historian~ are 
already bu.Sy trying to trace in detail the consvmp
tion of English wool as a raw maJ:erial. How did it 
nnd its way to the weaver? · How far and whentwas 
there a:.ny home consumption of the professiotlally • manufactured woollen cloth? .Who bought the first 
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cottons ? When and why. were the:f preferred to 
linens ? • In the case of a specialised • industry, the 
medireval English silk weavers a~d embroideresse15, 
it is possible to give an almqst exact answerlo such 
questions, but this is rare. Again, there-is, I believ~. 
no detaileti study of " th~shop " i~ Tll.dor times or 
in. the s~venteen\11 century, yet there. must be much 
literary and a 11ttle stt.tistical evidence availa,tl~. 
Eighteenth century household accounts and tradelS
men's books,. as already suggested, would go far to 
supply a detailed picture, but nothing of the kind is 
to be #mnd in the "social histories" which. multiply 
so rapidly. 

There are here at least half a dozen· themes f<Jr 
research students i; search of a " subject " ; some ()f 
them mighf'make readable books. In any case th.e 
search would necessarily. discover many elementary 
associa!tions of consumers,. and ~uld illumin¥e the 
motives of such. associations. That is, perhaps, th.e 
great desid!;'J'atum. If the future lies wit'h co-oper<t
tion, it must be an infinitely varied co-operation. 

Let m,e end with a memory, whichisalsoan allegory. 
SoJ:Ue years ago a.p idealistic. but unwise journali:,t 

. s~ttalking with a wise and idealistic writer in journals. 
Satdthe wise man to th~ Jinwise: "Why, John, to 
hear you talk one~Guld .!t.lmost think that production 
was a sin in itself." 

One ofthese tw~ is now a member of His Majesty's 
Go'fernment ; it is, perltaps, safer to leave the reader 
to discover which. 
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Capit~l, Labour., and 
the ··Consumer 

• ! . • 
The Purpose o~ ProdtJction . 

][
N a celebratoo passage in his Wealth of N atitms 
Adam • Smith lays down the maxilll that 

consumption is the sole end and purpose of all 
production." Supplemented by the further state
mentthat "the interest of the producer ought not to 
be attended to only so far .as it may be necessary for 
promoting th!t of the consumer"," he regarded the 
maxim as so self-evident that it would)~ absurd to 
attempt to prove it. 

Clearly the maxim implies a possible coq~lict of 
inter:St between •producers and consumers; yet, 
strangely ooough as it appe~rs, if on; were to make a 
survev of the major controversies which liave agitated 
the iridustrial wotld, especially since about the time 
when the passage was written, it would be fottnd that 
the most stubborn of them have ~entred, not, as might 
have been anticipated, in·the question of the relat~ns 
between producers and con~litmers, of>ut in the. question 
of the relations of producers arnong themselves, and 
in that of the distribution among them of the product 
of their work. Nevertheless. a br!ef consideratiqil. of 
the maxim will be worth while, for no one acquainted 
~ith the wisdom of Adam•Smith would ever accuse 
him of making statements which lack substantial 
basis. 
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. 
CAPITAL, LABOUR,· AND TltE• CONSUMER. • 
As already •• in<li<;ated, the n:taximt; divided ·into 

two part~. . On the first part there seems little difficulty 
in agreeing with its self·evidency, While itis no doubt 
true that,at some time, mos• people .have produced, 
and do produce, without thought of that' which Ad<trn 
Smith describes as the enti .of prodtiction;but only 
for the satisfactjon yi~ded by their activity,. if 
pr~duction is taken in its usual SeJ.\'le to mean such 
toilsome activity 'as would not be undertaken without 
the pro~pect of more tangible reward, consumption 
may be accepted a.s the end and purpose of production. 
The se:tf-evidency of the second part of the maxim 
seems, however, more open to doubt. The question 
which at once sqggests itself is: .Who are the 
producers and who are the consumers between whom 
there is a f<JSsible conflict of interest ? Evidently, 
every producer is a consUlller, and every consumer is, 
or at al'ty rate ought to be, a produ~er. ConseqtWntly, 
seeing that the producers. and the consumers are the 
same peopl~, it seems meaniwiless to ~peak of a 
conflict of interest between theJl1. What is the 
difference between the interest of the. producers being 
subordidate to that o£ the consumers, and the interest 
of the consumers b~ing subordinate to· that of the 
prQducers? • 

Here it is advi!ltble to. 'look at the conte,{{.t of the 
passage. Actually, the passage appears in the chapter 
in which Adam Smith concludes>his famous indictment 
of ~he mer.cantile• syste;n with the insistence that 
under that system " the interest of the consumer is 
almost constantly sacrifict'd to that of the producer," 
and that " it seems to consider production, and not 
consumption, as the ultimate end and object of all 
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~&JI\ali~•~z'~~r)~ 
~ oste~sible abiecJ:.: of~x.te~~lig J~(:}c~:ip .~ ( .· .. ·-··-· .s of) ,! 

the .-_ country, not •. (so .• ne ass.erfeaS by.imp~~y~~ thePJ.· .(.:>> 
hut by preventing, as far as"possible, the competitio:tC.'\:''? 

_ o"frivals • . When"the passage is taken with its cont~t. _ ~-;, 
•- therefore, inuch lightisthroW11uponthe whoJeofthe ·--· -
maxim. The. contrivers of the mercantile system, as 
Adam Smith puts it, were the producers, -especially 
certain classes of merchants and manufacturers, and > 

it was to these classes that the maxim had immediate 
reference. lt• was his insistence- that, -through the 
restraints and regulations, they were ady.imcing their 
own interest, which was a sectional interest. On the 
qther hand, the interest of• consumers was a general 
inter~t, for, wh.-eas everyone could not• be_ a 

- merchant q,r a manufacturer~ everyon~ was a consumer 
or; at any rate, a· potential consumer of tile commodi.,
ties affected by the restraints and regulations. The 
m()re general vindication of the maxim that th~ interest 

-of the producer ought to be sub<¥dinate to that of the 
- consumer is that the interest of the consumeris, .in 
-.its very nature, more gert~al in character than ithat 

- . ... ' 
of the producer. For a -r>ro<iucer to exploit the 
<;onsu:mer must mean undue restriction of supply, 
.wh_ereas the interest of every cons.,.meris that supply 

_shall be ample. Even tho11gh each consumer, tfl.S a 
producer, was in a pqsition to exploit other 
~onsumers, - he would __ be • at the mercy of other 
consumers as producers, and not _aU the producers 
can be of equal strength. 
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~PitAL; LABOUR, AND THE CONSUM:ER. 
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E~ne.-geiu::e ·of Mod~rn Capitalism. 
Notwithstanding this .vindication ·of the supremacy 

IL 

, • of · the intei:t;lst of the consftmer . over • that of the 
producer, jt was a long time hefm;,e many of the · 
resti"icti~ns on the foreign trade of this. country, such 
a.s Adam Smith CQtnplair~d pf, were swept away. •In 
th~ meantime, changes in industrtal organisatron. 
which "'ere already . in vigorous operatioJ:l when the 
Wealth of N atiotts was being written, had made 
sharper the . distinction between classes of producers. 
This w~s especially the case as between large-scale 
employers and the large mass of workpeople . · 
Previously the capttal of these emplo,ers had been 
mainly em~ied in materials which were ~, put out " 
to workpeoplc who, in their own homes and with theii· 
own s~nplc instruments• of productiop, . perf~rmed 
operations on th~m. usualJ.y for a ~age temuneration, 
and then returned them to the employer, who, maybe, 
after having~ad the goods finished, disposed of them 
in the market. The general positi~n which was now 
devclopitlg was that a large part of the einploycr's 
capital was utilised in providing machinery and 
bu~dings, in which the VIIOrkpeople were brought 
together to work, +n conjw,1ctionwith this m,.achinery. 
under the direct instructions and supervision of the 
employer, invariably for a wage remun~ration. Thus 
the _employer beca!ne a~ industrial• organiser, whose 
remuneration depended upon the difference between 
the amount he could ol1\:ain forhis goods in th~ : 
market and the expenses he incurred in prodndng 
them under the. new system .of organisation. 
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Evidently, under these conditions the interest 
each employer was. to make this difference !s large as 
possible, and tht obvious way to secure this end was 
to obtain t}le maximtlm production in relation to 
expenses. In these expenses the wages of the 
workpeople were an important item, while, on the 
o•her ha11d, the efforts oi,the w.{>rkpeople were an 
in~portant fact._r in obtaining the maximum produc~ 
tion. To an unenlightened employer, therefore, 
there was an inducement to keep wages at lhe lowest 
possible level and, at the same time, to require the 
utmost effort in return for them. Here we get the 
elements of the conflict of interest between producers 
to which r~erence has already been made. This 
conflict is different from that implied inJhe maxim of 
Adam Smith, yet it has an important bearing upon it. 
Consumption may be the ~If-evident end and purpose 
of p~oduction; bftt it is an end not likely to•be fully 
attained »O long as the conflict remains an unsolved 
problem. • 

In the first part. of the nineteenth century the 
problem was intensely acute. Maybe, had .they been 
ptessed on the point, everyot!e would have agreed 
that consumption was i;lle end of production; but'tbe 
fact th~t consumers and pt~ducer• are the same p~ople 
was largely ignored, even by economists who might 
have been expected to recognise it. Influenced no doubt 
by the circumstances of the tirfle, they so strongly 
emphasised the necessity ;f production as to give to 

• production the appeara4flce of an end in itself. 
According to the prevailing ideas, it was the duty of 
producers to produce, not so much to provide for 
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their own, consumption, as for some future consump
tion. In the. current definitions• of production 
insistence was laid on the £utile di;tinction between 
" productive " and " unprotiuctive " labour, and 
while the 'Yord " producti~n " was ~onfined to the 
producti~n of material things, only those who produced 
more than they c(.nsume'l!l were regarded as comi!'!g 
pro~erly within the category of the productive. No 
doubt t~is teaching had a commendable effect in 
inculcating the virtues of hard work and thrift; and 
that it gave a grim satisfaction to those whose 
economi~ position enabled them to occupy a place 
in the defined category of the " productive " is a 
well-attested fact. • Believing that the economic 
welfare of t}lf .. ~ountry depended upon their exertions, 
the teaching created in them a feeling of superiority 
which ~und expression in an autocratic attituae to 
the mass of w~rkpeople. for wltom the teaching 
had no message. What the latter saw and felt was 
their appare:ri't subordination to the employer in that 
he seemed to have absolute power of determining the 
general ce,nditions of their employment, as well as the 
more detailed questi~ns of how, and when, and for 
wlia.t remuneration their woPk should be performed. 
To them the all-.im_-port.int facts were that the 
employer engaged them at the lowest possible rate of 
wages to produce commodities which he disposed of 
at t~ highest pric: he could obtain, and thus made 
a profit on their labour. If, • when the commodities 
were produced, he could tot obtain a price which. 
yielded him sufficient profit,. they lost their employ
ment until the employer saw fitto engage them again. 
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• 
As they saw the situation, production wlii for the 
individual gain o1 the_employer; and the work,people 

. . . . . . 

were an exploited class. Had they ever heard of 
Adam Smit~'s maxim• they would have had no 
difficulty in ac~epting it.as ·a. correct st.atement of 
the actual position, provided that the word •• profit " 
we!> substituted for the wl'frd "c~nsumption," and 
th(!' word '' empl't>yer " for the word "consumer/,. 

III. • 
Criticism of Modern Capitalism. 

Nor was this view confined to the workpeople. In 
particular it was shared by many competent thinkers, 
who, in their trritings, strongly criticised the existing 
economic structure of society, and.••propounded 
schemes for its radical transformation. On the other 
hand• the recognised econ;mists of the time .sought 
to explain the str:Cture, a:rwl did so in such a way as 
to suggest'" that it was incapable of .any serious 
modification. ~hile the critics insisted ori. the 
glaring inequalities in the distribution of the product 
of industry, and on the subordinate positio•n of the 
workpeople, the economists were more . impressed 
w'iththe productive cap~c~ty of the structure, wlii~h 
they attributed mainly to c:!pital af\d to the enterprise 
of those who possessed it. Labour was regarded by 
them, not so much as a part:r~r with capital in 
production, as an instrumoo.t of capital. Yet, by 
their loose use of the conce_pt of" labour" they gave , 
the impression that even they believed that labour, · 
interpreted in the narrow sense, was the source 6£' 
wealth, and that the amount o£ this labour embodied 
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• 
irt commodities was the determinant of exchange value . 

. Moreove:, many of their statemems regarding the 
wages of labour, especially when •supplemented by 
the Malthusian view. that tl\e populat~on was ever 
pressing on the supply of food, lent themselves to the 
interpretation that wages ;ould not permanently rise 
above the level: neces~ry to provide a meat;re 
sul.sistence for a labourer and his family, 
Basi~ themselves on the general views of the 

economists, and upon loose interpretations of some of 
their statements, the critics were able to ask questio11S 
to which the answers were by no means convincing. 
If labour was the source of wealth, and the amount 
of labout embodied in commodities t~ determinant 
of their exc~nge value, why did such a large share of 
the product of industry accrue to the owners of land 
and c~ital ? In the ana'lysis presented by the most 
famous economist of the early t.ineteenth c~ntury . . ... . . . ~ 

the fact was revealed that, as rent was mefely surplus 
profit yieldM by lands that were better than the 
poorest in use, landowners as • such contributed 
nothing• to production. But what was profit in 
general ? The vie~ of the economists was that it 
ar·~se because of the service.rendered by capitalists in 
accumulating and-advan.rng capital to the labourers, 
thus providing them With their means of subsistence
circulating capital-and with tools, machinery, and 
bui~dings....-fixed c!pital-.whereby their labour could 
be directed to the greatest advantage. The capital 
thus used up was a cost, <tnd profit was the differen~e 
between this cost and the price obtained . for the 
commodities produced. 

lO 
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• 
This view did.not in the least satisfy.t~e critics, 

and it was op~sed by a pertinent denial of the 
implication that • labourers, while. performing their 
work, · had .• to be supiforted by ·past· accumul(ltions 
of capital, and.by the i~sistence that, as each class 
of labourers was constantly producing what the other 
cl<!sses required, no accu~ulatioi was needed • for 
this purpose. ~his reasoning had particular refer~nce 

circulating capital, but with somewJlat less 
emphasis it was applied to fixed capital, with 

· the addition of the contention that, independent 
of labourers, this capital was in no way a; aid in 
production. The principal aspect of capital, it was 
asserted, wa~ not that it wa~ accumulated and 
advanced by capitalists as an aid in pr4(luction, but 
that its possession gave capitalists a command over 
labow. But, recognising the existence of ac~umula
tions of capital, ~at was.the expl<;~-nation of them? 
It was generally admitted that they consisted of 
accumulated labour, and, the critics con{ended that it 
existed, and that" the capitaiists had possession of it, 
simply because the labourers had been rem~nera.ted, 
not by the whole product of laflour, which was their 
right, but only by the 'Portion which was neces~ary 
for their subsistence. A~&ording- to this reasoning, 
therefore, profit consisted of the difference between 
the whole product of labour and this portion, and it 
accrued to capitalists, not ~ecaus~ of any real S{'J"Vice 
they rendered, but because of their power to exploit 
.;the labourers. In other w~rds, to use the language of 
later days, value was produced by the labourers, but 
they received of it only sufficient to enable them to 

II 
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obtain su~sistence while producing, and the capitalists 
received the surplus value. • 

• 
IV • 

• Proposals of the Critics. • • It wa~ with some spch view of profit and of the 
relative positions". of • ca~talists and workpeople -in 
mirfd that proposals were made byo the critics 'for 
altering the existing economic structure. Some of the 
proposals, if carried into effect, would have involved 
a deliberate renunciation of the advance which had 
been m~de in industrial technique .and in general 
productive capacity. But, in the .more important of 
them, the advantage'!;; of this advance wa-e recognised, 
and the reteition, even an increase, of these advantages 
contemplated. This was the case in the proposalsof 
Robert_ Owen, the most famous and, partly, 110 .~oubt, 
because of his. practic~l acqua,ntance with the 
industrial system, the most cautious, if in "SOme ways 
the most extravagant, of the critics. In his village 
communities, as he conceived of them, he believed 
that by• utilising the scientific improvements and 
arrangements which 1tad become available the existing 
pro~uctive power could be more than doubled. 
Whatever appeal• t~e ati.ticism .of the economic 
structure may have made, few were willing to forgo 
any of the productive power that had been acquired. 
Theij, as now, the gener~Ldesire was for the product 
of industry to be as large as possible, provided that a 
satisfactory solution of p!oblems of the distributio11 
of the product and of the relations of the . classes 
engaged in industry could be discovered,. 
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····•>·• ................ : .•.. > · 
The attempt of Robert Owen to establish his plan 

of}abour exchaages whereby the labour. theory of 
value could be pdt into practice, and production and 
consumption caused toocoincide so that profit, as he ' 
came to re~a~d it, could be eliminated, and thefailure 
of these exchanges, is weft-known history which does 
nqt require repetition. M~~y ex}l1anations of their 
failure have bee1;1 offered; but, undoubtedly, the most 
fundamental was an inadequate recognition of the • fact that when commodities have been produced the 
demand • of consumers for them will determine their 
value. Ultimately, it is not because labour is embodied 

· in commodities that they have value, but because 
they meet th$ effective demands ~f consumers-from 

• which it follows that there is always a e~isibility of a 
divergence between value as anticipated by producers 
and value as estimated by. ctmsumers. 

Thfts, on the ptactical side no immediat6 large 
change of .the economic structure resulted from the 
proposals of the critics, though on tM theoretica.l 
side their criticism persisted, to reach its culmination 
in the writings of Karl Marx, and to be conloinued in 
those of his successors. It was ~re-eminently in the 
trade union and the co-operative movements that the • workpeople sought to sfj;engthoo their economic 
position: and both these movements were much more 
their own methods of meeting the situation than 
methods which originated • in t~e minds of tJleir 
sympathisers. In the former movement the workers 
aimed at strengthening tllfeir position as producers 
and have succeeded; while in the. latter, in the 
distinctive form of consumers' co~operation, they 
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• ha vc succeeded in strengthening their position as 
• consumers, and to no small extent as producers also . 

• 
v .• 

The Service of Capital. • 
• • In tht! meantime, progress was being made towards 

a better understanding o'- the true relations of lab001r 
antf capital as factors engaged in• the process• of 
product\pn. Strongly impressed by the industrial 
development that was proceeding and by the increase 
of productive power, the economists, as we have seen, 
emphasised the importance of capital, while their 
critics, more concerned with the welfare of the work
people, not only emphasised the import!nce of labour, 
but argued •• that as capital was but accumulated • 
labour it was not an independent factor of pro
ductio~. Progress in tliis direction consisted, not 
in reaching a decision whether C<~)ital was dil!erent • • "1 
from labour in this sense, but in a clearer ncognition 
of the fact th.at, when engaged together in production, 
labour and capital are co-operant factors, with a 
relation~p between them of mutual dependence. 

That this obviou~ relationship should ever have 
be~ a matter of acute .controversy may seem 
surprising, and pto~abl; it would not h~ve been 
had the capital in question been only that which 
was called " fixed " capital. It was in that which 

• was. called "circulating" capital that the con-
troversy centred. Here, again, taking into account 
the indisputable facts that production takes time-on~ 
year from the commencement of the production of 
commodities to the time of their sale was frequently 
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• assumed'-and that workpeople must consume whilst 
producing, the •eoonomists insisted that the possibility 
of such productio'h depended upon the existence of a 
stock of capital in the focm of the various commodities 

• consumed by workpeople. This capital was circulating 
capital, and it was its ass~med necessity and function 
wiich appeared to make tJfe ver'J existence of the 
wo.rkpeople to dcipend upon the capitalists. Moreo•er, 
this capital was regarded as being at any m~ment a 
fixed amount, which meant that the real remuneration 
which the workpeople could receive was also a fixed 
amount. If one received more, another received less, 
or if we suppose all had equal remuneration, then the 
amount accruing to each depended upon the number 

• of workpeople. On this basis of reas~~ing it was 
impossible to arrive at any theory of distribution 
compatible with the view tl,_at labour and capital are • co-op~ant factors ~n production. The remuneration 
of neither b.ad any direct re1ation with its value as a 
productive factor. With commodities ~elling at a 
certain price, the riet amount which accrued to capital 
depended upon the amount which had previously 
been paid to labour, and this amtmnt again depended 
upon the amount of circulating capital available w~e'h 
the commodities were being:rrodu<Jtd. 

It was ~specially against this v!ew of capital and its 
function that the critics contended, and it must be 
placed to the credit of at le~st one of them tha~ he 
detected its weakness. As already mentioned, it was 
insisted that, owing to the•fact that production was 
c~ntinuous, commodities ready for consumption were 
constantly coming into existence, and that conse-
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quently there was no. necessity for the• maintenance 
of a stoc!. This reasoning was on ri~ht lines, and had 
it been pushed far enough it would-have revealed the 
essential character of the s~rvice rendered by the 
capitalist in the provision of capital. •This service 
consists. of allowing a part' of his intome to assume 
durable forms as ~apital,,.~hich either serves the dir~ct 
puipose of consumers-e.g., houses--orindirectlyseryes 
their purpose by acting as a factor of production. In 
other w~rds, instead of the capitalist expending all his 
income on things for his own use, he waits for some of 
it. Th'lls the service he renders is best described as 
" waiting," and it is for this service that interest is 
received on capital.. Apparently the Wiiting involved 
in goods which are consumed immediately they are 
produced rs·· practically non-existent, while that 
involved in things which are not thus consumed varies 
accon!ing to their durability. It.is because ~ this 
consideration th-at the dl!rable tools, macjlinery, and 
buildings, new utilised in industry, are rightly regarded 
as the typical representatives of present-day capital. 

Soon(61' or later it was inevitable that the idea of a 
predetermined fund-of capital from which labour was 
remunerated would disapp~ar, but it was not until 
th~ seventies of t}ie ninetMnth century that the idea • began definitely to ~ive way. Moreover, up to this 
time no clear distinction had been made between the 
services of capitalists in providing capital and the • services of employers as industrial organisers and 
managers. The term · "-profit " comprehended the 
payments for both services, and it was still associateu 
with capitalists as its recipients. While in privately 
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owned businesses this view of profit is not inappro-
priate, that the -services and the payments• for them 
9-fe analytically aistinct ·may be· seen in the case of a. 
joint-stock ~ompany, with its shareholders providing 
capital and re~eiving in\erest and dividends on the 
one hand, and its directors and managers organising 
a:ttd managing the concerli• and .i-ecei ving fees and 
salaries on the oiher. It was not until these distinct!ons 
were made, and the idea of a predetermine<l fund t>f 
circulating capital disappeared, that the fact could, 
be fully recognised that labour, capital, organisation 
or enterprise, and, of course, land, are. co~operant 
factors in production, bound together by the tie of 
mutual depefldence. This sta~ attained, a more 
satisfactory explanation of the distri.]J11tion of the 
product of industry became possible . . 

• • VI. • 
The Missing Factor. 

In view of Adam Smith's insistence on the 
dominance of the interests of the consumer as the 
end of production, it is a surprising fact thM in the 
analyses of the economic system which appeared 
durinl$ the larger part oi the nineteenth century .the 
consumer received little ::ttentiotJ.. It was not so 

0 • 

much that his interests were ignored, as that they were 
taken for granted. Taking demand as having reference • to consumers and supply to. producers, the domi~ant 
forces operating in the economic system were regarded 
jlS those on the side of supply.· As the situation was 
presented, producers were depicted as in keen 
competition with one another periodically supplying 
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commodities to the market in the expectation that a. 
price woJld be obtained which wonla, at least, cover 
their cost of production. If this·expectation was 
realised, the producers contmued thei~ supply as 
before; if it was more ot;, less tha11 realised, then 
they incteased or decreased their supply accordingly. 
Thus, while the market jMce might diverge from the 
cost of production, there were always-forces in opera· 
tion ten~ng to bring it to that point. According to 
this reasoning, therefore, demand came into play only 
in determining the market price of the supply of 
commodities offered for sale at a particular time. As 
a force determining the normal price of commodities, 
the influence of detnand was altoget}ft)r secondary. 
The primary.d,eterminant was their cost of production, 
and producers, under the stress of competition, were 
ever sjriving to cause the market price to coincide 
with it. • • 

• • 
But, now, having laid down this geneoo.l position 

regarding the dominance of cost of production, which 
was given a more convincing appearance by the 
question!l.ble assumption that the larger proportion 
of commodities wer~ produced at a constant cost, 
certain qualifications were iatroduced. Thus it was 
recognised. that ftl. • the: case of non·rep~oducible 
commodities cost of production could have little or 
no influence on thejr price, and that the same might 
be ~ue of monopolised .commodities, for here the 
monopolist would seek to obtain a price which would 
yield him the largest surp1us over cost. In the cas~ 
.Of agricultural products, again, the view was adopted 
that the cost in question would .not be the cost of all 
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the umts of the prod1;1cts, b1;1t only the cost of those 
prod1;1ced 1;1nder .the least favourable conditions. In 
connection with -the other units a rent would arise, 
but this rent 'Was a ~urplu~ which. did not enter 
into cost otproduction, Apparently, these are large 
qualifications, and when •to them is added the tacit 
a<lmission that at no time ¢ight t}'te market price of 
aiJ¥ commoditi~ coincide with cost of producti011 it 
begins to. appear that, if there .is a dominant influence 

. ... . . 
in the determination of price, it is not to be discovered 
in cost of production. 

VII . 
.The Study of DeJiDand. 

That economic analysis could not remain in this ... 
unsatisfactory state is quite evident. Consequently, 
it is not surprising that itt the last quarter of the 
ninet~enth centufy another school of ec~nomic 
thought, S.rongly critical • of this ·analysis, should 
emerge. For our immediate purpose th~ significance 
of this school is that its adherents, instead of approach
ing their problem on the side of supply, approached 
it on the side of demand, so &at, with them, the 
actions of people as co~umers, rather than as £r0-
ducers, became the chief <!i>nsideoo.tion. Those ~ho 
belonged to the older school had. recognised that for 
a commodity to be demanded it must possess 
utility, or value in use as they stated it, for those ~ho 
expressed the demand, and that, if necessary, they 
would pay more for a comrflodity which had a greater 
utility for them than for one. th!Lt had less, the amount 
actually paid being, of course, related to cost of pro-
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dilctim1 as already indicated. It is this conceptio11 
of utility that was fixed upon by those who belonged 
to the newer school to explain, ncrt orily the detet·
rnination of price in all cases, ~ut also th~ distribution 
of the product of indust•y among. the co-operant 
factors •of production; and that the explanation 
greatly illumined".the Whole problem is not open.to 
do~bt. • 

To ~1derstand the reasoning of the adherents of 
this school it must be observed that they subjected 
the conception of utility to a much closer analysis 
than h~d been given to it before. Merely to say that 
for a commodity to be demanded it must possess 
utility was not s-ufficient. Bread ~bviously has 
utility; but.-tlw reference is to bread in general, and 
bread in general is demanded by people in general, 
not 1J.Y individual consumers. To understand the 
demand for br~ad in. ~eneral, ftowever, we• must 
consider the demand of an individual coasumer and 
recognise tnat what he demands is loaves, not one 
loaf, but the number of loaves, s·ay five, which he 
consumes during the period of one week. The 
important question •is: What is the utility of these 
lo'ives? Apparently the utility of the total number 
is not the same as-th.e utility of one, nor is tpe utility 
of any one the same as the utility of any of the others. 
Bread may· be reg~rded as a. necessary of life, and so, 
if ijle loaves are design~ted first, second, up to the 
fifth, the utility of the. first loaf and the intensity of 
demand for. it will be v~y great; but, the deman~ 
having now been partially met, the utility of the 
second loaf, and the intensity of the demand for that, 
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will be somewl!at less than for the first, • and so on to 
the third, fourth, ~nd fifth loaves. • 

It was on the loi.nes of. this illustration that the 
conception of utility wa~ analysed. Underlying the 
demand of an fndividual consumer, not only for bread, 
but for. any com\nodity, t!iere was an all-pex;.vasive 
law. the law of diminishing l<ttility ;. and as market 
demf-nd was com~osed of th; dema~ds of individu~I 
consumers, this law also underlay the market d~tmaad 
for any commodity. Once the existence of the law 
was recognised, a new light was thrown. upon the 
question ·• of the detc.rmination of price. Evidently, 
as the demand of the consumer in the above illustra~ 
tion is less anli less intense for el).ch loaf, from the 
first to the fifth, the price he will be prepared to pay 
for each succeeding loaf will also decrea~.· We have 
assumed that his demand is-for five loaves a week, 
but it I; clear that 4te will not pay more for the~fth 
loaf than h\i considers its tttility to •him warrants, 
and as in a competitive market there can l!le only one 
price for similar c~mmodities, he will obtain all his 
loaves at the price which he is prepared to ~ay for 
the fifth, or the marginal loaf. tin other words, he 
does not pay for the five lo~ves according to their total. 
utility to him, but accortling t9 their margirf.tl 
utility multiplied by the nu~ber" of loaves.; and the 
same is true of every other commodity he buys. 

Here, too, we may remove t~ condition of a 
weekly demand for a given amount of a commodity, 
introduced for simplicity il! the case of the loaves, 
and think of commodities coming forth in a continuous 
stream, and of the marginal demand prices for them 
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corresponding with their respective m1rginal utilities 
to tho1e who demand them. l;hus, between the 
marginal demands for all the commodities that enter 
into an individual's scheJ:lle of expenditure there 
will be a relation in the sense that, if f~r a given unit 
of ex~nditure, the margilial utility M one commodity 
is greater than that of •mother, the former comniqpity 
wjll tend to be "substit~ted for thtl latter until j:heir 
margipal utilities, in relation to the unit of expenditure, 
coincit!e. On the other hand, it is not to be supposed 
that any buyer whose marginal demand price is 
contittuously decreasing will be provided with an 
unlimited supply of a .commodity. Here, again, 
the principle of suDstitution will opera;e, so that if the 
marginal demand price of any buyer of a commodity • 
is greater•fhan that of another, the former buyer 
will tend to get a greater proportion of the supply 
untii' the marginal demand pric.s of all th~buyers 
are the same. • • • 

How this analysis was applied in the interpreta
tion of the problems with which we have been 
conceqted can be briefly stated. As .. will be readily 
seen, the importanoe of the interest of the consumer 
.as the end of production could now be stressed from 
a•new angle. It.was ndW •perfectly clear that unless 
production were so•dire~ted as to serve the interests 
of consumers it was just so much wasted effort. But, 
without going to• this . extreme, and assuming that 
the interests of consm:hers were served, there • was 
the bearing of the anal~is upon the question of the 
determination of price. Previously, as we have seen, 
cost of production had been regarded as the supreme 
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factor in this determination; but now, empb,a~is was 
laid on thefacts th\t it was consumers who expressed 
demands for commodities, and who, according to 
the marginal liltilities of these commodities to them, 
were prepared tQ pay priaes for the commodities. 
This, it was insisted, was true a_t all ti!lles, and r~gard
less •of the conditions under ~hich <!ommodities had 
been" produced, • o-t whatever their cost of producti~ 
might have been. Even if they had cost notlltng to 
produce, if they had a marginal utility for consumers 
they would command a price; while, on the other .lu~nd; 
if they had cost much to produce, but had only a low 
marginal utility for consumers, their price would be 
low. Clearly, die acceptance of this reasoning would 

• seem to involve the conclusion that the•dominant 
factor in the determination .of price is not cost of 
produc~on, but the analysed conception of ut~ty, 

a complete reversal•of the pfO)sition set forth by the 
older school Of thought. • 

• VIII. 
Present-day Theory. 

• 
• 

But, as the matter stands, it is evident that this. 
conclusion is not entirelY' Si.tisfactory; for just as 
there mus\ be something whil!h, at. s~me point, places 
a check on the demand for particular commodities, 
so there must be something whicl., at some point, 
places a check on the producti~n of these commoditi~. 
How the problem here sugg~ted was met was by an 
ex\ension of the above analysis (as it related to 
consumers) to producers. In the first place, it was 
insisted that as the prices of commodities depended 
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upon tJle marginal utilities of the commodities to 
those who purchased them, so the fnoney value of the 
factors that had produced the commodities was 
similarly dependent. This •value, in iact, was only 
the prices of the commoc»ties regard-ed as payments 
to th~ factors of production for their services in . . 
producing the cbmmodtties. The position was 1hat 
dSmmodities were produced .in th~ expectation •that 
they ·would have a marginal utility for consumers 
and so command a certain price, and it was in relation 
to thi~a price that production was carried on. The fact 
that the various factors of production are co-operant 
was accepted, and one of the chief functions of the 
employer was regarded as that of ma1<:ing a selection 
of these factors and combining them into an appro- • 
priate productive unit .• Evidently, no single factor 
wo~d be utilised to an unlimited extent reiardless 
of the others .• The law. of dimi~shing utility would 
operate, a11d just as the consumer demanded commodi
ties to the point at which their jespective marginal 
utilities corresponded with his marginal demand 
prices 'tor them, so.the employer demanded factors of 

.production until their respective marginal utilities in 
ttl.e process of yrodut:;tid'n corresponded with his 
marginal demand JiriceSt for them. Also, t.he further 
principle held that, if for a given unit of expenditure, 
the marginal utility of one factor was greater than 
tlta.t of another, the fom1er factor would be substituted 
for the latter until, in relation to the unit of expendi
ture, there was a coincid,ence of their marginal utilitioes. 
Here again, too, the operation of the principle of 
substitution would bring about a position that, if the 
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marginal de:tiand price of any employer for any factor 
of production \Vil-S greater than that of an<tther, this 
employer would ~et a greater proportion of the supply 
until the marginal • dep1and prices of all employers 
for that factor became the same. Thus, both on the 
side of consumers and ofl. that of producers.the two 
fy.ndamentallaws were the.ta.w of:diminishing utility 
aQd the law ~Jf substitution as they operate~ in. 
relation to appropriate margins. • • 

It is here unnecessary to consider the crfhcism to 
which thisanalysis was subjected, or to show how it. 
was eventually seen that it was ·not n~arly so 
destructive of the views of the older school as at first 
it seemed to ~e. As will be obser.ved by the discerning 
reader, although the analysis appeared to depose cost 
of production as the determining fac1~r in price in 
favour of utility, yet, in the explanation offered of why 
supj!y was limilllted, something had to be i~luded 
which is. not easily difterentiatld from cost .of 
production. The introduction of the ~onception of 
the margin was ~f immense importance, and generally 
what the analysis did was to give a • unity tq 
economic theory, in all its ra~fications, which it had 
not possessed before. ~owadays it is a commonplace 
to say ~hat, in considerin( the determination of !'rice, 
marginal demand prices and rflarginal supply prices, 
both conceived of in relation to a certain amount of 
commodities, must be taken into account, and that 
recognition must be given to the fact that these•three 
quantities are in a state ~f continuous mutual deter-

• mination. It was towards some such view that the 
older school of thought was groping, but it required 
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the analysis of the newer school to give the view 
clear expr~ssion. • 

But more important for our presedt purpose is the 
light which the analysis had t.hrown, not. only upon 
the relations of consumers and producers, but also • • upon th~ ·relations of the various factors that take 
part in production.·. The ~w suggested in the dictUitl 
of Aalam Smith is one of the consumer .as ever subjed 
to the ~xploitation of producers, who need to be • reminded that the interest of the consumer is the 
end and purpose of production. That such a reminder 
may sometimes be required cannot be gainsaid, but 
what the analysis shows is that at no time is the 
consumer in an entirely defenceless position. As we 
have seen, the price which a consumer will pay for ... 
any commodity is connected with its marginal utility 
to him, and the producer •cannot break this connec
tion. 'tertainly, if the producer is-;.n a positi!n to 
restrict supply, he may cause the margiool utility, 
and conseque'htly the price, to be higher than if the 
supply were not restricted, but there is no guarantee 
that the .advantage of the higher price will more 
than offset the dis;fldvantage of decreased sales, 
especially, as may well be the case, if the cost of 
procfuction per unit ~t>f the ~reater supply is le~s than • that of the smaller supply. Moreover, there are very 
few commodities for which substitutes are not avail-• able,.and, if the price o~ any commodity is thus 
increased then, in accordance with the above reasoning, 

• the consumer may be expected to turn at least some. 
portion of his expenditure from this commodity and 
utilise these substitutes. The consumer would rather 
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have butter than any substitute for it, but, if the 
price of butter -greatly increased, he woultl. expend 
less on butter <t.nd • more on the substitutes. The 
point to wJU.ch he woul.I have to readjust his expendi
ture would be J:hat at wUJ.ch, in relation to a unit of 
expenditure, the marginal utilities ·to hirrt of the 
btttter and the substitute» • are elj_ual. In view of 
these considerations, therefore, it becomes app<Went 
that, unless a producer has a rigid monopop o! an 
absolute necessary, his power of exploiting the con~ 
sumer is subject to stringent limitations. 

Turning to the other question on which the"analysis 
had thrown light, a central place must be given to 
the fact that": in this analysis, the various factors of 
production were recognised as co-opera,.n1· With this 
recognition, controversy as to the relative importance 
of this or that factor ceases t"'o possess interest. Though 
it is 'rue that wlrhout labour and land there ~an be • • no production, and that, t() this extent, they are the 
absolutely essential factors of production: it is evident 
that, under modern conditions, capital is also essentiaL 
It is these three factors which, when app:ropriately 
combined and held together b'§ the factor of enter
prise, constitute a molierp productive unit, wh<1.oe 
object i.t is to provide a .-uppJ.y •of commodities• for 
which consumers are expected to pay a price which 
will yield to each factor of produ~tion a remuneration 
at least equal to that which.could be obtained in ~ther 
available employments. That the remuneration of • Jlll the factors of production must be contained in 
this price is obvious, and the conclusion is at once 
suggested that ultimately any dissatisfaction with 
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• the amount of the remuneration must be a dissatis-
faction w~h the prices which consu~rs are prepared 
to pay for commodities. • 

But, while, at bottom, this,conclusion is sound, it 
• requires qualification. Only: in the case of the factor • • of enterJ'rise, of· which, for our purpose, the employer 

may be taken as the typical representative, is theie 
a ditect connection with the prices pailil. by consume•s. 
The • rea~meration which accrues to the employer is 
profit, and the relevant distinction between profit 
and other forms of remuneration is that while the 
latter are definite amounts which the employer under
takes to pay to the various factors for the part they 
play in production, •profit is an amoum concerning 
which there cannot be such an undertaking with •• anyone. The true character of profit is best seen by 
regarding it as consisting' of the difference between 
the c~ntract exl>enses incurred irP producing •com
modities and the price obtained for th(j)m in the 
rnarket; fr01n which it follows that, at any particular 
time, this difference may be large: small, or even 
negative .• This being the position, the frequent com
plaints of employers ~hat market prices are too low, 
at'td expenses of production too high, and their desire 
to ~ave a larger ntl.e'i-sure: of control over b9th, are 
easily understood. 

Nevertheless, altjlough the supply which any 
empJoyer contributes to the market has an influence 
in determining market prices, and his demand for 
factors of production has a~ influence in determining. 
their prices, in practice, both sets of prices may be 
regarded as determined for him rather than by him, 
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Under these conditions, therefore, and ignoring any 
element of mtmopoly which a producti~e unit may 
possess, it is c!pparent that the profit which accrues 
must be ~elated to the efficiency with which the· unit 
is organised ~nd manai'ed. As already indicated, the 
attitude of the employu, as organiser, to•the factor 

•of production, is similar- to tht:l attitude of the con, 
esumer to coiEmodities. For the employer, as !or the 
cons11mer, supplies are available at cer~ft.in •prices, 
and 11nderlying the demands of both are the law of 
diminishing utility and the law of substitut_ion. Thus, 
the employer, like the consumer, will demand any 
particular factor of production until its marginal 
utility to 4him corresponds wtt:h the price he has to 
pay for it, and this connection c'PlPot be broker1. 
There are many ways of organising a productive unit, 
and there are many grades of labour, and many forms . . . . . . 
of capital. Alitough th~ various :tftctors of production 
are co-crperant, they are, at the same time, and to no 
small extent, substitutes for each othe/ Consequently, 
if for any reas;n the price which has to be paid for 
any particular factor of production grea:i!.y increases, 
the employer, like the consu~er, will tend to readjust 
his expenditure and •u~ise substitutes to th~ point 
a.t which, in relation t~ a ~it of expenditure, the 
marginal utilities to him of the factors of production 
he demands are equal. • 

It is in the light of thi~ analysis that the eigll.teenth 
century dictum of Adj.m Smith and the nineteenth 
century controversies regarding the relations of the 
factors• engaged in• the process of production have to 
be viewed at the present day. While the analysis 
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had done much to clear away the intellectual mist 
which had stlrrounded the questions at 'tssue, it must 
be recognised that it had not shown that, in practice, 
there could not be a conflict Qf interest. between 
a favourably situated body ~f producers and the 
consumers •of their products ; nor that there could 
not be a divergence "'Of views, or even a conflict of • 
interest, between employers and workpeople as· to• 
the re~un~ation to which the latter are entitled or 
the conditions under which their work is performed. 
Nevertheless, to those who looked closely enough, 
some indicition was given of the limit t~ which, in 
the first case, pressure may be exerted on consumers, 
and, in the second ca'!3e, to which bargctining can 
proceed, withoit.. serious reactions. Finally, the 
analysis ha.d not shown, notwithstanding deductions 
to the contrary, that an individualistic organisatij>n 
of indust~y is the beit that ca~ be conc~\ved. Rather, 
it had shown what is essentially involved • in the 
working of any economic system whose end is to 
provide for the material wants of the ';uembers of a 
large commanity. 

• 
• IX. • 

• • Place of OrAapise4 Consumers. 
In the opening paragraph the fact was mentioned 

that the question of th• relations of producers among 
themsel..,es, and that of the Qistribution among them 
of the product of their wor~, had been the chief 

• subject of controversy in the industrial world for 
many decades. Stated in another way, the first 
question is one of the relative positions of employers 
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• and workpeople, while the second has particular 
reference to ~at share of the product •of industry 
which takes the form of profit. The ~utstanding 

attempts that have .been made to find a solution of 
these questions are well known. The solution which 
at one time ·was regar~ed as the most complete was 

.the setting up of co-op~J.-a.tive ~roductive establish
,ments, owne<J by the workpeople employed inethem, 
and consequently in which there was noeem~loyer, • and in which if a profit existed it should accrue to the 
workpeople owners. Into a detailed explanation of 
the limited success of this solution there is"no need to 
enter. It is .sufficient to say that co-operative 
productiv~ establishments ha.ve not proved them
selves sufficiently efficient to expand in competition 
with other forms of industrial org;n1sation. Some
what wider success has been a-ttained by schemes of 
co~artnership .and profit-sharing, but, aga!U, these 
schemes. are confined to •a small number of concerns, 
and do not make · a strong appear to the great 
majority of el'tlployers and workpeople. While by 
both parties, though perhaps for differ~t reasons, 
really effective co-partnership is felt to be imprac
ticable, there seems to.be muCh force in the contenti.Qn 
of the workpeople that, ~n so fkr as there is a •differ
entia[ profit due to the superior advantages of a 
particular concern, their share in it ought to take the 
form of higher wages and mo~e favourable ~orking 
conditions. On the otlier hand, when we bear in 
mind that profit, in tht! narrowest sense of the term, 
<:;an .only exist when there is a positive difference 
between the price obtained for a product and its 
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remuherati<fn to . the employer for th!i functions he 
performs), •the fact that there • can b~ no guarantee 
that there will be a constant .large profit of this 
character goes far to explain the attitude of employers. 
Moreover,•the assertion of th~ workpeople that they 
do not desire to sha~e in <t _profit which results from. 
high }iTices to consumers, caused by a ~tck of coinci• 
dence"behi.nd supply and demand, ought to be given • due weight. 

Clearly the attainment of this coincidence at all 
times is e1hinently desirable, for it would imply that 
supply prices (composed of actual costs as just defined) 
and demand prices ar~ equal. In a world in which 
changes are constantly taking place, both on the side . . . . . 
of supply and of demand, the complete attamment of 
this equality at all times is•almost unthinkable, and 
so long~s this is the position there mu~ be a possibltity 
of profit, in the narrow sense•of the term, as \VeJl as of 
loss, or, from 'the point of view of the consumer, of 
high prices and low prices. As we h<tve seen, if this 
profit falls .to producers, and they are desirous for the 
amount to be large, iteis to their interest to restrict 
s~~ly and so cause ciemand. prices to rise above 
a.ctuat costs; but witA consu'kers the opposite is true. . . . . 
The desire of consumers must be for an ample supply, 
which means that their interest is more general than 
that oJ any particular•body of producers, which must 
be sectional. On the whole: therefore, it would seem 
preferable if profits andlossd'there be, for their direct 
incidence to be on consumers rather tha101 on 
producers. 
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But the attainment of this position clearly involves 
that consumers. should undertake the res~onsibility 
for production, \!ither through all its. stages,·· or for 
such as are. nearest to. them, and,to a large extent, 
this is the actual position in state and municipal . . . . 
undertakings. Here the taxpayers. or ra-tepayers 
r»ake themselves responsi,.me fm:. the provision of 
CC\t)ital and for. the other expenses of production. If 
a profit arises on the undertakings, owinr to• the 
prices charged being higher than cover actual costs, 
it accrues to the whole body of taxpayers or rate
payers, most of whom, presumably, are "also the 
consumers. There are, however, the flaws that, if 
any taxpay~ or ratepayer is not a consumer, he will 
benefit from the profit which has arisen because 
others have paid high prices, and th;t~ in any case, 
there is no guarantee of an•exact"''elation between the 
amo1fnt which af!y taxpayer or ratepayer ma:fhave 
expended .i.n utilising the shvices ot the undertakings 
and the share of the profit which accr~s to him; a 
profit on municii:>al tramways may ease the burden 
of rates for those· who use some other means ~f transit. 

Evidently these flaws are ~herent in the com
pulsory character of t4e meffibership of states aftf.io., , 
municiJ?alities, aud coul~ onlJ• be eliminatecf by 
participation in the undertakings being open and 
voluntary, and by a division of profit in proportion • to the relative amount expended by each partic\pant 
as consumer of the services which the undertakings 

.rrovide. No doubt it i~ quite impossible for these 
theoretical conditions to be realised in any state or 
municipality, but it is a striking fact that, in the 
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other large example of consumers making themselves 
responsil:je for providing the capital a,nd for the other 
expense9 of production, these conditions do actually 
obtain. The ref~rence here. is to the consumers' 
co-operative movement, which was born in this 
countr:>- more ihan eighty years ago: since when it 
has t4J:ived to i'ts pr~nt enormous dimensiow;. 
With a membership as large as SOJlle states, a.rd 
mu~ 1._\ger than any municipality, it is distinguished 
from them by the open and voluntary character of 
its membership, and by the distribution of any surplus 
over acfual costs in proportion to the amount ex
pended by each member in purchasing the goods 
which the movemant supplies. Mo~over, while 
membership is open to all who wish to enter, including 
those employed in the movement, it consists mainly 
of those who may oo described as workpeople. Taus 
the 1!lovement caters for a homt)genem.ls cl!ss of 
consumers; and that their•demands ought.to be esti
mated more• accurately by one source of supply 
than the demands of a hetero~neous mass of 
consume~ by many competing sources of supply 
is obvious. It would seem, therefore, that in this 
~vement, if anywhe~, ther~ is opportunity for that 
des~·able equality ~twee~ supply prices and demand 

• • • prices to be nearly attained, and for profit, as a 
difference between actual costs and price, to be elimin-• ate~ That this is one aim of the movement is 
expressed in an authoritative statement that surpluses 
remaining after expenses hcfve been met are regarded 
as virtual overcharges due to consumers in proportioX: 
to their respective expenditures. 
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X. 
Position 6'f Producers in Consumch-s' 

• Undertakings. 
In conclusjon, what of the position of the producers 

under these t~o chi.ef £~rms of consumers' under
takings? Evidently in neither has th~ emplo}'er as a 
pl"'ivate individual any pla.c8.• Thelsta.te or mllllicipal 
e~loyee workt.o for the consuming public, w:hich 
includes himself, and thus shares in any suri~Us ~ver 
actual costs. The co-operative employee is in a 
similar position in relation to the members of the 
co-operative movement. Assuming that he is a 
member, he has equal rights with every other member 
in controllin~ the movement, while again he shares, 
in proportion to the amount of his pm;chases, in any 
surplus over actual costs. But, althtugh in these 
undertakings the private • empleyer is eliminated, 
the ftnctions wHich he, as organis~r and matager, 
performs 1l.re not eliminated. Neither in state, 
municipal, nor co-operative undertakings are the 
detailed problems of organisation and management 
radically different from what they are ~sewhere. 
Though the immediate solutio~of these problems is 
. -m the hands of men who J:hemselves are employ~ 
of the c;onsumers who are. ulth;pa\ely responsibll for 
the undertakings, the facts are not altered that 
general directions and detaileQ. instructions have 
still to be given and complied with, and that questions . .·········· . . · .. ·. : · ... - --- . 
of remuneration • and • con~itions of work have to be 
,onsidered in relation to their costs. • These .questions 
always• involve · two views, one which is rightly 
conservative, and one :~~ch is right progressive, 
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and between these views, even in these undertakings, 
there is :fmple scope for divergence. • 

It is •because of this fact, and i"n order that the 
progressive view. may find .appropriat~ expression 
and be given due weight, t,hat state,. municipal, and 
co-opet'ative employees, just as other employees, 
embo<W themsel~s in lr.ade unions. And it is Willi 
that they should, for in industry, a• elsewhere, ii is 
by~ *ly directed pressure pf the progressive view 
upon the conservative view that stagnati~n is 
avoided and healthy advance assured. Nevertheless, 
as between the undertakings for which consumers 
are ultimately responsible and private undertakings, 
there is an additi<mal difference to those already 
mentioned. It is that, as these consumers are much 
more concer~~d with the quality of the service they 
receive than with all!Y pro:i'it which may accrue to them, 
and "!hat, as in their undertakings, a"tollectivist !ontrol 
is substituted f~r an individualist contrf!ll, there is 
freer scope lor the expression of a social conscience 
on questions in which the position ~f the workpeople 
is involv~d. Thus it is not a mere accident that the 
level of remunerati011 and the general c~nditions of 
~bour in these und~a~inss are usually equal to, 

an<f- .not infrequen\1~ in idvance of, the b~st that 
obtain in other forms of undertakings. To what 
extent, and in whj.t directions, consumers' under
tak~gs may develop beyond the present it would be . - . 

. foolish to attempt a foreca_st; but that, as they now 
~' ~f NO~st, they set a standard according to which th~ 

~0=:-.: 1'tion of outside workpeople may be judgru is by 
~ n 'fiaeans the,ast important of their social aspects. 
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